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LIFO UPDATE 
If you had called me personally to ask "What's 

happening lately with LIFO that I need to know 
about? ..... Here's what I'd say: 

#1. AS FAR AS LIFO MATTERS GO, IT'S BEEN A 
RATHER QUIET YEAR. This year, there hasn't 

been much new in the way of IRS guidance on LIFO 
matters, nor were there any exciting (or even rather 
dull) court case involving LIFO to report. 

Timelines. What little activity there was is re
flected in the Timeline for 2012 included on page 4. A 
similar Timeline for 2011 is included on page 5 for 
comparison. 

#2. 2012 SHOULD BE A PRETTY GOOD YEAR 
FOR DEALERSHIPS ON LIFO. Inflation for auto 

dealers' inventories for 2012 LIFO computations 
should be a bit higher than it was last year, and year
end 2012 inventories are - in many cases - at least 30 
or 40% greater than last year. 

The result should be reflected in greater increases 
in LIFO reserves for 2012 than last year due to slightly 
more inflation and the lesser impact, if any, of repay
ments of some of the LIFO reserve because of lower 
inventory levels. 

In general, based on ourone-of-each new vehicle 
item category compilations for this year-end, we are 
expecting that inflation rates will be closer to 4% for 
Lexus and Mazda ... closer to 3% for Buick, Nissan 
and Volvo ... and closer to 2% for Chevrolet, Ford, 
GMC trucks, Hyundai, Infiniti and Suzuki. 

I'm still recommending that new dealers elect 
LIFO for 2012 even though, as discussed below, 
some feel uncertain about the future of LIFO. 

#3. "REVISED" FORM 970. If you are making elec
tions to use the LIFO method for 2012, be aware that 
the IRS recently "revised" the form (Form 970) that is 
required for making initial LIFO elections. The new 
revision date for the Form and Instructions is Novem
ber 2012. 

The reason for the quotation marks around the 
word "revised" is because there are no changes of 
substance on the Form itself (2 pages) except for the 
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inclusion of a third line at the top which states, 
"Information about Form 970 and its Instructions is at 
http://www.irs.gov/form970.'' 

The only changes to the Form 970 Instructions 
(also 2 pages) simply refer to the new IRS web site 
and update the references to the most current revi
sion of the Revenue Procedure (2011-14) for auto
matic changes in certain LIFO methods. 

#4. WILL LIFO BE AROUND NEXT YEAR? No one 
really knows exactly what Congress and the Presi
dent are going to do about "simplifying" the Tax Code 
and/or fixing the country's deficit spending patterns. 
Therefore, no one really knows if, whether or how 
long LIFO will (still) be around. 

In February 2012, the Obama Administration 
included a proposal to eliminate the use of LIFO as 
part of its 2013 Revenue Proposals. The 
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Administration's proposal - if it were to come to pass 
- at least would provide a 2-year stay of execution if 
broad repeal were to be the fate of LIFO. 

In June, a bill was introduced to immediately repeal 
the use of LIFO by certain major integrated oil compa
nies. There has been no activity on this bill at all. 

There has been a lot of speculation over the 
possibility that the blending of International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and U.S. Generally Ac
cepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) would auto
matically result in the "effective repeal" of the use of 
the LIFO method for U.S. businesses. 

Many who testified before Congress in favor of 
repealing the use of the LIFO method have argued 
that, as a practical matter, the repeal of LIFO was 
inevitable as soon as U.S. GAAP reporting standards 
(which permit LIFO) were absorbed and eliminated 
via "convergence" with global or European-style IFRS. 

The "inevitability" of the demise of LIFO based on 
this assumption continues to be in doubt. And, it is 
becoming more doubtful with the passing of each 
month. 

This doubt continues to grow because the SEC 
seems to be interested in evaluating new approaches 
for the more gradual, and less all-inclusive, integra
tion of U.S. GAAP and IFRS. These new approaches 
would not, per se, either directly or indirectly prohibit the 
use of LIFO by U.S. companies reporting to the SEC. 

Also, talk of separate IFRS for non-public busi
nesses is getting more attention. 

These factors bearing on the retention/repeal 
status of LIFO have not changed at this time. A more 
thorough discussion of this appeared in the Mid-Year 
2012 Edition of the LIFO Lookout. 

Repeal of LCM methods ... A related danger
ous proposal. We still have to be on the "lookout" for 
the possibility that along with efforts directed at the 
repeal of LIFO, there may/will also be efforts directed 
at the repeal of the use of the lower-of-cost-or-market 
(LCM) method and the subnormal goods method. 

The fate of these important accounting methods 
still seems to be linked to whether the LIFO method 
will be permitted to stay in place. 

#5. IF LIFO MUST GO ... A PROPOSAL TO EASE 
THE PAIN. If Congress were to decide to termi

nate LI FO for the "big boys," there is still room to hope 
that Congress would allow non-public businesses to 
continue to use LIFO. Should that hope be extin
guished, I have a proposal for transitioning non
publicly-held companies that might ease their finan
cial pain in going from using LIFO to using FIFO (or 
something else). 

(Continued from page 1) 

If Congress should, indeed, terminate the use of 
LI FO for all companies, I've included a letter on pages 
7-8 that can be filled in with particulars and sent by 
anyone who wants to ask Congress to show a little 
more leniency to businesses that are forced to go off 
of LIFO. 

The leniency requested is to ask Congress to 
allow businesses to repay the tax on their LIFO 
reserves over a less painful time-frame by using a 
reverse sum-of-the-years-digits calculation method. 
The schedule on page 9 shows an example of the 
calculation. 

Interestingly, in the November elections, seven 
dealers or former dealers who were running for Con
gress were successful. These individuals, in particu
lar, might be more receptive to written requests from 
automobile dealers to save LIFO (orto ease the pain 
if saving is not possible). These Congressmen are: 
Vern Buchanan (R-Florida), John Campbell (R-Cali
fornia), Mike Kelly (R-Pennsylvania), Jim Renacci (R
Ohio), Scott Rigell (R-Virginia), Bill Shuster (R-Penn
sylvania) and Roger Williams (R-Texas). 

#6. YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
CONFORMITY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
FOR LIFO INVENTORIES. For over 20 years in 

writing the Lookout, I have always reminded readers 
of the perils and pitfalls associated with the LIFO 
financial statement conformity issues. Beginning on 
page 10, I've expanded previous discussions to in
clude several related developments and consolidate 
the presentation of these significant requirements. 

The so-called LIFO financial statement confor
mity "requirement" can be troublesome for taxpayers 
and their advisors because there are actually many 
such requirements, rather than just one. And, a 
taxpayer's violation of anyone of these conformity 
requirements would allow the IRS to take the position 
that the LIFO election must be terminated (although 
asserting that harsh penalty is - in theory - discretion
arywith the IRS). 

All of this is discussed in the article beginning on 
page 10 and in the supplementary information ac
companying the article. 

#7. YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS FOR 
LIFO INVENTORIES. Beginning on page 36, 

another article discusses year-end planning for 
changes in LIFO inventories. This article walks you 
through procedures for estimating changes in LIFO 
reserves for projection purposes. 

It also discusses several year-end planning strat
egies thattaxpayers have employed - some success
fully, and others, unsuccessfully - to reduce the 
impact of LIFO reserve repayments when year-end 
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inventories were anticipated to fall below desired 
levels. 

For readers with automobile dealership clients, 
the article also addresses how an auto dealer's loss 
or termination of a franchise by the manufacturer 
(which usually would be expected to result in a 
decrease in ending inventory level) can be "managed" 
... if that's the right word ... in some circumstances to 
limit the amount of LIFO reserve recapture. 

It should be noted that the "pool split and partial 
LIFO termination" strategy suggested for auto deal
ers (see page 47) perhaps might also be applied in 
other inventory situations. 

#8. HURRICANE SANDY .•• HOW WILL IT 
AFFECT YEAR-END INVENTORY LEVELS 
FOR DEALERS? What will the consequences 

be for dealers using LIFO? 

In the 2011 Editions of the LIFO Lookout, we 
discussed the resistance of the IRSffreasury to af
ford relief under Section 473 to dealerships who 
experienced lower year-end inventories as a result of 
disruptions caused by natu ral disasters (earthquakes 
and tsunamis, etc.) in early 2011. 

Will year-end inventory levels be depressed be
cause new vehicle inventories were damaged and 
rendered non-salable? Or, will year-end inventory 
levels be reduced because what new vehicle inven
tory a dealership had was depleted by increased 
sales due to the increased customer demand in order 
to replace their own storm-damaged vehicles? 

As you may recall, the impact of these disasters 
in 2011 on the manufacturers had a marked effect on 
the year-end inventory levels of many dealerships. 

Notwithstanding what NADA and others thought 
was a strong case for the Treasury to grant some 
relief to dealers under Code Section 473, the Trea
sury turned a deaf ear on NADA's pleas. (For the text 
of NADA's letter to the IRS dated January 13, 2012, 
see pages 8-9 of the Mid-Year 2012 Edition of the 
Lookout.) 

In March 2012, the Treasury responded by say
ing that Section 473 cannot be used to provide relief 
in situations that do not involve a "politically moti
vated" inventory disruption. Furthermore, in its opin
ion, the inventory disruptions caused by (these) natu
ral disasters did not rise to the level of urgency that 
would justify granting relief under Section 473. 

Despite this adverse attitude of the Treasury, 
perhaps a similar effort should now be made by 
NADA on behalf of dealers in the several states that 
have been declared Federal Disaster Areas as a 

(Continued) 

result of Hurricane Sandy and/or other major weather
caused disruptions. 

NADA ... Are you listening? 

#9. OTHER RELIEF FOR DEALERSHIPS 
AFFECTED BY HURRICANE SANDY. Practi

tioners should not overlook other possibilities for 
relief for dealers (using LIFO) who are affected by the 
destruction and disruption brought about by Sandy. 

Your attention is called specifically called to Tech
nical Advice Memorandum (TAM) 201111004 (in
cluded in the March 2011 Timeline) regarding the 
opportunities for certain deferral treatment for 
dealerships in disaster areas. 

In this TAM, the IRS ruled that - in effect - ifthe fact 
pattern is right, a taxpayer may be able to defer the 
recognition of income of the sale/disposition of inven
tories if the taxpayer is able to qualify under the 
special, non-recognition of gain rules available to busi
nesses affected by "Federally-declared disasters." 

The TAM involved a taxpayer whose operations 
had been damaged by the 2006 Gulf Coast Hurri
canes known as "Katrina." The IRS concluded that 
the taxpayer's inventory that was involuntarily con
verted in a "Presidentially-declared disaster" was 
"property held for productive use in a trade or busi
ness" for purposes of Code Section 1033{h){2). 

The taxpayer received insurance and salvage 
proceeds relating to property that had been involun
tarily converted as a result of the hurricanes, and 
more than half of the insurance and salvage proceeds 
related to the lost or damaged inventory. The tax
payer realized gain in excess of basis from these 
recoveries. 

When the taxpayer reinvested the amounts re
ceived from insurance and salvage proceeds into 
new store construction property, the Service con
cluded that the taxpayer was entitled to receive the 
benefits of non-recognition of gain because of the 
timely reinvestment of the proceeds in property that 
qualified for gain non-recognition. 

In otherwords, in this case, the proceeds from the 
loss of the inventory, if reinvested in "property held for 
productive use in trade or business," could protect the 
business from having to immediately realize the gain 
on the inventory that was destroyed by the disaster. 

The TAM does not state whether the taxpayer's 
inventories that were destroyed were valued at LIFO 
or at FIFO. (But, should that make any difference?) 

In situations where LIFO inventories are involved, 
the adjusted basis of the inventory (i.e., its LIFO 
inventory valuation) in most cases will be consider-

see LIFO UPDATE, page 6 
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CALENDAR YEAR 2012 ... YEAR TO DATE 

• In LTR 201150025 (released Dec. 16,2011), the IRS granted extensions of time to file Forms 
970 to the parent of a consolidated group that went through an extensive restructuring in order 
to acquire a new business. 

• This LTR involved interpretations requiring the filing of Forms 970 for transactions involving 
disregarded and entities and LLCs (i.e., Reg. Sec. 301.7701-3(g)(1)(iv» and transfers to a 
controlled Section 

• Request for relief from LIFO recapture due to natural disasters in 2011. On January 13, 
2012, National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) sent a letter to the Treasury/lRS 
requesting expedited Section 473 relief for certain franchised auto and truck dealers (Honda, 
Subaru and Toyota/Scion). 

• These dealers experienced significant decreases in their new vehicle year-end Dec. 31, 2011 
LIFO inventories as a result of the earthquake and tsunami that occurred in Japan in march 
2011 and/or the flooding that occurred in Thailand in July 2011. 

• In March, the Treasury's Office of Tax Policy responded by stating its position that ... 
• Section 473 cannot be used to provide relief in situations that do not involve a ''politically 

motivated" inventory disruption. 
• The inventory disruptions caused by (these) natural disasters do not rise to the level of 

.. rn·.,n,-" that would relief under Section 473. 

• Repeal of UFO and other inventory accounting methods. President Obama's Administration 
again included the repeal of the use of the LIFO method as a tax break to be eliminated as part 
of the fiscal year 2013 revenue proposals. 

• The repeal of LIFO would start in the first taxable year beginning after the December 31, 2013. 
• This, in effect, is a 2-year postponement of the repeal advocated by the Administration in prior 

years' revenue proposals. 
• The recapture of the LIFO reserve into taxable income would occur ratably over a 10-year 

spread period. 
• The Administration's revenue proposals for 2013 would also prohibit the use of (1) the lower-of

cost-or-market method and (2) the subnormal goods method for valuing inventories. 
• The repeal of these methods would start in the first taxable year beginning after the Dec. 31, 2013. 
• The Sec. would be taken into income over a 

• Form 3115 Instructions. The IRS revised the Instructions for Form 3115 (to be used with the 
December 2009 revision of Form 3115). This revision supersedes the previous revision of the 
Instructions dated December 2009. 

• This revision essentially updates all references relating to automatic changes to refer to Revenue 
Procedure 2011-14 (which superseded Revenue Procedure 2008-52) as the controlling document. 

• This revision of the Form 3115 Instructions lists all of the changes in accounting methods that might 
be made in connection with the new Tangibles Regulations under Sections 162, 167,168 and 263(a). 
• These changes in accounting method may be made under Rev. Procs. 2012-19 or 2012-20. 

• The total of the automatic that do not advance consent from the IRS is 180. 
• OMB defends Administration's proposal to repeal LIFO. On April 2, 2012, the Director of the 

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) defended the proposal to eliminate the LIFO method. 
• This defense was in response to a letter (dated Jan. 27, 2012) signed by 22 members of Congress 

that had removal of the LIFO from the revenue for 2013. 
• UFO Coalition response activity. On June 6, 2012, the LIFO Coalition (www.saveLIFO.org) 

submitted an extensive rebuttaV response to the letter written by the Office of Management and 
in which the OMB defended the to eliminate the LIFO method. 

• Bill introduced to repeal LIFO for integrated oil companies. On June 7, 2012, a bill was 
introduced (H.R. 5906) that would repeal the use of the LIFO inventory method starting in 2012 
by integrated oil companies (as defined in Section 167(h)(5)(B». 

• The Section 481(a) adjustment to recapture the LIFO reserve into the income would be taken 
into account over a not than 8 taxable 

• Revision of Form 970 & Instructions. The IRS revised Form 970, the form on which LIFO is 
officially elected. This revision supersedes the previous revision dated December 2005. 

• This revision simply updates all references in the Instructions relating to automatic changes in 
LIFO methods to refer to Rev. Proc. 2011-14 Rev. Proc. 
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CALENDAR YEAR 2011 ... THE YEAR IN REVIEW 

• Revenue Procedure 2011-14 revised and updated the procedures for taxpayers making 
designated automatic changes in (UFO and other) accounting methods and filing Forms 3115. 
• This Revenue Procedure included the Section 263A safe harbor elections for motor vehicle 

dealerships that can be made as automatic changes #150 and #151. 
• This Revenue Procedure supersedes Rev. Procs. 2008-52 and 2009-39. 
• Effective for the filin of Forms 3115 on or after Januar 10,2011. 

• In TAM 201111004, the IRS held that a taxpayer may defer the gain on an involuntary 
conversion of inventory if the business is located in a Federally-declared disaster area. 

• This guidance emphasizes to practitioners that the provisions of Code Section 1033(h)(2) 
should not be overlooked by dealerships located in disaster areas. 

• The broader application of this TAM is that Section 1033(h)(2) could allow a dealership (in a 
Federally-designated disaster area) to defer reporting gain if (or when) it reinvests insurance 
or salva e roceeds in other assets used in the business. 

• IRS released its Audit Technique Guide (ATG) for Wineries. 
• This ATG sets forth the criteria that wineries should use to define their wine items and to 

value their UFO inventories. 
• Essentially, the ATG requires that the winery must define items of wine in a way that 

subdivides bulk wine and bottled wines into inventory items based on factors such as type of 
wine, source of grapes, process recipe or formula used, length of aging time, type of 
container, length of time wine has been stored after bottling, etc. 

• This Audit Techn' ue Guide basicall follows the IRS holdin in ILM 201043029 JuI 2010. 
• In FAA 20114702F, the IRS concluded that the absence of proper disclosures related to the 

use of the UFO method in financial statements prepared using IFRS (International Financial 
Reporting Standards) resulted in violations of several UFO conformity requirements. 

• IFRS standards do not permit the use of UFO for valuing inventories, and the financial 
statements did not comply with various exceptions that are available in the Regulations. 

• What this FAA does suggest is that the UFO financial statement conformity requirements 
would not be violated if proper supplementary disclosures accompany financial statements 
issued under IFRS. 

• This a ears to be the first ublished IRS idance involvin IFRS- re ared statements. 
• In LTRs 201130001 and 201136006, the IRS granted taxpayers extensions of time to file 

Form 970 . 
• In one instance, the taxpayer failed to file Form 970 after a Section 351(a) exchange. 
• In the other case, a parent corporation overlooked filing 14 UFO elections forms for 

various subsidiaries over a long period of time. 
• In both cases, the oversight by the taxpayer was called to its attention when a pair of "fresh 

e es" reviewed their LIFO situations and cau ht the omissions. 
• President Obama's Administration included the repeal of UFO as a tax break to be 

eliminated as part of the negotiations to reach a deal on the debt limit increase impasse. 
• Apparently, this is a follow-up to the President's proposal at the beginning of this year - as part 

of his "Greenbook" proposals - when he had included the repeal of LIFO after the year 2012 ... 
with a 10- ear s read eriod for the reca ture of the UFO reserve into taxable income. 

• In Rev. Proc. 2011-42, the IRS provided general guidance regarding its requirements 
concerning the use and evaluation of statistical samples and sampling estimates. 

• There is no specific discussion in the Revenue Procedure that relates to LIFO inventory 
application situations. 

• Accordingly, the general principles and guidance in the Rev. Proc. will have to be adapted to 
LIFO situations on a case-b -case basis, de endin on the facts and circumstances. 

• The Treasury published Final Regulations under Section 381 relating to the carryover / 
combination of inventory methods, including LIFO inventory methods, in reorganizations or 
tax-free liquidations. 

• Under the Final Regulations, the determination of which inventory accounting method will carry 
over is to be made on the basis of considering only the inventories of the trades or businesses 
that are oin to be inte rated after the tax-free transaction/a uisition takes lace. 
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LIFO Update (Continued from page 3) 

ably less than the amount colle",ted from insurance 
and salvage proceeds. Thus, it would appear as a 
matter of first impression that the taxpayer simply 
realized a gain on its destroyed LIFO inventory. This 
gain would be most obvious if the taxpayer were 
unable to replace its inventory by the end of the year 
so that its inventory level at year-end was significantly 
below the inventory level at the beginning of the year 
... thus resulting in a recapture of a (significant) 
portion of the LIFO reserve for the year in which the 
disaster occurred. 

However, where a Presidentially-declared disas
ter precipitates these events, it may be possible to 
avoid the recognition of gain (Le., the recapture of the 
LIFO reserve attributable to the destroyed inventory) 
by reinvesting the proceeds received as a result of the 
disaster in replacement inventory after the end of the 
year ... or by reinvesting the proceeds in other non
inventory assets in the same, or in a subsequent, year. 

'10. YEAR-END PROJECTIONS FOR AUTO 
DEALERS BASED ON "ONE-OF-EACH" MIX 
ASSUMPTION. To assist you in making year

end projections, each year we provide a listing for 
automobile dealership newvehicle LIFO inventories 
showing weighted average inflation (or deflation) 
information for each model. 

The summaries for this year-end are on pages 
50-53, and the detail lists for each make/model are on 
pages 54-60. 

This information shows the weighted One-of
Each-Item-Category inflation (or deflation) indexes 
for dealerships using the Alternative LIFO Method for 
New Vehicles. These charts and schedules show the 
information separately for dealerships that (1) have 
already changed, or may be considering changing, to 
the single, combined LIFO pool (Le., the "Vehicle
Pool") method for all new vehicles, and (2) may still be 
using separate pools for all new automobiles and for 
all new light-duty trucks. 

'11. BY THE WAY ••. FYI .•. ONE MINOR NOTE 
REGARDING STATISTICAL SAMPLING. The 

Year-End 2011 Edition of the LIFO Lookout included 
an analysis of Revenue Procedure 2011-42. This 
Rev. Proc. "provides taxpayers with guidance regard
ing the use and evaluation of statistical samples and 
sampling estimates." The guidance in this Rev. Proc. 
is basically general in nature, and as indicated in that 
analysis, the IRS deliberately omitted any specific 
discussions of the statistical sampling procedures it 
would require or find acceptable in connection with 
LIFO inventory calculations. 

Interestingly (?), Rev. Proc. 2011-42 takes on 
added prominence now as a result of the new Regu
lations issued by the Treasury in December 2011 for 
capitalizing vs. expensing repair and improvement 
expenditures which require many Section 481 (a) 
adjustments when taxpayers change accounting 
methods to conform to the new rules. 

Revenue Procedures 2012-19 and 2012-20 de
scribe the various procedures related to changes in 
accounting methods that taxpayers will have to - or 
may elect to - make in order to comply with the new 
Regulations. These Revenue Procedures specifi
cally require taxpayers to apply only the sampling 
principles and procedures that are set forth in Rev. 
Proc. 2011-42 in making all of these changes. 

Apparently, the procedu res set forth in Rev. Proc. 
2011-42 are now - as far as the IRS is concerned - the 
"gold standard" for statistical sampling procedures ... 
because no other estimation techniques or approxi
mations are permitted by the IRS in Rev. Procs. 2012-
19 and 2012-20. Really, now? It is possible that when 
the IRSlTreasury "finalizes" the tangibles Regula
tions sometime in 2013, there may be some lessening 
of these requirements. 

'12. DE FILIPPS UNIVERSITY AUDIO SEMINARS. 
During 2012, I presented 9 audio seminars to supple
ment my publications and various speaking engage
ments. In 2011, I had presented 12 audio seminars. 

Complete information about De Filipps University 
and each 2-hour audio seminar is available on our 
web site (www.defilipps.com). On Demand Audio 
Recordings (which include all of the presentation 
materials for that seminar) can be purchased at 
www.krm.com/wjd (on the "Recordings" tab). 

These audio seminars (through the De Filipps 
UniversityResource Center) are becoming more and 
more the primary vehicle for keeping you up-to-date 
on a more timely basis with in-depth technical discus
sions of relevant LIFO and dealership tax issues. 

'13. UPDATED INDEX OF LOOKOUT ARTICLES 
•.. 21 YEARS. We have updated our Index of all 

articles appearing in the LIFO Lookout from our first 
issue, March 1991, through December 2012. 

This electronically searchable and user-friendly 
Index is available on our web site (www.defilipps.com) 
for your reference purposes. You can search the 
Index by keyword(s); you can also save the Indexon 
your computer for handy future reference. And, 
copies of articles in all prior issues of both publica
tions are now readily available to you. * 
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Hi/lUI! lIFO 
URGE CONGRESS NOT TO REPEAL LIFO ... A SAMPLE LETTER 
(To Be Sent Under Your Company's Letterhead & Tailored to Your Specific Situation) 

Page loU 

Honorable ( ) 
U.S. Senate or House of Representatives 
Address 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator -----' 

Date ____ ,,2013 

We are the owners of a [business - state nature of business, i.e., auto dealership, manufacturer of 
__ ----AI. We have been in business in [list locations - city, state, etc.} since [indicate year}. 

Many years ago, in filing our income tax returns, we made the election to use the Last-In, First -Out 
(LIFO) inventory method to value our inventories. 

We elected to use this method [X number of years ago __ } [or starting in year __ } because of 
the inflationary costs of goods, products and materials used in our business. As the cost of replacing the 
goods we sell [manufacture] has continued to increase, we have been able to use the cash "savings" which 
resulted from using the LIFO valuation method to defer the payment of tax on inflationary profits, when 
we had to replace and maintain our inventory levels. 

This was just good, basic business sense. And besides, LIFO has been accepted and recognized in the 
Internal Revenue Code for many years as a legitimate method for valuing inventories. LIFO has also been 
a Generally Accepted Accounting Principle which enjoys long-standing favor and acceptance in the 
business and financial communities (notwithstanding some of the comments to the contrary by some 
academics). 

Over the years, we have built up a LIFO reserve of [$ __ indicate amount} as of the end of [indicate 
year-end __ }. This represents the amount of income we have been able to defer by using the LIFO 
method. We know that this represents only a timing difference. And, we know that, eventually, it will 
have to be repaid. However, we believe that now is not a good time to force that repayment by eliminating 
the use of LIFO. 

If LIFO is repealed, and we are required to pay tax on the LIFO reserve, we will have to pay [$ __ 
indicate amount computed as 33% or 35% or 40%, whichever is applicable, of the LIFO reserve amount}. 

We are under constant intense pressure from the manufacturers to expand and improve our facilities 
and to carry more inventory. Meeting these demands, as well as many others, will require even more cash 
and financing if we are to remain competitive. [Expand further .} 

We want to stay in business (and, if possible, be able to pass it along to our children and their 
families). But, we are fearful that if LIFO is repealed and we have to pay the tax on our LIFO reserves, we 
will not have cash in the bank (or a line of credit that we would be able to draw upon) to do so. 

The impact of repealing the LIFO method on our business will be devastating. 

(continued .. .) 

~A~pe~riO~d~iC~UP~da~te~o~fL~IF~O~-~N_~S'~Vi~e~~an~d~1d~ea~S~~~~~~~*~~~~~~P~hO~tO~CO~pY~in~g~Or~R~ep~rin~tin~9~W~ith~o~ut~pe~~~~~si~on~ls~p~ro~hib~n~ed 
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RejJc([1 UFO 
URGE CONGRESS NOT TO REPEAL LIFO ... A SAMPLE LETTER 
(To Be Sent Under Your Company's Letterhead & Tailored to Your Specific Situation) 

Page 2 of2 

We currently have [ __ number} employees. Undoubtedly, many - if not the majority of them - will 
have to be terminated as we downsize our business in order to be able to cope with the financial impact of 
repaying our LIFO reserves. 

[Be as specific as possible here ... refer to some of the talking points regarding reduction in 
operations, number of employees that might have to be terminated, impact on existing personal business 
loan guarantees and covenants, etc.} 

Furthermore, even if there is only a little inflation over the next few years, LIFO will continue to allow us 
to defer the payment of tax on the impact of inflation that will be part of the cost of replacement goods in 
future year-end inventories. We would be extremely thankful for that, also, as we need all the help we can get. 

As we said, without going out of business, if LIFO is repealed, it would be (almost) impossible for us 
to raise the money or arrange the financing to pay the Federal (and state) taxes on the recapture of our 
LIFO reserves. And, that's true even if part of the repeal would allow us to make that repayment over 
several years. Many banks and other lenders are reluctant to loan money to finance year-end inventories. 
They will be even more reluctant to loan money to us so that we can pay the tax on LIFO reserves that are 
being recaptured. 

Until we go out oj business,Junds to pay the tax on LIFO reserves simply will not be available. 

Accordingly, the repeal of LIFO - even with some transitional relief or an extended grace period -
would place a terrible, if not fatal, financial strain on our business. It would do the same to many of our 
friends who also use LIFO in their businesses. 

Therefore, we are asking you to please expend all efforts you possibly can to keep the LIFO valuation 
method in the Tax Code. Please don't force us to give up this gravely-needed life support method for our 
business. 

Also, proposals to eliminate LIFO usually include proposals to eliminate two other inventory methods 
that we apply to our non-LIFO inventories. These inventory methods permit us at year-end to reduce the 
cost of our inventory goods to a "lower-of-cost-or-market" value or to a "subnormal goods" value [if 
appropriate}. These methods also have been recognized as being in compliance with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles, as well as current Income Tax law. 

We would respectfully urge you to resist any legislation that would eliminate the use of all of these 
inventory valuation methods. 

Finally, should all efforts to resist the repeal of LIFO come to no avail, we would respectfully request that 
the repayment of the LIFO reserve be permitted over at least a lO-year period with the amount of the LIFO 
reserve to be recaptured in each year computed under the reverse sum-of-the-year-digits amortization method. 

An example of this method of calculation is enclosed. This shows how much more manageable any 
repayment might be than if were required to be made evenly or pro rata over the same number of years. 

Thank you for your consideration of our requests. 

Sincerely, 

lSI Business Owners 

~Ph~m~OC~OP~Yi~ng~O~rR~e~pr~int~ing~W~it~ho~ut~p~er~m~iss~io~n~ls~pr~oh~ib~ite~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~p~er~iod~iC~U~Pd~at~e~of~LI~FO~-~N~ew~s~.v~ie~ws~a~nd~l~de~as 
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Recapture (Repayment) oia LIFO Reserve as oiDec_ 31.2014 Over a 10-Year Period 

Comparison oiRecapture Under Straight-Line (Pro-Rata) vs. Reverse Sum-oi-the-Years-Digits Amortization Method 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1. The UFO Reserve balance at Dec. 31,2012 is $1,400,000. 

2. The UFO Reserve increases 2.5% per year for 2013 and 2014. 

3. The use of the UFO method is terminated as of Dec. 31, 2014. 

4. The UFO Reserve balance at Dec. 31, 2014 is $1,470,000 (rounded) as computed below. 

UFO Reserve at Dec. 31, 2012 1,400,000 

Increase for 2013 (2.5%) 35,000 

UFO Reserve at Dec. 31, 2013 1,435,000 

Increase for 2014 (2.5%) 35,875 

UFO Reserve at Dec. 31,2014 1,470,875 

Round to 1,470,000 

5. The UFO Reserve as of Dec. 31, 20 14 is to be recaptured over 10 years. 

COMPARISON OF RECAPTURE UNDER STRAIGHT-UNE (pRO RATA) VS. REVERSE SUM-OF-THE-YEARS-DIGITS METHOD 

Repayment of 12/31/14 UFO Reserve Balance, computed 

Pro Rata at a Rate of 10% per year 

Year 111 
2015 

147,000 

Yearll 
2016 

147,000 

Yeart3 
2017 

147,000 

Year'" 
2018 

147,000 

Year 115 
2019 

147,000 

Year 116 
2020 

147,000 

Year Ill? 
2021 

147,000 

Year 118 
2022 

147,000 

Year 119 
2023 

147,000 

Year 1110 
2024 

147,000 

Under the Reverse Sum-of-the-Years-Digits Method 26,727 53,455 80,182 106,909 133,636 160,364 187,091 213,818 240,545 267,273 

Difference in Amount of UFO Reserve Recapture 

Per Year 

Cumulative 

Recapture Percentage (%) 

Per Year 

Cumulative 

120,273 

120,273 

0.01818 

1/55 

0.01818 

1.82% 

93,545 

213,818 

0.03636 

2/55 

0.05455 

5.45% 

66,818 40,091 13,364 

280,636 320,727 334,091 

0.05455 0.07273 0.09091 

3/55 4/55 5/55 

0.10909 0.18182 0.27273 

10.91% 18.18% 27.27% 

(13,364) (40,091) (66,818) (93,545) (120,273) 

320,727 280,636 213,818 120,273 

0.10909 0.12727 0.14545 0.16364 0.18182 

6/55 7/55 8/55 9/55 10/55 

0.38182 0.50909 0.65455 0.81818 1.00000 

38.18% 50.91% 65.45% 81.82% 100.00% 

Total 

1,470,000 

1,470,000 
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YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENT CONFORMITY 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFO INVENTORIES 

Every taxpayer using the Last-In, First-Out (LIFO) 
method to value its inventories must be sure that all 
year-end financial statements it issues satisfy all of 
the LIFO conformity requirements. If they do not, the 
taxpayer risks the loss of its LIFO election and the 
repayment of its entire LIFO reserve in a single year. 
Compliance with the conformity requirements is ex
pected even though the taxpayer may be under great 
pressure to issue its financial statements as soon as 
possible after year-end. 

There are many year-end LIFO conformity re
quirements, and there are many kinds of businesses 
using LIFO. All taxpayers using LIFO must comply 
with all of the year-end financial statement conformity 
reporting requirements in order to remain eligible to 
use the method. 

In many places, this article discusses the special 
rules and IRS guidance for auto dealerships. Taxpay
ers who are not in the automobile business and are 
therefore outside the scope of that guidance should 
be careful not to rely on that guidance as if the IRS 
had generalized or intended it to be applicable in their 
own different situations or industries. 

Similarly, auto dealerships - although benefiting 
from some clarification by the I RS on certain reporting 
issues - should be careful notto rely on that guidance 
as if the IRS had generalized or intended it to be 
applicable beyond the carefully worded narrow "scope" 
sections in the applicable IRS guidance publica
tions (Le., Revenue Ruling 97-42 or Revenue Pro
cedure 97-44). 

BASIC LIFO ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: 
"CONFORMITY" IS ONLY ONE 

First: The bigger picture, of which the year-end 
financial statement conformity requirements are 
only a part. 

The IRS can disallow a taxpayer's LIFO election 
if it finds a violation of anyone of four general eligibility 
requirements. The four eligibility requirements in
volve cost, conformity, consent, and the maintenance 
of adequate books and records. 

The case of Mountain State Ford Truck Sales v. 
Comm., in 1999 serves as a warning that whenever 
the IRS chooses, it can take a very aggressive 
position, threatening the very existence of a long
standing LIFO election. In that case, the Tax Court 
agreed with the IRS that the taxpayer's use of re
placement cost for valuing parts inventories could not 
be employed as a substitute for the more precise 
determination of actual cost in connection with LIFO 
inventories ... nor for any other non-L1 FO inventories. 

Fortunately, the IRS subsequently issued Rev
enue Procedure 2002-17, effectively negating the 
Tax Court's holding in Mountain State. All of the 
drama relating to Mountain State has been fully 
discussed in previous articles beginning in June 1994 
through March 2006 in the LIFO Lookout. (See 
Section IX of the LIFO Lookout Index of Articles at 
www.defilipps.com.) 

If a violation of anyone of the four eligibility 
requirements occurs (see the box below), the IRS has 
the discretionary power to allow the LIFO election to 
continue - if it can be persuaded to exercise that 
power in the taxpayer's favor. For example, Revenue 
Procedure 79-23 reflects the position of the Service 
that a LI FO election can be disallowed if the taxpayer 
fails to maintain adequate books and records with 
respect to the LIFO inventory and computations re
lated to it. 

However, if a taxpayer is able to reconstruct the 
information necessary to calculate the LIFO inven
tory amount properly, it may be possible to avoid 

see CONFORMITY, page 12 

Hcl'. I'roc. 79-23 LIFO ELECTION TERMINATION SITUATIONS 

Cost 

Conformity 

Consent 

Books & Records 

• Failure to value LIFO inventory at cost for tax purposes for the year preceding the year of LIFO 
election, the election year, and in all subsequent years. 

• Violation of the financial statement reporting conformity requirements for the election year and/or 
for all subsequent years while the LIFO election is in place. 

• Failure to properly elect LIFO, including the failure to fIle Form 970. 

• Failure to maintain adequate books and records with respect to the LIFO inventory and all 
computations related to it. 

~A~pe~riO~di~cu~p~da~te~of~L~IFO~'~N~ew~s~.V~ie~~~a~nd~ld~ea~s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ph~m~OC~OP~Yi~ng~O~rR~ep~ri~nti~ng~W~ith~o~ut~~~~~is~sio~n~I.~p~roh~ib~tted 
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Conformity 

termination of the UFO election for a violation of the 
"books and records" requirement. 

Revenue Procedure 79-23 states that in other 
circumstances where disputes with the IRS arise 
over computational errors, incorrect pool selection or 
item determination, or differences in the levels of 
costing inventories between financial statements and 
tax returns - the IRS is not authorized to terminate the 
taxpayer's UFO election. 

However, where alleged UFO violations involve 
cost, conformity, Form 970 consent matters or the 
taxpayer's failure to maintain "adequate books and 
records," the Service usually looks to invoke this 
more dramatic measure. In Mountain State Ford 
Truck Sales, the Tax Court expressed the position 
that the list of four "termination situations" in Rev. 
Proc. 79-23 was not an exclusive listing. In other 
words, other circumstances or situations might sup-

(Continued from page 11) 

port the Service taking the position that a taxpayer's 
UFO election should be terminated. 

FORM 970 QUESTIONS REGARDING 
THE CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 

One might consider Form 970 to be the gateway 
to the UFO election because it is the form which is 
required to be included with the income tax return for 
the first UFO year in order to make the election. The 
current revision ofthis Form is dated November 2012. 
Although the Instructions indicate that if a taxpayer 
prefers, it "can file an election statement that gives the 
same iflformation requested on Form 970," that alter
native is rarely followed. 

Section 472 provides that a taxpayer that elects 
to use the UFO inventory method for Federal income 
tax purposes must establish to the satisfaction of the 
Commissioner that it has used no method other than 
UFO in inventorying goods specified in its UFO 

~ 

Fmn970 Application To Use UFO Inventory Method OMBNo. 'f545.OO42 

.. AtIach to your tax rabm. =--=-=' .. InfonnaIion about Form 970 MIlls instructions Is at_.b.QrwIfiItmM1 ~ No. 122 
NimIt rltIer {lane aI paralt carponIIion if a COII8aIidaled~} (eea inaIrucIions) .,.,.. idoMdiIicdun ....... (eea inaIrucIionBI 

'M" statement of E1ecUon under Section 472 

• Questions 1 through 5 ... Omitted ... Not related to financial statement conformity. 

'M'" UFO Inventory Requirements 

• Questions 6 & 7 ... Omitted ... Not related to financial statement conformity. 

Sa Did the applicant (or any member of the sarna group of financially related corporations as delinad tn section 
472(g)) issue credit statements or raports to shareholders, partners, other propriators. or beneficiaries covaing the 
tax year specified on line 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

b If -Vfilii' to line Sa, attadI a statamant describing the recipient(&), the date(s) of Issuance, and the inventory 
meIhod(s) used to detsrmIne income. profit, or loss in those statements. 

• Questions 9 & 10 .. , Omitted ... Not related to financial statement conformity. 

'.'", SpecIfIc Goods (Unit) Method 
, .... , Dollar-Value Method 

'.. Inventory Price Index ComputaUon (lPlC) Method 

,.," other Infonnation 

!Ves! No 

!vas! No 

• Questions 11 through 23 (included in Parts III - VI) ... Omitted .,. Not related to financial statement conformity. 

~Ph~ot~OC~OP~Yi~ng~O~rR~e~pr~int~ing~W~it~ho~ut~p~er~m~iSS~io~nl~s~pr~OO~ib~~e~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~p~er~iO~diC~U~p~da~te~of~L~IFo~'N~e~~~,v~ie~w~sa~n~dl~~~as 
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Conformity 

election to ascertain income, profit, or loss for the 
first taxable yearfor which the method is to be used, 
for the purpose of a report or statement covering such 
taxable year to shareholders, partners, or other pro
prietors, or to beneficiaries, or for credit purposes. 
The taxpayer is also required to use the LI FO method 
in all succeeding years. 

Traps. One of the significant traps for the unwary 
is that Question 8 on Form 970 asks only whether the 
year-end financial statements for the election year 
have satisfied certain conformity requirements. This 
Question refers only to the issuance of statements 
"covering the tax year specified on Line 1" (which 
would be the year of election). 

On its face, Form 970 does not warn taxpayers 
that these conformity requirements must be satisfied 
for every year-end financial statement for as long as 
the LIFO method is being used. This requirement is 
spelled out in Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(1). 

(Continued) 

Worse yet, the relatively limited Form 970 In
structions give no hint of the many troublesome 
interpretations that can arise under the Regulations. 

On top of all that, the Instructions may confuse 
some taxpayers into believing they can safely elect 
LIFO by filing an amended return. That could only 
happen in the most limited of circumstances. 

The Instructions for Form 970 include a section: 
'When to File." This section states ... 

"File Form 970 (or a similar statement) with your 
tax return for the first tax year you intend to use the 
LIFO method. 

"If you filed your return for the tax year in which 
you wish to use the LIFO inventory method described 
in Section 472 without making the election, you can 
make the election by filing an amended return within 
12 months of the date you filed your original return. 

see CONFORMITY, page 14 

RI SP()'\SLS I () 1111 CO,\I OI{\II1' Qt I S II()'\S ()'\ F()({\I no 
I () ({ \ t I () I) I \ LI I{ S LI I ( I 1'\ (, I III \ I I I I{ '\ \ I 1\ I LI FO \ I I I II 0 () I () ({ l\ I \\ Y I II « I I S 

• Question 8a ••• Generally, the answer to Question 8a will be "Yes," in almost all situations. 
• Care must be exercised in answering this question, because Question 8a references not only the individual 

taxpayer/entity, but also includes "any member of the same group of financially-related corporations as 
defined in Section 472(g). " 

• Essentially, Sec. 472(g) references controlled groups with 50% [not 80%] ownership relationships. 
• Sec. 472(g) also includes "any other group of corporations which consolidate or combine for purposes of 

financial statements." 

• Question 8b ••. Identification of all recipients of year-end financial statements, the dates of issuance and the 
inventory method(s) used to determine income, profit or loss. 
• Generally, response would identify (1) recipients such as "Manufacturer, credit corp., bank," (2) dates financial 

statements were issued, and (3) "LIFO for goods in No.1 above" as the description for the method used. 
• If the required response cannot be squeezed into the space allowed beneath Question 8b, an additional 

attachment/schedule (suggested form below) should be included as part of the Form 970 filing package. 
• If the dealership has several franchises reporting to different manufacturers or divisions, all manufacturers/ 

divisions and all credit corporations who received year-end statements should be listed. 

rorlll 1)-0 ... Part II. I IIH' Sh 

\ttal'llllll'nt n': Di,trilllltion of' lar-Lnd I'inancial Statenll'nh 

Date 0/ 
Name 0/ Recipient Issuance 

(Manufacturer( s» 
~-------.. ----.. - ..... ----.. -.. --.-... - ... --..... - ...... - ..... --..... --- ... _-_ ... __ ........... -

(Credit Corporations) 
I---~----'--.. - .. -... --...... ---. -.... -.. - .... -.---.. ---.. --... -- - .... - ..... ------

(Banks or Other Lenders) 
I---~---- .. --.. -----.. --...... --.--.. -.. -.. --.... -.-.--..... -.-.... - ........ --.... - .---.... --------.. -

~ers)_---.-.. --.. -..... ----.. -... ----............. --.... -----.---.. -.... _ ...... _ .... _ .. _ .... _ ... _._ .... _____ .. _ .. _ .... _ ...... ____ _ 
~~er) __ .. _ .. __ ._ ... _ ...... _. ___ ._ ..... _ ...... _ ..... _ .... ____ . ____ . __ ... ___ .. __ ... __ .. _ ... ___ .. __ .. ___ _ 

(Other Shareholders) 

Method Used/or 
Valuing Inventories in Statements 

LIFO for goods subject to this 
LIFO election ... for all other 
classes of inventory not on 
LIFO, see the attachment 
describing other valuation 
methods used. 

~A~pe~OO~d~ic~u~~~m~e~m~L1~FO~-~N~e~ws~.v~ie~w~s~an~d~ld~ea~s~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~Ph~m~O~~pY~in~gO~r~R~ep~rin~ti~ng~W~ity~hOe~uat~Pr~~Er~mn~iSds~i02~no~IS1~P2r~Oh~ib~ij1e~3d 
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Conformity 

Attach Form 970 (or similar statement) to the amended 
return and write 'Filed pursuant to Section 301.9100-
2' at the top of Form 970. File the amended return at 
the same address the original return was filed." 

What this "instruction" fails to say is that the LI FO 
election would not be valid if the taxpayer had issued 
any year-end financial statements on a non-LIFO 
basis before the amended return was filed. It seems 
the only way a taxpayer could have a valid LIFO 
election considering the "conformity requirements" 
would be if (1) the IRS exercised its discretion to not 
terminate the LIFO election because of this confor
mity violation, or (2) the taxpayer never issued any 
year-end financial statements to anyone for any pur
pose. In either case, the answer to Question 8 on a Form 
970 attached to an amended retum would stand a strong 
chance of inviting a few questions from the IRS. 

WHERE DID THE "CONFORMITY" 
REQUIREMENTS COME FROM? 

There is relatively little history concerning the 
origins - or the reasons underlying - the conformity 
requirements. Two cases are instructive in this 
regard. The first is Insilco Corporation v. Comm. (73 
T. C. 589), a 1979 Tax Court decision; the other is The 
WilliamPowellCompanyv. USA(81-1 USTC1l9449), 
a 1981 District Cou rt (Southern District of Ohio) case. 

The common discussion of the origin/history/ 
purpose of the conformity requirements in both cases 
is included below. The unique aspect of each case is 
discussed in separate sections ofthis article ... Powell, 
relating to the recall of year-end statements issued on 
a non-LIFO basis and Insilco, relating to the origins of 
Section 472(g) which extended the applicability of the 
conformity requirements. 

Until 1938, LIFO was not acceptable for tax 
accounting purposes. In that year Congress allowed 
tanners and producers of non-ferrous metals to use 
LIFO, expanding this privilege to all taxpayers the 
following year. The 1939 amendments added a 
conformity requirement, which was amended in 1942 
to its current form. 

The discussion by the District Court in Powell 
contains a good summary of the general use of LIFO 
... The principle purpose of LIFO is to mitigate infla
tion and to protect the taxpayer from paying taxes on 
profits resulting from price inflated inventories. Under 
the FIFO method, the earliest historical costs are 
matched against current revenues and, to the extent 
that current costs exceed such historical costs, gross 
profit is overstated and distorted. Rather than being 
available totally for the payment of operating ex
penses, the repayment of debt, new investment, 
distribution to owners and the like, a portion of such 

(Continued from page 13) 

profit must be used merely to replace the inventory 
which was sold. It is this distortion of profit which may 
be substantially mitigated by the use of LIFO. Accord
ingly, the objective of the LIFO method is to match 
relatively current costs against current revenues in 
order to produce a more realistic gross profit. 

The Court in Powell noted that there was no 
support for the taxpayer's position that the conformity 
requirements were intended by Congress to be a 
deterrent to taxpayers' use of LIFO and that it could 
not "presuppose this purpose on the basis of what we 
[Le., the District Court] think Congress was contem
plating, for such action is speculation, not evidence of 
legislative intent." 

As to the IRS' side of the argument, the Court also 
noted that, "In essence, the government is asking this 
Court to add a business purpose requirement to 
Section 472(c)(1). Strict compliance with Section 
472(c)(1) does not require that the electing taxpayer 
be motivated by a business purpose. We refuse to 
read such a requirement into the statute." 

In the Insilco Tax Court case a few year earlier, 
Judge Tannenwald had already investigated the leg
islative and judicial background for the conformity 
requirements. 

Judge Tannenwald reported that '" "Section 
472(e) had its origin in Section 219 of the Revenue 
Act of 1939 ... which amended Section 22(d)(5) ofthe 
Internal Revenue Code of 1939 to provide for a 
conformity requirement essentially as it now exists in 
the 1954 Code. 

''The legislative history of that Section is of little 
help on the issue before us [Le., the Insilco case], 
merely stating that the underlying intent behind the 
LIFO conformity requirement was to insure that the 
use of LIFO for tax purposes conformed as nearly as 
possible with the best accounting practice in the 
trade or business in order to provide a clear 
reflection of income . ... 

''The only substantial change in the conformity 
provision since its original enactment occurred when 
Section 118 of the Revenue Act of 1942 ... was 
enacted so as to make clear that only annual and not 
interim reports or financial statements were to be 
considered. Here, again, there is nothing of help in 
the Committee reports, as far as the instant case [Le., 
the Insilco case] is concerned .... 

"The judicial history of Section 472(e) has, for all 
practical purposes, been equally unrevealing. None 
of the cases involving LIFO issues have been re
quired to face the application of the conformity re
quirement.. .. " [Citations omitted; emphasis added.] 
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To this analysis in 1979 by Judge Tannenwald, 
the District Court two years later in William Powell, 
simply added ... "This intent supports an interpreta
tion that Section 472(c)(1} was designed to require 
consistency in accounting method in order to insure 
that the method used by the taxpayer most clearly 
reflected income." (The "intent" referred to is the 
intent to insure that the use of LIFO for tax purposes 
conformed as nearly as possible with the best ac
counting practice in the trade or business in order to 
provide a clear reflection of income.) 

The District Court added, ''This consistency re
quires the taxpayer, at the time he elects LIFO, to be 
using LIFO for the business reports mentioned in 
Section 472(c)(1}. This consistency is connected 
neither to guaranteeing the existence of a business 
purpose nor to deterring the use of LIFO. The 
conformity requirement, in essence, is designed to 
establish prima facie evidence that at the time of its 
election, the taxpayer feels LI FO provides a clear 
reflection of its income." 

Conclusion. It would not be accurate to say that 
the origin or purpose of the conformity requirements 
is "shrouded in mystery." It might be closer to the truth 
to say that the conformity requirements are simply set 
forth in the statute with very little further elaboration 
on the reason for their existence. 

CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS .•• THERE ARE 
MANY TO BE MET EVERY YEAR 

Despite the conclusions of Judge Tannenwald (in 
Insilco) and the District Court (in William Powe/~, 
some would still argue that the conformity require
ments exist as restrictions on a taxpayer's general 
desire to pay lower taxes using a LIFO method for 
valuing inventories, while reporting more income to 
shareholders or banks and other creditors using a 
non-LIFO method. To prevent this from happening, 
the Treasury says that LIFO must be used in all 
reports covering a full year to insure that the use of 
LIFO for tax purposes conforms as nearly as possible 
with the best accounting practice in the trade or 
business in order to provide a clear reflection of 
income. 

It is often stated that LIFO must be used to 
compute income in the year-end financial state
ments. However, it is more technically correct to 
state that the IRS only requires LIFO to be used in the 
primary presentation of income (Le., in the Income 
Statement). For most taxpayers, the LIFO conformity 
requirements pose at least two general sets of re
quirements. 

First, they require that any year-end financial 
statements issued in the traditional report form by 

(Continued) 

the business to creditors, shareholders, partners or 
other users must reflectthe year-end results on LIFO. 

Second, they also require all year-end manufac
tu.rer-formatted financial statements sent by cer
tain dealers to a manufacturer/supplier/creditor (12th 
13th and any other fiscal year-end statements) t~ 
reflect LIFO results. 

These are discussed on page 26 and in the 
selected portions of the Regulations on pages 27 -28. 

A taxpayer may adopt LIFO only if it has used no 
other procedure than LIFO in preparing an Income 
~tatement or a profit or loss statement covering the 
first taxable year of adoption. As noted previously, for 
subsequent taxable years, similar restrictions are 
imposed. However, the Commissioner has the dis
cretion to allow a taxpayer to continue to use the LIFO 
method even though conformity violations might have 
occurred. 

Accordingly, a LIFO reserve, no matter how large, 
can be completely and abruptly lost if careful attention 
is not paid to the conformity requirements in year-end, 
manufacturer-formatted financial statements sent to 
the Factory/Manufacturer/Supplier ... as well as in the 
more conventional year-end statements issued in 
report form by CPAs. 

Every year, all of the conformity requirements 
must be met. To remain eligible to use LIFO, every 
year, the last monthly statement for the year sent to 
every manufacturer and/or any other credit source 
must reflect an estimate of the year-end change in the 
LIFO reserve if the actual change cannot be com
puted before the statement has to be released. 

If a taxpayer is thinking about making a LIFO 
election for the year, then it should place an esti
mate of the year-end LIFO reserve ... or the actual 
amount if it has been calculated ... in the year-end 
statements (including those issued to the Factory/ 
Manufacturer or issued to any other party) in order 
to preserve its ability to elect LIFO when it files 
Form 970 as part of its Federal income tax return for 
the year at a later date. 

Also, the expansion of the conformity require
ments to other classes of goods should not be over
looked if a taxpayer is already on LIFO for one class 
of inventory (such as new vehicles) and is consider
ing extending its use of the LIFO method to other 
classes of inventory (such as used vehicles or parts 
and accessories). In this situation, the year-end 
Income Statements should also reflect an estimate of 
the LI FO reserve expected to be produced by extend
ing the LIFO election(s} to the additional classes of 
goods under consideration. 

see CONFORMITY, page 16 
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TRADITIONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
IN ANNUAL REPORTS ISSUED BY CPAs 

This section deals with reports issued by CPAs, 
where the CPA controls the release, content and 
format of the financial statements, notes and Supple
mentary Information. These are unlike monthly state
ments which may be prepared internally by the 
taxpayer's accounting department or controller and 
sent out to a manufacturer, supplier or other creditor 
without direct CPA involvement or review. 

The LIFO conformity requirement as it relates to 
reports issued by CPAs requires than in the primary 
presentation of income (Le., the Income Statement), 
the results disclosed must only be in the net-of-liFO 
results. 

The primary Income Statement cannot show re
sults before LIFO, followed by either an addition or 
subtraction for the net LIFO change, coming down to 
a final net income or loss after-LIFO figure. This 
means that during a period of rising prices, a business 
using LIFO will usually be reporting lower operating 
results in orderto comply with the conformity require
ments. 

Restrictions eased for non-LIFO disclosures 
as supplementary financial information. For years 
priorto 1981, very strict disclosure limitations existed 
and these provided little or no room for deviation. In 
1981, the Regulations were liberalized to allow LIFO 
taxpayers to disclose non-LIFO operating results in 
supplementary financial statements, as long as those 
supplementary non-li FO financial statements satisfy 
two tests. 

First, they must be issued as part of a report 
which includes the primary presentation of income on 
a LIFO basis. 

Second, each non-LIFO financial statement must 
contain on its face a warning or statement to the 
reader that the non-LIFO results are supplementary 
to the primary presentation of income which is on a 
LIFO basis. 

Accordingly, in CPA-prepared year-end financial 
statements, a LIFO taxpayer's results on a non-LIFO 
basis can be fully disclosed as Supplementary Infor
mation if both of these requirements are met. 

Alternatively, the Regulations permit disclosure 
of non-LIFO results in a footnote to the regular year
end financial statements, as long as the Statement of 
Income itself does not disclose this information par
enthetically or otherwise on its face, and the notes are 
all presented together and accompany the Income 
Statement in a single report. 

(Continued from page 15) 

As a result of these "liberalizations" in the Regu
lations in 1981, these LIFO conformity requirements 
should not present any major reporting problems for 
reports issued by CPAs. 

DEALERSHIP YEAR-END FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS SENT TO MANUFACTURERS, 
SUPPLIERS & CREDITORS 

The Regulations contain several year-end LIFO 
reporting restrictions which apply to the specially 
formatted financial statements (operating statements) 
sent by auto dealerships and other businesses imme
diately after year-end to their manufacturers, suppli
ers and creditors. Some CPAs who were not aware 
of these restrictions experienced a rude awakening 
when their (former) dealer clients - through their 
attorneys - asked them to reimburse the dealers for 
their payments of a 4.7% penalty "settlement amount" 
due under Revenue Procedure 97-44 because the 
dealerships had violated the conformity requirements 
on their year-end statements. 

For automobile dealerships, and for any other 
LIFO users who have similar year-end reporting fact 
patterns or requirements, these restrictions on year
end dealership-issued statements pose fatal LIFO 
traps that are much harder to deal with than are the 
restrictions on year-end reports issued by CPAs. 

The Regulations provide that any Income State
ment that reflects a full year's operations must report 
on a LIFO basis. This requirement applies regardless 
of whether the Income Statement is the last in a series 
of interim statements, or a December statement which 
shows two columns, one for the current month results 
and another for the year-to-date cumulative results. 

The Regulations further provide that a series of 
credit statements or financial reports is considered a 
single statement or report covering a period of opera
tions if the statements or reports in the series are 
prepared using a single inventory method and can be 
combined to disclose the income, profit, or loss for the 
period. If one can combine or "aggregate" a series of 
interim or partial-year statements to disclose the 
results of operations for a full year, then the last 
Income Statement must reflect income computed 
using LIFO to value the inventory. See Reg. Sec. 
1.472-2(e)(6). 

Literally interpreted, this wording applies to all 
franchised auto dealers' 12th statements (Le., De
cember unadjusted) as well as to their 13th state
ments. The 12th statement is usually issued on a 
preliminary basis, before accruals and estimates are 
refined by detailed adjusting entries. The 13th state
ment is usually issued several weeks after the 12th 

statement, and it reflects year-end accrual adjust-
~ 
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ments and other computations not otherwise com
pleted within the tight time frame for the issuance of 
the December or 12th statement (usually by the 10th 

day of the following month). 

The IRS National Office confirmed dealers' worst 
fears during 1995 in L TR 9535010. In this Letter 
Ruling, a calendar-year dealership raised the confor
mity question in the context of what happens when 
the monthly statements, including the December year
end statement, do not reflect the use of LIFO to value 
the inventories, but the dealership's CPA prepares 
annual audited financial statements for the dealer
ship which do reflect LIFO valuation of the inventory. 

In L TR 9535010, the taxpayer's argument was 
that the CPA's audited statements reflecting LIFO 
were the primary financial statements, while the 
monthly statements sent by the dealership to the 
manufacturer and to the credit corporation were 
"supplementary statements." The IRS concluded 
that the dealer in L TR 953501 0 had violated the LIFO 
conformity requirement because: 

1. The dealership used an inventory method 
other than LIFO in ascertaining its income in 
the monthly financial statements, 

2. The financial statements ascertained income 
for the "taxable year," 

3. The financial statements were ''for credit 
purposes," and 

4. The financial statements were not within any 
of the exceptions to the LIFO conformity 
requirements that are provided in the Regu
lations. 

With respect to the use of the financial state
ments "for credit purposes," the IRS found that a 
debtor-creditor relationship did exist between the 
dealership and the manufacturer and the credit cor
poration. 

The rationale of the IRS was that if the taxpayer's 
"operations began to deteriorate, it is doubtful that 
Corp. X (the manufacturer) and Corp. Y (the Credit 
Corporation) would ignore these reports and continue 
to extend credit to T (the taxpayer) as though nothing 
has changed." The IRS noted that the taxpayer was 
unable to provide any explanation of what purpose 
other than credit evaluation the credit subsidiary 
might have for requesting the dealer's financial state
ments. 

In a companion Letter Ruling, L TR 9535009, the 
IRS "officially" restated its position with respect to a 
dealer who reported for tax purposes using a fiscal 
year. The IRS employed the same four-step analysis 

(Continued) 

as above to determine whether the fiscal year dealer
ship had violated the LIFO conformity requirements. 

In connection with the second "test" related to 
whether the dealership's financial statements that 
were sent to the manufacturer ascertained the 
taxpayer's income for the taxable year, the IRS noted 
that the year-to-date column information readily pro
vides this computation for the reader. Even without 
year-to-date accumulations on the face ofthe monthly 
Income Statement, any series of months could simply 
be added together to reflect a complete 12-month 
period of anyone's choice. 

L TR 9535009 states that the fiscal year dealer 
taxpayer issued a financial statement (in January, 
19xx) that ascertained its income for the entire prior 
calendar year, and that calendar year statement is 
considered a statement covering the "taxable year" 
because it covers a 1-year period that both begins 
and ends in a taxable year or years for which the 
taxpayer used the LIFO method. This is the IRS' 
interpretation of Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e}(2} which cov-
ers one-year periods other than a taxable year. 

• This would seem to be the position of the IRS 
for all taxpayers whose fact patterns fall 
under the Regulations. 

• Only the special and limited relief afforded to 
certain dealers in Revenue Ruling 97-42 
and Revenue Procedure 97 -44 saved some 
taxpayers from the consequences of this 
narrow and harsh interpretation. 

REV. RUL. 97-42: DISCLOSURE GUIDELINES 
FOR CERTAIN AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS 

A few years after the issuance of these "adverse" 
Letter Rulings in 1995, the IRS published Revenue 
Ruling 97-42 on September 25, 1997. This Ruling 
provides special interpretations allowing auto dealers 
to satisfy the LIFO conformity requirements. How
ever, these special interpretations apply only to 
year-end financial statements that are prepared 
in a format required by an automobile manufac
turer on preprinted forms supplied by the auto
mobile manufacturer. 

Placement in the Income Statement. LIFO 
adjustments must appear in the twelfth month Income 
Statement. However, they do not have to be re
flected in the Cost of Goods Sold section through the 
inventory valuation accounts. As long as the LIFO 
adjustments are reflected somewhere in the determi
nation of net income on the Income Statement, that 
conformity requirement will be satisfied. 

An analysis ofthree illustrative situations presented 
in Revenue Ruling 97-42 is included on page 29. 

see CONFORMITY, page 18 
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Revenue Ruling 97-42 allows auto dealerships to 
reflect the change in the LIFO reserve for the year as 
an adjustment to either the Cost of Goods Sold 
account orto the Other Income or the Other Deduc
tions accounts. An adjustment to any of these ac
counts flows directly to the net income line in the 
Income Statement. 

Ifthe dealership makes a projection ofthe change 
in the LIFO reserve for the year, and that change is 
reflected on the 12th statement, then ... after the final 
computation of the change in the LIFO reserve is 
made forthe year ... the net amount required to adjust 
from the projected amount of change to the actual 
amount of change for the year must be reported on 
the 13th statement as a charge against (or as a 
credit to) income in the Income Statement for that 
same year. 

In other words, auto dealerships must reflect the 
projected change and the adjustment to reflect the 
actual change in the LIFO reserve for the year as a 
charge against (or as a credit to) income in the 
income statement for that same year. 

Revenue Ruling 97-42 makes it clear that if a 
LIFO reserve adjustment is posted directly to the 
retained earnings account and reflected on the 
dealership's Balance Sheet, that treatment of the 
LIFO reserve change will not satisfy the conformity 
requirement. 

Therefore, the change in the LIFO reserve ... or 
the adjustment of a year-end projected amount to the 
actual amount of the LIFO reserve change for the 
year ... should not be charged directly against re
tained earnings in the financial statements. Further
more, and specifically, this adjustment (from the 
projected change amount to the actual change amount) 
should not be included as an adjustment in the 
monthly statement for January or for February of the 
following year. 

In summary, it is imperative that the LIFO adjust
ment be properly reflected in the Income Statement 
prepared for the last month of the year. 

Interpreting the Flowcharts. The flowcharts on 
pages 30 and 31 were originally developed in 1995 
(i.e., before the IRS issued Revenue Ruling 97-42) 
when the IRS was issuing Private Letter Rulings 
which required the termination of auto dealers' LIFO 
elections because the dealerships failed to satisfy the 
financial statement conformity requirements in the 
year-end reports they were required to send to their 
manufacturers and to their credit corporations. 

In the flowchart for calendar-year dealerships (on 
page 30), there are three boxes (and in the flowchart 

(Continued from page 17) 

for fiscal-year dealerships - on page 31 , there are four 
boxes) where references are made to reflecting the 
amount of a LIFO adjustment ... "In the CGS(Costof 
Goods Sold) section of the Income Statement." 

As a result of the more liberal reporting allow
ances the IRS permitted in Rev. Rul. 97-42, when 
interpreting these flowcharts now, all references in 
the flowcharts to the CGS account would be ex
panded to read ... "In the CGSsection orin the Other 
Income or Other Deductions accounts." This is 
stated in the very small print in the rectangular box 
near the center of each flowchart. 

Use of estimates. A "reasonable estimate" of 
the change in the LIFO reserve for the year may be 
reflected instead of the actual change ... as long as 
that "reasonable estimate" is reflected somewhere in 
the year-end Statement of Income. 

No one knows what the IRS will accept as a 
"reasonable estimate." Similarly, no one knows what 
procedure the IRS will accept as being "reasonable" 
in the preparation of an estimate of the change of the 
LIFO reserve for the year. 

Fiscal year taxpayers. If an auto dealer em
ploys a fiscal taxable year, and reflects the LIFO 
change in Cost of Goods Sold or anywhere else in the 
Income Statement, the LIFO conformity requirements 
can be satisfied in either of two ways: First, the dealer 
may make an adjustment for the change in the LIFO 
reserve that occurred during the calendar year in the 
month and year-to-date column of the December 
Income Statement. 

Alternatively, the dealer may make an adjust
ment for the change in the LIFO reserve that occurred 
during the fiscal year in the month and year-to-date 
columns of the Income Statements provided for the 
last month of the fiscal year. 

In other words, the IRS does not require the 
change in the LIFO reserve to be updated twice in the 
fiscal year-end ... calendar year-end sequence. The 
IRS will permit a timing mismatch under these limited 
circumstances. For example, in a situation where a 
dealer has a September fiscal year-end and Decem
ber (calendar) reporting year to the manufacturer: If 
the dealer reflects the (reasonable estimate) change 
in the LIFO reserve in the September monthly and 
year-end statement, that dealer does not need to 
recompute and update a LIFO change for the three 
month period from October 1 through December31 and 
reflect a 3-month change in the December statement. 

The dealer may simply carry through the annual 
LIFO reserve change effect reflected in the Septem
ber fiscal year-end Income Statement without modi-

-7 
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fication in the December Income Statement. Note 
thatthe December Income Statement must reflectthe 
charge against income for the prior fiscal year-end 
LIFO reserve change and that prior September fiscal 
year-end LIFO reserve change should not be re
versed so that the December Statement of Income 
does not reflect any LIFO reserve charge for the 
twelve month period ending December 31. 

Rev. Proc. 97-44 .•• One-time-only limited re
lief for certain automobile dealerships. As a 
matter of historical interest, Revenue Procedure 97-
44 provided "relief' to auto dealers whose year-end 
Factory statements had "inadvertently" failed to com
ply with the conformity requirements at any time 
during a six-year "look-back" period. 

These dealers were allowed to keep their LIFO 
elections if they paid a 4.7% penalty/settlement tax. 
This tax was computed based on the amount of their 
LI FO reserves as of the last taxable year ended on or 
before October 14, 1997 (Le., as of December 31, 
1996 for most calendar-year auto dealers). These 
dealers were also required to satisfy certain other 
conditions as terms of the settlement. 

In Revenue Procedure 98-46, the IRS extended 
this relief for similar conformity violations to all me
dium and heavy-duty truck dealers, providing them 
with a slightly different series of payment dates. 

One of the current ambiguities that practitioners 
and auto dealers face is in the lack of synchronization 
between the language in Revenue Ruling 97-42 and 
the language in Revenue Procedure 97-44. Revenue 
Ruling 97-42 applies to the issuance of statements to 
a "credit subsidiary." In contrast, Revenue Procedure 
97-44 contains somewhat broader language in its 
scope (Section 3) referring to the providing "for credit 
purposes" ... of an Income Statement in the format 
required by the franchisor. 

Revenue Procedure 97 -44 was analyzed in detail 
in the September 1997 and December 1997 issues of 
the LIFO Lookout. 

SPECIAL INTERPRETATIONS CLARIFIED ONLY 
FOR AUTO DEALERS ... ALL OTHER LIFO 
USERS BEWARE 

Different year-ends for book and tax pur
poses (fiscal years). LIFO conformity problems are 
multiplied where a taxpayer has a different year-end 
for reporting to a manufacturer, supplier, or creditor 
(calendar year-Dec. 31) than the fiscal year it uses to 
report for income tax return purposes and for other 
financial statement reporting purposes. 

For these fiscal year taxpayers ... other than auto 
dealers and light, medium & heavy-duty truck dealers 

(Continued) 

... in order to satisfy another strict conformity require
ment, the full-year Income Statements must reflect 
LIFO at the end of both twelve-month annual report
ing periods or years (Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(2)). 

This Regulation states that the conformity rules 
also apply to (1 ) the determination of income, profit, or 
loss for a one-year period other than a taxable year, 
and to (2) credit statements or financial reports that 
cover a one-year period other than a taxable year, but 
only if the one-year period both begins and ends in a 
taxable year or years for which the taxpayer uses the 
LIFO method for Federal income tax purposes. For 
example, in the case of a calendar-year taxpayer, the 
requirements apply to the taxpayer's determination of 
income for purposes of a credit statement that covers 
the period October 1, 1981, through September 30, 
1982, if the taxpayer uses the LIFO method for 
Federal income tax purposes in taxable years 1981 
and 1982. 

Placement of LIFO change in the year-end 
Statement of Income. In fighting with auto dealers 
over conformity, in 1994 the IRS informally indicated 
that on the last monthly (Le., twelfth) statement, the 
LIFO adjustment was required to flow through the 
Cost of Goods Sold section (via the beginning-of-the
year and the end-of-the-year inventory valuations), 
rather than through an other income/deductions ac
count ... or else dealers would not be in compliance 
with the LIFO year-end conformity requirement. The 
IRS subsequently retreated on this "placement" issue 
in Revenue Ruling 97-42. 

For LIFO taxpayers other than those dealers 
indicated above, where and how the year-end LIFO 
adjustment is placed on the Income Statement is still 
critical and has not been the subject of any subse
quent guidance issued by the IRS. 

The IRS "only-through-Cost-of-Goods-Sold" in
terpretation could result in countless LIFO election 
terminations in situations where the (projected) change 
in the LIFO reserve at year-end was placed in some 
other section of the Income Statement, such as in the 
Other Income or Other Deductions sections. 

Unfortunately, the IRS "guidance" for franchised 
auto dealers in Revenue Ruling 97-42 and the "relief' 
for prior conformity violations under Revenue Proce
dure 97-44 and 98-46 do not apply to any other types 
of taxpayers issuing what might be "similar" state
ments under "similar circumstances" to other manu
facturers, suppliers or credit sources. 

No one can be sure what these other businesses 
with LIFO violations should do in light of what is now 
understood to be the IRS interpretation of these 
Regulations. 

see CONFORMITY, page 20 
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All taxpayers ... otherthan automobile and truck 
dealerships ... using LIFO who issue monthly 
statements to manufacturers, suppliers orcredi
tors are not protected by the special rules in 
Revenue Ruling 97-42 which modify the Regu
lations only for special reporting situations faced 
by auto dealers. 

What should these businesses/taxpayers be told 
about their LIFO elections? Are they subject to 
retroactive termination of their LIFO elections at any 
time, literally at will, by the IRS? What responsibility 
does the CPA practitioner have as preparer of the tax 
return now that the IRS position has been more 
clearly set forth in Revenue Ruling 97 -42? These are 
the questions that continue to haunt practitioners and 
their clients today. 

CONFORMITY VIOLATIONS CANNOT BE 
CORRECTED ONCE THE YEAR-END FINAN
CIALSTATEMENTS HAVE BEEN RELEASED 
... William Powell 

What if year-end financial statements are issued 
(in a hurry) and compliance with the conformity re
porting requirements has been overlooked? 

The position of the IRS is that once a year-end 
Income Statement has been issued or released on a 
non-LIFO basis, that statement cannot be recalled 
and corrected to reflect LIFO by the re-issuance of 
statements satisfying the conformity requirement. 

Furthermore, it then becomes discretionary with 
the IRS Commissioner as to whether or not the 
Commissioner chooses to terminate the taxpayer's 
LIFO election as a penalty for the violation. 

The William Powell Company decision (81-1 
USTC 1]9449) illustrates one taxpayer's success (or 
possibly good fortune) in avoiding termination of its 
LIFO election when it came down to "all-or-nothing" 
on this issue. 

This case, decided in 1981, involved what would 
have been the termination of a LIFO election made in 
1973 because at the end of the first LIFO year, the 
taxpayer had issued non-LIFO statements and then 
later made a LIFO election when it filed its tax return. 

In that case, the taxpayer recalled its previous 
non-LIFO statements and replaced/reissued LIFO 
statements to all the banks, creditors and sharehold
ers before the income tax return for the first year was 
filed. All in all, after issuing several sets of financial 
statements - some in connection with banks for fi
nancing purposes and others to corporate officers 
and members of the Company's Board of Directors -
"Ultimately, seventeen of the original thirty-nine re-

(Continued from page 19) 

ports distributed were returned" to the William Powell 
Company. 

One might speculate that the taxpayer probably 
would have lost its LIFO election if it had litigated the 
issue in the Tax Court. Fortunately for the taxpayer, 
it chose instead to litigate this issue in the District 
Court in Ohio. 

The taxpayer took the position that it had not 
"used" FIFO within the meaning of Section 472(c). Its 
position with respect to Section 472(c)(2) was that 
non-LIFO "worksheets" were not used for "credit 
purposes," since the credit it was trying to secure 
already had been extended prior to the delivery of the 
worksheets. 

The District Court accepted the taxpayer's argu
ments. With respect to Section 472(c)(1), Powell 
contended that use is determined at the time of the 
LIFO election and that the LIFO election need not be 
made until the taxpayer files its return. At the time 
Powell elected LIFO, it was no longer using the FIFO 
statements, inasmuch as they had been recalled prior 
to the election and LIFO statements had been reis
sued. 

The District Court, while agreeing that Powell's 
activities seemed to violate the plain language of 
Section 472(c)(2), was hesitant to strictly apply the 
"plain meaning rule" in this case. The Court said that 
it is the general rule that the words of a revenue 
statute are interpreted "in their ordinary, everyday 
senses," and a rigid application of this rule would not 
be consistent with the Commissioner's ongoing inter
pretation of the conformity requirement. 

HOW SOME BUSINESSES CIRCUMVENT 
THE LIFO CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 

Many businesses using LIFO - especially pub
licly-held companies reporting to the SEC - would like 
to reduce taxes by reporting lower taxable income/ 
earnings in tax returns while at the same time report
ing higher earnings/more income to their sharehold
ers and creditors for financial and market valuation 
purposes. This can be done easily, thanks to loop
holes - i.e., liberal wording - conveniently provided in 
the Regulations. But one has to know that these 
exceptions are found in Reg. Sec. 1.472-2( e )(8) which 
describes 14 different costing methods and account
ing methods that are "neither inconsistent ... nor at 
variance with the requirement of Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(c) 
and which ... may be used to ascertain income, profit, 
or loss for credit purposes orfor purposes of financial 
reports regardless of whether such method is also 
used by the taxpayer for Federal income tax pur
poses." 
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The Regulations allow taxpayers to legitimately 
avoid the intent of the conformity requirement by 
allowing them to use UFO methods and sub-elec
tions in their financial statements that are different 
from those UFO sUb-elections and methods that are 
used in their income tax return computations. That's 
right: Different LIFO methods may be used for 
book and for tax purposes. 

It is not necessary for the year-end financial 
statements to use the same exact UFO sub-elections 
that are used in the tax return UFO calculations. The 
Regulations simply require that both sets of financial 
statements (Le., those included in the financial re
ports and those used for income tax return purposes) 
must report using UFO methods. 

This allows some companies to use more pools 
... in one case, several hundred more pools ... for 
financial reporting purposes than for income tax pur
poses. Others use link-chain or link-chain, index 
(dollar-value) methods to lower UFO income for tax 
purposes, while they use double-extension (dollar
value) LIFO methods for financial reports. Still others 
reconstruct long distant base prices for new items in 
their tax return UFO calculations while they price new 
items at current cost in their financial statements. 
These companies enjoy the best of both worlds 
without violating the fine print of the "conformity" 
requirements. 

Based on the foregoing, some would question the 
wisdom of the advice given by Wall Street to dealer 
groups going public in connection with terminating 
their UFO elections. How many millions of dollars of 
UFO deferral tax savings have been thrown away 
needlessly in exchange for the perceived benefit of 
higher earnings per share and hopefully higher mar
ket valuations? The significant - if not Draconian -
penalties the investing marketplace exacts from busi
nesses that miss their earnings per share projections 
by even a penny suggest that sacrificing real millions 
of UFO tax deferral dollars "just for show" can be 
costly, if not almost unnecessary. 

INTERIM REPORTS 

Interim reports covering a period of operations 
that is less than the whole of a taxable year may be 
issued on a non-U FO basis without violating the UFO 
conformity requirement for tax purposes. 

Reg. Sec. 1.472-2{e){1 )(iv) is completely clear 
and unambiguous on this point. "The taxpayer's use 
of an inventory method other than UFO for purposes 
of issuing reports or credit statements covering a 
period of operations that is less than the whole of a 
taxable year {for which the UFO method is used for 

(Continued) 

Federal income tax purposes)" is not considered to 
be at variance with the conformity requirement. 

Although Generally Accepted Accounting Prin
ciples may present some difficulties in this regard in 
connection with the issuance of quarterly or semi
annual report~ by taxpayers using UFO, the Income 
Tax Regulations clearly do not. 

AFFILIATED & CONSOLIDATED GROUP REPORT
ING CONCERNS •.• Insilco & Sec. 472(g) 

For another example of how seriously the Trea
suryllRS polices the UFO conformity requirement, 
consider the origin of Code Section 472{g). This 
subsection was added to the Code because the IRS 
lost when it tried to terminate the taxpayer's UFO 
election in Insilco Corporation v. Comm. (73 T.C. 
589) . 

This Tax Court case involved a subsidiary that 
used the UFO method and reported to its parent 
corporation using UFO; however, the parent corpora
tion reported its consolidated earnings (which in
cluded those of the UFO-user subsidiary) to its own 
shareholders on a non-UFO basis. 

In permitting the taxpayer to keep its UFO elec
tion despite the IRS' objections, the Tax Court in 
Insilco told the IRS that if it didn't like the result, it 
should get Congress to change the law. And that's 
exactly what the IRSfTreasury did! 

After its loss, the Treasury persuaded Congress 
to change the law (which it did by adding subsection 
(g) to Section 472) so that taxpayers in the future 
couldn't get around the conformity requirement the 
way Insilco had. 

Section 472{g) provides that all members of the 
same group of financially related corporations shall 
be treated as one taxpayer for purposes ofthe confor
mity provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. For 
purposes of these provisions, affiliated groups are 
determined by using a lower 50% ownership thresh
old (than 80%). Furthermore, Section 472{g){2){B) 
provides that any other group of corporations which 
consolidate or combine for purposes of financial 
statements ... shall be treated as one taxpayer for 
purposes of the conformity provisions. 

In addition to the more traditional consolidationl 
combination situations, special consideration must 
be given to FASB Interpretation 46 (Revised Dec. 
2003) Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities (an 
interpretation of ARB No. 51). This FASB increased 
the number of situations where consolidation may be 
required, particularly if variable interest entities are 
involved. These are commonly encountered in re
lated-party lease situations. 

see CONFORMITY, page 22 
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FOREIGN CORPORATIONS & OPERATIONS 
PRESENT SPECIAL CONFORMITY 
REPORTING ISSUES 

As discussed in the preceding section of this 
article, compliance with these requirements becomes 
more complicated when affiliated and/or consolidated 
groups exist because all members of the same group 
of financially-related corporations are treated as a 
single taxpayer for purposes of the LIFO conformity 
requirements. The term "group of financially related 
corporations" means any affiliated group as defined 
in Section 1504{a), determined by substituting 50% 
for 80% each place where it appears, and any group 
of corporations that consolidate or combine for pur
poses of financial statements. 

When foreign corporations are mixed in with 
U.S. corporations in various parent-subsidiary or 
other affiliated group arrangements, compliance with 
these conformity rules and with Revenue Ruling 78-
246 becomes even more complicated. 

In Letter Ruling 200540005, dated June 20,2005, 
the IRS addressed a situation involving the LIFO 
conformity requirement application to consolidated 
financial statements and foreign operations and sub
sidiaries. This L TR involved a very narrow or limited 
fact pattern. 

A summary of Rev. Rul. 78-246 (1978-1 C.B. 
146) and more details on L TR 200540005 are in
cluded on page 32. 

In Letter Ruling 200540005, the Service held 
that... 

1. For the parent's fiscal year in issue, the 
parent had substantial foreign operations within the 
meaning of Revenue Ruling 78-246, and 

2. Consequently, for the fiscal year in question, 
the issuance of consolidated financial statements by 
the parent reporting the new subsidiaries' operations 
on a non-LIFO basis would not violate the LIFO 
conformity requirements. 

This Ruling did not come without severallimita
tions and restrictions. It applied only to the one 
taxable year in issue. It did not apply to any 
subsequent taxable year. In addition, the IRS 
expressed no opinion as to whether the parent might 
have substantial foreign operations for subsequent 
years, or whether the parent may issue consolidated 
financial statements for subsequent years reporting 
new subsidiaries' operations on a non-LIFO basis 
without violating the LIFO conformity requirements. 
Finally, this PLR was not to be construed as approv
ing the use of the taxpayer's market value analysis for 
subsequent years {in connection with determining its 

(Continued from page 21> 

compliance with the 30% threshold of Rev. Rul. 78-
246). 

A few years later, in Letter Ruling 201034004 
(dated August 27,2010), the IRS reviewed and ap
proved the disclosures that the parent corporation of 
a subsidiary using the LIFO method was planning to 
include in its reviewed (Le., unaudited) year-end 
consolidated financial statements that it would issue 
to its shareholders and creditors, including a foreign 
parent. 

This Ruling is discussed further on page 33. It 
illustrates the finer points of the analysis that must be 
made in attempting to comply with the financial state
ment conformity requirement, especially where there 
are several layers of subsidiaries involved. 

IFRS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & 
LIFO CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 

The emergence of IFRS. The emergence of the 
possibility that may U.S. taxpayers might be required 
to adopt International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) has resulted in a great deal of literature ex
plaining that the use of LIFO, although permissible 
under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP), is incompatible with reporting standards 
under IFRS. 

It is well-known and generally accepted that II FO 
cannot be used in financial statements issued under 
IFRS. Accordingly, if financial statements were is
sued under IFRS, that would appear to prevent the 
use of LIFO but for the inclusion in the Regulations of 
the numerous exceptions to the conformity require
ments. 

FAA 20114702F. In May 2011 , in Field Service 
Advice 20114702F, the IRS concluded that a tax
payer committed multiple violations of the LIFO finan
cial statement conformity requirements when it sub
mitted year-end statements prepared using Interna
tional Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) to a 
bank. 

This FAA appears to be the first published IRS 
guidance involving how disclosures in financial state
ments using International Financial Reporting Stan
dards (which prohibit the use of LIFO) must be pre
sented as Supplementary Information or in supple
mentary disclosures in order to comply with the very 
strict LIFO conformity requirements. 

This FAA involves a somewhat complicated own
ership structure of affiliated/consolidated group enti
ties consisting of (1) the foreign parent [a foreign 
entity], (2) ABC - a member of the ABC consolidated 
group - who owns the sub, (3) the ABC consolidated 
group [which consists of ABC and other members] 

~ 
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and (4) the Taxpayer, a subsidiary of ABC [and thus, 
a second-tier member of the ABC consolidated group]. 

The IRS held that the taxpayer failed to include or 
make the necessary, restrictive, andlor appropriate 
disclosures in its IFRS-prepared financial statements 
when it submitted these statements to a lending bank 
in accordance with lending requirements under a 
letter of credit. 

In more terse language, the FAA concluded ... 
''The provision of financial statements prepared using 
IFRS to the lending bank violated the conformity 
requirements." A more detailed analysis of the FAA 
is included on pages 34-35. 

It should be noted this FAA suggests that the 
LIFO financial statement conformity requirements 
would not be violated if proper supplementary disclo
sures were to accompany the financial statements 
that were issued under International Financial Re
porting Standards. 

Interestingly, the question most likely to be on a 
reader's mind after reading the FAA was not an
swered by the IRS analyst. That question, of course, 
is whether the IRS would require the taxpayer to 
discontinue its LIFO election because it violated the 
conformity requirements. 

The Commissioner does have the discretion to 
allow taxpayers to continue to use the LIFO method 
even though conformity violations might have oc
curred. However, one should not be too optimistic 
about'obtaining a happy ending or relief if a conformity 
violation is discovered by the IRS ... especially if that 
discovery happens during an audit. 

CONCLUDING CAUTIONS 

Very often, it is easy forthe IRS to find a taxpayer's 
violation of the conformity reporting requirements in 
the first year ofthe LIFO election. This is because, by 
the time (many months after year-end) the taxpayer 
"officially" makes its election to use the LIFO method 
by filing Form 970 with its income tax return, the 
taxpayer may have already issued financial state
ments for the year that contain unacceptable, non
LIFO disclosures. 

(Continued) 

The IRS' position is that there is no statute of 
limitations preventing itfrom inquiring as to a taxpayer's 
compliance with the conformity requirement ... and 
that it can look into this as far back as the initial LIFO 
election year. Furthermore, the burden of proof is on 
the taxpayer - not on the IRS - in these inquiries. 

The IRS supports its position by reminding tax
payers that they have explicitly consented/agreed to 
this result by putting an "X" in the "Yes" column on 
Form 970 for Question/Item #10 ("As a condition of 
adopting the LIFO inventory method, Reg. Sec. 1.472-
4 requires a taxpayer to agree to make any adjust
ments incident to the change to, the change from, or 
the use of, the LIFO inventory method that, upon 
examination of the taxpayer's income tax return, the 
IRS determines are necessary to clearly reflect in
come. Does the applicant agree to this condition?") 

Historically, the IRS' general behavioral pattern 
whenever the Service uncovers an financial state
ment conformity violation is to propose to terminate 
the taxpayer's LIFO election. 

Revenue Procedure 97-44, which allowed cer
tain taxpayers (automobile dealerships) with confor
mity violations to avoid termination of their LIFO 
elections by paying a 4.7% penalty amount, should be 
regarded as an extremely limited exception to this 
behavior. This special relief for auto dealers only 
came about because of the significant pressure the 
National Automobile Dealers Association was able to 
exert on the Treasury to prevent hundreds of dealers 
from losing their LIFO elections for inadvertent con
formity violations. 

Little comfort can be secured from the William 
Powell Company and the Insileo decisions which are 
the only recorded cases where taxpayers success
fully contested the IRS' efforts to terminate their LIFO 
elections in court. 

The bottom line is that the IRS takes all of these 
conformity requirements seriously. On many audits, 
instead of assuming that the taxpayer has complied, 
the IRS asks for proof that financial statements at 
year-end were not in violation of the LIFO conformity 
requirements. Consequently, LIFO users cannot be 
too cautious or careful in dealing with conformity 

matters. * 
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YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENT CONFORMITY 

REpORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFO INVENTORIES 
Page 1 oU 

• The conformity requirements must be compUed with in every year that the taxpayer is using the LIFO method. 

• Section 472 provides that a taxpayer that elects to use the LIFO inventory method for Federal income tax 
purposes must establish to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that it has used no method other than LIFO 
in inventorying goods specified in its LIFO election to ascertain income, profit, or loss for the first taxable 
year for which the method is to be used, for the purpose of a report or statement covering such taxable year 
to shareholders, partners, or other proprietors, or to beneficiaries, or for credit purposes. 

• In all succeeding years, taxpayers using LIFO are also required to use the LIFO method in their year-end 
financial statements. 

• The questions on Form 970 regarding conformity are deceptive. In completing Form 970 in order to make the 
LIFO election for the first year, Form 970 does not call attention to the fact that the financial statement 
conformity requirements must be met in all succeeding years. Question #8 refers to the financial statements 
only for the year of election and some taxpayers might easily overlook this requirement as to future years. The 
Instructions to Form 970 are silent on this matter. 

• Conformity requirements .•• There are many to be met every year. 

• The LIFO conformity requirements provide that any year-end financial statements issued in the traditional 
reporl form by the business to creditors, shareholders, partners or other users must reflect the year-end 
results on LIFO. This applies to only the primary presentation of income (i.e., in the Income Statement). 

• However, the Regulations allow LIFO taxpayers to disclose non-LIFO operating results in supplementary 
financial statements, as long as those supplementary non-LIFO financial statements satisfy two tests. 

• First, they must be issued as part of a report which includes the primary presentation of income on a 
LIFO basis. 

• Second, each non-LIFO financial statement must contain on its face a warning or statement to the reader that 
the non-LIFO results are supplementary to the primary presentation of income which is on a LIFO basis. 

• Accordingly, in CPA-prepared year-end financial statements, a LIFO taxpayer's results on a non-LIFO 
basis can be fully disclosed as Supplementary Information if both of these requirements are met. 

• Subject to other similar restrictions and conditions, the Regulations also permit disclosure of non-LIFO 
results in footnotes and under certain other circumstances. 

• Special rules for automobile dealerships. 

• Revenue Ruling 97-42 provides some relief in reporting changes in LIFO reserves in the year-end 
statements that dealerships are required to send to their manufacturers and/or credit corporations affiliated 
with their manufacturers. 

• This relief applies only to so-called "Factory statements." These are dealership "income statements that are 
prepared in a format required by the manufacturer or on pre-printed forms supplied by the manufacturer" 
which present the dealers' operating results for both the month and the calendar year-to-date. 

• Non-dealership businesses should proceed with caution. Businesses that are not franchised automobile 
dealerships should not rely on the guidance in Rev. Rul. 97-42 when considering their own responsibilities for 
complying with the conformity requirements. In other words, these special interpretations have been clarified 
only for auto and truck dealerships. 

• The placement of the LIFO change in the year-end Statement of Income is critical and has not been the 
subject of any subsequent guidance issued by the IRS. 

• If the position of the IRS is that the change in the LIFO reserve can only be reflected through the beginning
of-the-year and the end-of-the-year inventory amounts in the Cost of Goods Sold section of the Income 
Statement, this interpretation could result in countless LIFO election terminations in situations where the 
(projected) change in the LIFO reserve at year-end was placed in some other section of the Income 
Statement, such as in the Other Income or Other Deductions sections. 
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YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENT CONFORMITY 

REpORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFO INVENTORIES 

• Interim reports are not subject to the LIFO conformity requirements. 

Page loU 

• Interim reports covering a period of operations that is less than the whole of a taxable year may be issued on 
a non-LIFO basis without violating the LIFO conformity requirement for tax purposes. 

• However, a series of credit statements or financial reports is considered a single statement or report covering 
a period of operations if the statements or reports in the series are prepared using a single inventory method 
and can be combined to disclose the income, profit, or loss for the period. 

• In other words, the "aggregation theory" provides that if a series of interim or partial-year statements can be 
combined or "aggregated" to disclose the results of operations for a full year, then the last Income Statement 
must reflect income computed using LIFO to value the inventory. 

• Conformity violations cannot be corrected once year-end financial statements have been released. 

• The position of the IRS is that once a year-end Income Statement has been issued or released on a non-LIFO 
basis, that statement cannot be recalled and corrected to reflect LIFO by the re-issuance of a financial 
statement that satisfies the conformity requirement. This was the subject of litigation in William Powell. 

• Different UFO methods may be usedfor financial statement reporting and for income tax reporting purposes. 

• The Regulations allow taxpayers to legitimately avoid the intent of the conformity requirement by allowing 
them to use LIFO methods and sub-elections in their financial statements that are different from those LIFO 
sub-elections and methods that are used in their income tax return computations. 

• Special business arrangements introduce further challenges in complying with the conformity requirements. 

• Affiliated and consolidated groups must deal with the special requirements in Section 472(g). 

• Foreign corporations and operations may find some guidance in Rev. Rul. 78-246 and in Letter Rulings 
200540005 and 201034004. 

• Entities issuing financial statements in compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards (I FRS), 
to date, have only FAA 201147004 for guidance. 

• LIFO users cannot be too cautious or careful in dealing with conformity matters. 

• The position of the IRS is that the statute of limitations does not prevent it from inquiring into a taxpayer's 
compliance with the conformity requirements ... And, it can raise this issue as far back as the year of the 
initial LIFO election. 

• Historically, the IRS' general behavioral pattern whenever it uncovers an financial statement conformity 
violation is to propose to terminate the taxpayer's LIFO election. 

• little comfort can be secured from the William Powell Company and the Insilco decisions which are the only 
recorded court cases where taxpayers successfully contested the IRS' efforts to terminate their LIFO elections. 

• On many audits, instead of assuming that the taxpayer has complied, the IRS asks for proof that financial 
statements at year-end were not in violation of the LIFO conformity requirements ... The burden of proof is 
on the taxpayer - not on the IRS - in these inquiries. 

• Remember that the ''Conformity'' requirement is only one of four basic LIFO eligibility requirements. 

• The IRS can disallow a taxpayer's LIFO election if it fmds a violation of anyone of four general eligibility 
requirements. The four eligibility requirements involve cost, conformity, consent, and the maintenance of 
adequate books and records. . 

• If the IRS finds that a violation of anyone of the eligibility requirements has occurred, it has the 
discretionary power to allow the LIFO election to continue - if it can be persuaded to exercise that power in 
the taxpayer's favor. 
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Reg. Sec. 
1.472-2(e) 
Outline 

(e) LIFO confonnity requirement 

THE LIFO FINANCIAL STATEMENT CONFORMITY 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

(1) In general . ... See pages 27-28. 
(i) - (viii) Omitted. 

(2) One-year periods other than a taxable year. 
(3) Supplemental and explanatory information ... See pages 27-28. 

(i) Face of the income statement. 
(ii) Notes to the income statement. 
(iii) Appendices and supplements to the income statement. 

(A) - (0) Omitted. 
(iv) Other reports; in general. 
(v) Other reports; disclosure of non-LIFO income. 

"(A) - "(6)" Omitted 
(vi) Other reports; disclosure of effect on income. 

"(A) - "(6)" Omitted 
(4) Inventory asset value disclosures. ... See pages 27-28. 
(5) Internal management reports. [Reserved] ... There is no text for this section. 
(6) Series of interim reports. ... A series of credit statements or financial reports is considered a single statement or report 

covering a period of operations if the statements or reports in the series are prepared using a single inventory method and can 
be combined to disclose the income, profit, or loss for the period. (This is referred to as the "aggregation" theory.) 

(7) Market value. ... Generally not applicable (i.e., limited to credit statements or financial reports issued before Jan. 22, 1981). 
(8) Use of different methods. 

The following are examples of costing methods and accounting methods that are neither inconsistent ... nor at variance 
with the requirement of Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(c) and which ... may be used to ascertain income, profit, or loss for credit purposes or 
for purposes of financial reports regardless of whether such method is also used by the taxpayer for Federal income tax 
purposes. 
(i) Any method relating to the determination of which costs are includible in the computation of the cost of inventory under the 

full absorption inventory method. 
(ii) Any method of establishing pools for inventory under the dollar-value LIFO inventory method. 
(iii) Any method of determining the LIFO value of a dollar-value inventory pool, such as the double-extension method, the index 

method, and the link chain method. 
(iv) Any method of determining or selecting a price index to be used with the index or link chain method of valuing inventory 

pools under the dollar-value LIFO inventory method. 
(v) Any method permitted under Reg. Sec. 1.472-8 for determining the current-year cost of closing inventory for purposes of 

using the dollar-value LIFO inventory method. 
(vi) Any method permitted under Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(d) for determining the cost of goods in excess of goods on hand at the 

beginning of the year for purposes of using a LIFO method other than the dollar-value LIFO method. 
(vii) Any method relating to the classification of an item as inventory or a capital asset. 
(viii) The use of an accounting period other than the period used for Federal income tax purposes. 
(ix) The use of cost estimates. 
(x) The use of actual cost of cut timber or the cost determined under Section 631(a). 
(xi) The use of inventory costs unreduced by any adjustment required by the application of Section 108 and Section 1017, 

relating to discharge of indebtedness. 
(xii) The determination of the time when sales or purchases are accrued. 
(xiii) The use of a method to allocate basis in the case of a business combination other than the method used for Federal 

income tax purposes. 
(xiv) The treatment of transfers of inventory between affiliated corporations in a manner different from that required by Reg. Sec. 

1.1502-13. 
(9) Reconciliation of LIFO inventory values. ... A taxpayer may be required to reconcile differences between the value of 

inventories maintained for credit or financial reporting purposes and for Federal income tax purposes in order to show that the 
taxpayer has satisfied the (financial statement conformity reporting) requirements. 
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CODE & REGULATIONS RE: NON-LIFO DISCLOSURES 

AS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION IN YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Page 1 on 

• A taxpayer that elects to use the UFO inventory method for Federal income tax purposes must 
establish to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that it has used no method other than UFO in 
inventorying goods specified in its UFO election to ascertain income, profit, or loss for the .first 
taxable year for which the method is to be used, for the purpose of a report or statement covering such 
taxable ear to shareholders, artners, or other ro rietors, or to beneficiaries, or for credit u 

• If a taxpayer uses the LIFO method for any taxable year, then such method shall be used in all 
subsequent taxable years unless ... 
(1) With the approval of the Secretary a change to a different method is authorized; or, 
(2) The Secretary determines that the taxpayer has used for any such subsequent taxable year some 

procedure other than UFO in inventorying the goods specified in the application to ascertain the 
income, profit, or loss of such subsequent taxable year for the purpose of a rePort or statement 
covering such taxable year (A) to shareholders, partners, or other proprietors, or beneficiaries, or 
(B) for credit purposes; and requires a change to a method different from that prescribed in Sec. 
472(b) beginning with such subsequent taxable year or any taxable year thereafter. 

• If (1) or (2) above applies, the change to - and the use of - the different method shall be in 
accordance with such Regulations as the Secretary may prescribe as necessary in order that the use 
of such method ma clead reflect income. 

• All members of the same group of financially related corporations are treated as a single taxpayer 
for purposes of the UFO conformity requirements of Sections 472(c) and (e)(2). 

• The term "group of financially related corporations" means any affiliated group as defined in 
Section 1504(a), determined by substituting "50%" for 80% each place it appears, and any other 

u of co rations that consolidate or combine for uses of financial statements. 
• The taxpayer must establish to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the taxpayer, in 

ascertaining the income, profit, or loss for the taxable year for which the UFO inventory method is 
first used, or for any subsequent taxable year, for credit purposes or for purposes of reports to 
shareholders, partners, or other proprietors, or to beneficiaries, has not used any inventory method 
other than the UFO method or at variance with the requirement referred to in Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(c). 
[Requiring the use of average cost.] 

• The taxpayer's ''use of an inventory method other than UFO for purposes of ascertaining information 
reported as a supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation of the taxpayer's 
income, profit, or loss for a taxable year in credit statements or fmancial reports" is not considered at 
variance with the requirements of Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(I). 

• The ''use of an inventory method other than LIFO to ascertain the value of the taxpayer's inventory 
of goods on hand for purposes of reporting the value of such inventories as assets" is not 
considered at variance with the requirements of Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(I). 

• The taxpayer's ''use of an inventory method other than LIFO for purposes of ascertaining 
information reported in internal management reports" is not considered at variance with the 
re uirements Re . Sec. 1.472- e 1. 

• Under Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(I)(ii), the use of an inventory method other than UFO to ascertain the 
value of the taxpayer's inventories for purposes of reporting the value of the inventories as assets 
is not considered the ascertainment of income, profit, or loss, and therefore, is not considered at 
variance with the [conformity] requirement. 

• Therefore, a taxpayer may disclose the value of inventories on a Balance Sheet (i.e., a statement of 
asset values) using a method other than UFO to identify the inventories, and such a disclosure will 
not be considered at variance with the [conformity] requirement. 

• However, the disclosure of income, profit, or loss for a taxable year on a Balance Sheet issued to 
creditors, shareholders, partners, other proprietors, or beneficiaries is considered at variance with 
the [conformity] requirement if such income information is ascertained using an inventory 
method other than UFO and such income information is for a taxable year for which the UFO 
method is used for Federal income tax purposes. 

• Therefore, a Balance Sheet that discloses the net worth of a taxpayer, determined as if income had 
been ascertained using an mventory method other than UFO, may be at variance with the 
[conformity] requirement if the disclosure of net worth is made in a manner that also discloses 
income, rofit or loss for a taxable ear. 
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CODE & REGUlATIONS RE: NON-LIFO DISCLOSURES 

AS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION IN YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Page 1 of2 

• Footnote or parenthetical disclosures. A disclosure of income, profit, or loss using an inventory 
method other than LIFO is not considered at variance with the [conformity] requirement if the 
disclosure is made in the form of either a footnote to the balance sheet or a parenthetical disclosure 
on the face of the balance sheet. 

• In addition, an income disclosure is not considered at variance with the [conformity] requirement 
if the disclosure is made on the face of a supplemental Balance Sheet labeled as a supplement to 
the taxpayer's primary presentation of fmancial position, but only if, consistent with the rules 
discussed below (i.e., Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(3», such a disclosure is clearly identified as a 
supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation of financial income as 
re orted on the ace 0 the t a er's Income Statement. 

• Face of the Income Statement (i). Information reported on the face of a taxpayer's financial 
Income Statement for a taxable year is not considered a supplement to or explanation of the 
taxpayer's primary presentation of the taxpayer's income, profit, or loss for the taxable year in 
credit statements or financial reports. 
• For this purpose, the face of an income statement does not include notes to the Income 

Statement presented on the same page as the income statement, but only if all notes to the 
financial income statement are presented together. 

• Notes to the Income Statement (ii). Information reported in notes to a taxpayer'S' financial 
Income Statement is considered a supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary 
presentation of income, profit, or loss for the period covered by the Income Statement if (1) all 
notes to the financial Income Statement are presented together and (2) if they accompany the 
Income Statement in a single report. 

• Appendices & supplements to the Income Statement (iii). Information reported in an appendix or 
supplement to a taxpayer's financial Income Statement is considered a supplement to or 
explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation of income, profit, or loss for the period covered 
by the Income Statement but, only if 
(1) The appendix or supplement accompanies the income statement in a single report and 
(2) The information reported in the appendix or supplement is clearly identified as a supplement 

to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation of income, profit, or loss as reported 
on the face of the taxpayer's Income Statement . .. 

• Information is considered to be clearly identified as a supplement to or explanation of the 
taxpayer's primary presentation of income, profit, or loss as reported on the face of the taxpayer's 
Income Statement if the information either ... 
(1) Is reported in an appendix or supplement that contains a general statement identifying all such 

supplemental or explanatory information, 
(2) Is identified specifically as supplemental or explanatory by a statement immediately 

preceding or following the disclosure of the information, 
(3) Is disclosed in the context of making a comparison to corresponding information disclosed 

both on the face of the taxpayer's Income Statement and in the supplement or appendix, or 
(4) Is a disclosure of the effect on an item reported on the face of the taxpayer's Income 

Statement of having used the LIFO method. 
• For example, a restatement of cost of goods sold based on an inventory method other than LIFO is 

considered to be clearly identified as supplemental or explanatory information if the supplement or 
appendix containing the restatement contains a general statement that all information based on 
such inventory method is reported in the appendix or supplement as a supplement to or explanation 
of the taxpayer's primary presentation of income, profit, or loss as reported on the face of the 
tax a er's Income Statement. 

• Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(5) is supposed to provide specific rules related to exceptions to the 
conformity requirements for internal management reports. 

• This Reg. Sec. has been reserved. 
• No Re lations have been romul ated to date. 
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PERMISSIBLE AUTO DEALER LIFO REpORTING VARIATIONS 

IN CERTAIN FACTORy-FORMAITED STATEMENTS 

ISSUED "FOR CREDIT PuRPOSES" 

SI1lJATION 1 

LIFO Reflected 
in Gross Profit • 

Income Statement 
December 1996 

SI1lJATION 2 

LIFO Reflected 
in to Net Income •• 

Income Statement 
December 1996 

LIFO Not Reflected 
Anywhere on the 

Income Statement 

Income Statement 
December 1996 

In Situations 1 and 2, A and B did not violate the LIFO conformity requirement in their statements to Y (a 
fmancing subsidiary of the Factory/manufacturer) because they used the LIFO method in inventorying goods to ascertain 
their net income in the Month and Year-to-Date columns of the December income statement. 

The results in Situations 1 and 2 would be the same if the $60x LIFO a4justment reflected in the Month and 
Year-to-Date columns of the December 1996 income had been a reasonable estimate of the change in LIFO rese",e 
for the year. 

Further, if A or B had employed a fiscal taxable year, the results in Situations 1 and 2 would be the same if A or 
B made either (1) an adjustment for the change in the LIFO reserve that occurred during the calendar year in the Month 
and Year-to-Date column of the December income statement or (2) an adjustment for the change in the LIFO reserve that 
occurred during the fiscal year in the Month and Year-to-Date columns of the income statements provided for the last 
month of the fiscal year. 

In Situation 3, C violated the LIFO conformity requirement in its statements to Y because C used a method other 
than LIFO (i.e., it used the specific identification inventory method) in inventorying goods to ascertain its net income in 
the Year-to-Date column of the December income statement. 

Further, C violated the LIFO conformity requirement because the January through November income statements 
can be combined with the December income statement to ascertain C's net income for the year using a single inventory 
method other than LIFO. 

C used the specific identification inventory method to calculate its Cost of Goods Sold, Gross Profit, and Net 
Income for the year and month without adjusting for a $60x increase in C's LIFO reserve for 1996. Thus, the 
December 1996 income statement does not reflect C's use of the LIFO inventory method. The result in Situation 3 
would be the same even ifC's December 31, 1996 Balance Sheet had reflected a 1996 adjustment to C's LIFO reserve. 

Warning: These examples can only be interpreted in the context of the entire discussions in Revenue Ruling 97-
42 and Revenue Procedure 97-44 which relate to franchised automobile dealers who have provided monthly financial 
(income) statements ''for credit purposes" to the credit subsidiary of the franchisor/automobile manufacturer. 

~A~pe~r~iOd~iC~U~Pd~a~te~o~fL~IF~o~'~N~ew~s~,V~ie~w~s~an~d~ld~ea~s~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~P~hO~tO~CO~p~Yi~ng~O~r~Re~p~rin~tin~g~W~it~ho~ut~p~e~rm~is~sio~n~ls~p~ro~hi~b~~ed 
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This side re1ata to Cllendar year auto deaIenbips. See reverse side for fisca1 year dealersbips. 
Multi-Franchise Dealers: LIFO adjustments nwst be reflected in the year-ead incaDe statemeIIts submitted to m!! diftbrcIIt manufilcturer. 
New, Used and/or Parts on LIFO: LIFO adjustments must be computed (or estimated) and properly retlec:ted in the dcaIersbip's year-end income statements 

ror each different dag or goods subject to a LIFO election. . 
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financial statements prepared by auto dea1erships on Factoryl'RSCribed formats and sent to the manu&cturer and/or to the l1l8IIUfiIcturc's 
credit corporation affiliates. IRS interpretations may cbanp without notice at any time. 

Altbougb these flowcharts ale intended to be belpfuJ in determining the consequeuces of various LIFO reporting conformity situations, 
they may not be appropriate in all cases. You must have a thorough understanding of the LIFO conformity regulations and of the IRS official 
and unofficial ioteIpretations of them, and of the dealership's specific reporting practices to the Factory, in order to determine whether the 
reporting situation is within the scope of either flowchart summary. 
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Foreign Corporations & Foreign Operations 

Financial Statement Conformity Requirements & the 30% Test or Threshold 

• The LIFO financial statement reporting requirements were enacted to ensure that the LIFO method 
"conforms as nearly as may be to the best accounting practice in the trade or business .... " (H. Rep. No. 
2330, 751h Cong., 3d Sess. 34 (1938». -, 

• The legislative history of Section 472 indicates that the conformance "to the best accounting practice" 
is to be made on the basis of United States standards of accounting practice. 

• Congress was concerned solely with domestic accounting practice. Therefore, the conformity requirements of 
Section 472 should not be extended to determine what is the "best accountin ractice" in forei countries. 

• If a foreign parent owns operating assets of substantial value which are used in foreign operations, the 
LIFO financial statement conformity requirements do not apply to the consolidated financial statements. 
• This applies to ownership by the parent either directly or indirectly through members of its group. 

• Operating assets are considered to be used in foreign operations if they are owned by, and used in the 
business of, corporations that ... (1) are members of the consolidated group, (2) are foreign 
corporations, (3) do not use the LIFO method of accounting for Federal income tax purposes, and (4) 
engage in a business outside the United States. 

• For purposes of this test, operating assets are all the assets necessary for the conduct of an active 
o eratin com an . 

• The foreign parent corporation will be considered as owning substantial foreign assets if the total value 
of such assdts constitutes 30% or more of the total operating assets of the consolidated group. 

• This determination will be made annually. 
• This determination will normally be made on the basis of the asset valuation reflected in the 

consolidated financial statements of the rou for the ear. 
• If the consolidated group does not satisfy the 30% test, the IRS may waive the 30% test and make a 

determination on the basis of all of the facts and circumstances presented. 

L TN. If/()5.J()()()5 ... DlltL'd ll1l1L' 2(), 1(){)5 

• In LTR 200540005, the IRS was dealing with a foreign parent corporation that had to issue 
consolidated financial statements to its shareholders and creditors in which it was reporting its own 
operations and the operations of subsidiaries acquired by its own wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary. 

• The taxpayer persuaded the IRS that, although it failed to have operating assets in excess of the 30% 
threshold, it should be considered to have satisfied the alternative "facts and circumstances" test. 

• As a result, the parent was permitted to issue consolidated financial statements on a: non-LIFO basis without 
violating the LIFO financial statement conformityrequirements ... but only for the one year in question. 

• The parent (a foreign corporation, not reporting under U.S. GAAP) made an agreement whereby the taxpayer 
(its wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary) would acquire all of the outstanding stock of a group of new subsidiaries. 
• Prior to the acquisition, the taxpayer also had other wholly-owned U.S. subsidiaries ("old subs"). 
• Following the acquisition, the activities of the parent, the taxpayer, and the taxpayer's subsidiaries 

(old subs and new subs) would be reported in the consolidated financial statements of the Parent. 

• Prior to the acquisition, the new subs used LIFO for valuing their inventories. The parent and the taxpayer 
used a non-LIFO method for valuing inventory for U.S. and for the parent's foreign country tax purposes. 

• The taxpayer conceded that it did not meet the more than 30% test for establishing substantial foreign 
operations under Rev. Rul. 78-246. However, it said that it should be allowed to make certain 
distinctions in order to qualify under the alternative "facts and circumstances" test. 

• The taxpayer argued that as a result of the stepped-up basis in the assets involved in the acquisition, 
financial statement comparisons did not fairly represent its situation. The assets of the new subsidiaries 
reflected current value because the acquisition was recorded as a purchase pursuant to U.S. GAAP. 

• Accordingly, the taxpayer argued that it should be allowed to compare the higher market values (i.e., 
instead of the lower asset book values) of the foreign operations to its total operations. 
• In determining the market value of new subsidiaries, the taxpayer proposed to use the purchase price 

of the new subsidiaries. 
• For the market value of the remainder of the Group, the taxpayer proposed to use EBITDA (earnings 

before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) as a basis for allocating the Group's market 
value, prior to the acquisition, between its foreign and domestic operations. 

• As a result of this alternative analysis, the computed percentage of assets used in foreign operations (to total 
operations) would only be slightly less than the 30% minimum threshold set forth in Rev. Rul. 78-246. 
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IRS LTR APPROVES NON-LIFO DISCLOSURES 

AS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION IN YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

• In IRS Letter Ruling 201034004 (dated August 27, 2010), the IRS reviewed and approved the disclosures 
that the parent corporation of a subsidiary using the LIFO method was planning to include in its reviewed 
(i.e., unaudited) year-end consolidated financial statements that it would issue to its shareholders and 
creditors, includin a forei arent. 

• Taxpayer, a newly-formed limited liability company, treated as a U.S. corporation for U.S. Federal tax 
purposes, is the common parent of an affiliated group of corporations that file a consolidated Federal 
income tax return on a calendar year basis. 

• Taxpayer is wholly owned by Company, a foreign corporation, which is a lower-tier subsidiary of 
Foreign Parent. 

• Subsidiary, also a U.S. corporation, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Taxpayer and is a member of 
Taxpayer's consolidated group. 

• Subsidiary uses the LIFO method to account for its inventory for U.S. Federal income tax purposes. 

.~.-.. !':?!~~~ .. :~~~~.~!~-~.~~~~!~~~.~~~~~~:~.~-~.~~~.!~~-~~~~.~~.~~~~!~.~~~~~ry:-.. -.--------.. ---------------------------
• IRS Comment: Under Section 472(g), Taxpayer and Subsidiary are treated as a single taxpayer for 

purposes of the LIFO conformity requirements. Since the Subsidiary's irrventory is accounted for using 
the LIFO method for u.s. Federal income tax purposes, Taxpayer is subject to the LIFO conformity 
re uirements. 

• On the Income Statement the gross margin, earnings before interest and taxes, earnings before taxes, and 
net income of the Subsidiary will be reported on a LIFO basis. 

-------------_______ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• ____ •• _ •• _ •• _______ •• ____ u _______ •• _ •• ________ ._ •• _ •• ____ • __ •• _ •• _ •• _______ •• _. __ • __ •• __ • __ ._ •• _____ ._. ___ ._ •• _ •• _. __ •• _ •• _._ 

• IRS Comment: Taxpayer's proposed income statement reporting Subsidiary's income, profit, or loss on 
a LIFO basis is in accordance with Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(I) and does not violate the LIFO conformity 
re uirements. 

• On the Balance Sheet, inventory will be reported on a non-LIFO basis. 

• IRS Comment: Taxpayer's proposed Balance Sheet reporting the value of Subsidiary's irrventories as 
assets on a non-LIFO basis is allowed under Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(l)(ii) and does not violate the 
conformity requirement. 

• On the Balance Sheet, in the equity section, total equity will be reported on a non-LIFO basis; however, 
retained earnings will be reported on a LIFO basis and other comprehensive income will include a LIFO 
offset. 

• Other comprehensive income will be reported as a single line item. 
• A breakdown of other comprehensive income will not appear on the face of the balance sheet, but will 

appear in a footnote to the financial statements labeled as "Supplemental Information - Detail of Changes 
in Equity." 

• All footnotes to the financial statements will be presented together and will accompany the income 
statement in a single report. -_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. __ ._ .. _ .. _._---------_.----------------------_.-_._-_._ .. __ ._ .. _-----_._--------------------------------------.---------------

• IRS Comment: Under Reg. Sec.l.472-2(e)(4), the disclosure of net worth on a non-LIFO basis "may be 
at variance with the [conformity] requirement if the disclosure of net worth is made in a manner that 
also discloses income, profit, or loss for a taxable year. " 
• However, Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(4) also provides that "a disclosure of income, profit, or loss using an 

inventory method other than LIFO is not considered at variance with the [conformity] requirement if 
the disclosure is made in the form of either a footnote to the Balance Sheet or a parenthetical 
disclosure on the face of the Balance Sheet." 

• Taxpayer's proposed reporting is allowed under Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(4) and does not violate the 
con armi re uirement. 

• On the Statement of Changes in Equity, total equity will be reported on a non-LIFO basis. 
• Retained earnings and net income will be reported on a LIFO basis. 
• The change in other comprehensive income, which includes the LIFO offset, will be reported as a single 

line item in the calculation of total equity instead of presenting the components of other comprehensive 
income as separate line items. -----------_._--_ .. _ .. _------_._ .. _ .. _. __ .. _--_._---------------------------_ .. _._----------_. __ ._--_._---------_._----_._.----------------_ .. __ ._--_."-_ .. _ .. 

• IRS Comment: As with Taxpayer's proposed reporting of net equity on the balance sheet, this proposed 
re rtin is allowed under Re . Sec. 1.472-2 e 4 and does not violate the con rmi re uirement. 

• Taxpayer's proposed financial statements and supplemental information, as described in this ruling letter, 
which contain disclosures of Subsidiary'S income on a LIFO and non-LIFO basis, to Taxpayer's 
creditors and shareholders, including Foreign Parent, are not a LIFO conformity violation under Sections 
47 c, e, , and the Re lations thereunder. 
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IFRS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS VIOLATE THE 

LIFO CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 

On [January 1, 2008}, the Taxpayer became a wholly-owned subsidiary of ABC and a member of the ABC 
Consolidated Group. The ABC Consolidated Group filed a consolidated federal tax return for Tax Year [2008}. 

ABC is wholly-owned by Foreign Parent, a foreign entity. Foreign Parent reported its worldwide consolidated 
financial statements using the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for Tax Year [2008]. 

Foreign Parent required the Taxpayer to adopt the IFRS standards to facilitate the process of preparing these 
worldwide consolidated financial statements. Therefore, the Taxpayer adopted IFRS for the first time for Tax Year 
[2008}. This marked the first year that the Taxpayer issued any IFRS based financial statements. Prior to the 
adoption of IFRS, the Taxpayer used U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) as its accounting 
standard. 

The Last-In, First-Out (UFO) inventory method is not an allowable method under IFRS. The Taxpayer has used 
the UFO inventory method for accounting for a portion of its inventory since [2002} for both tax and financial 
reporting purposes. The Taxpayer continued to use the UFO inventory method for Tax Year [2008}. 

The Taxpayer provided financial statements to its foreign parent based upon IFRS standards for Tax Year 
[2008J. These financial statements included a balance sheet and income statement based upon IFRS standards. 

The Taxpayer also provided the IFRS-only balance sheet and income statement to its lending bank. 

Along with the IFRS-only balance sheet and income statement, the Taxpayer provided its lending bank with 
tabulated versions of its balance sheet and income statement whereby each was presented on an IFRS and U.S. GAAP 
standard. 

Specifically, the tabulated financial statements made adjustments (including UFO adjustments) to the IFRS 
column to arrive at U.S. GAAP. The IFRS version of the profit/income of the Taxpayer was based on a method that 
did not include UFO principles in inventorying goods. 

The Taxpayer did not make a distinction between primary or supplemental information within these financial 
statements related to the change from IFRS to U.S. GAAP reporting standards. Also, the Taxpayer did not include 
explanatory footnotes regarding the change. 

The Taxpayer provided these financial statements to the lending bank in accordance with lending requirements 
imposed by the bank related to a letter of credit. 

~Ph~o~tOC~~~Y~ing~O~r~Re~p~rin~tin~g~Wo~'th~oo~t~pe~rm~i~ss~io~nl~s~pr~oh~ib~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~pe~rio~d~iC~U~Pd~at~e~of~LI~Fo~.~N~e~ws~,v~ie~~~an~d~ld~eas 
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IRS . \nal~ sis 

IFRS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS VIOLATE THE 

LIFO CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 
Page 2 oC2 

The Taxpayer is subject to the LIFO conformity requirements because it elected to use the LIFO method of 
accounting for Federal income tax purposes. 

With respect to the financial statements provided to its lending bank, the Taxpayer violated the LIFO conformity 
requirements if ... 

(1) It used an inventory method other than LIFO to ascertain its income, profit or loss in the financial statements, 
(2) The financial statements were "for credit purposes," and 

(3) The financial statements are not within any of the exceptions to the LIFO conformity requirements. 

The Taxpayer provided the same IFRS-only balance sheet and income statement provided to the foreign parent to 
the lending bank. It also provided tabulated versions of these documents that adjusted the IFRS amounts to arrive at 
U.S. GAAP amounts. 

Both the balance sheets and income statements involve the ascertainment of items of income, profit, or loss. The 
balance sheets do not fall within the exception under Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(1)(ii), (4), which provides valuing inventory 
as an asset is not an ascertainment of income, profit, or loss, as the Taxpayer also used IFRS to ascertain retained 
earnings and net income on the balance sheets. The income statements by their nature involve the ascertainment of 
income, profit, or loss. 

There is no question the IFRS-only versions used a method other than LIFO to ascertain income, profit, or loss, as 
IFRS is a non-LIFO method and was the only method used. 

Arguably, the tabulated versions of the financial statements provided to the lending bank comply with the LIFO 
conformity requirements as they used U.S. GAAP to determine income, profit, and loss. However, they also used IFRS. 

The LIFO conformity requirements do not merely require the use of a LIFO inventory method; they require that no 
method other than LIFO be used. 

The financial statements were issued to the Taxpayer's lending bank in accordance with lending requirements 
related to a letter of credit. Thus, there was a debtor-creditor relationship between the Taxpayer and the lending bank 
and the financial statements were provided pursuant to this debtor-creditor relationship. The Taxpayer's continued 
receipt of credit was dependent upon the provision of such fmancial statements. Therefore, the financial statements were 
"for credit purposes." 

It could be argued that the use of IFRS was for purposes of supplementing or explaining the Taxpayer's primary 
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) position and, thus, the tabulated financial statements meet the 
exception for supplemental or explanatory information. However, the provision of information using IFRS was not 
presented as either supplemental or explanatory. 

With respect to the tabulated balance sheet, the disclosure of income, profit, and loss using IFRS was not made in the 
form of a footnote to the balance sheet or a parenthetical disclosure on the face of the balance sheet. Even if the disclosure 
qualified as a parenthetical, despite the lack of parentheses, or other punctuation or formatting to indicate the IFRS 
information is an aside, there is still the problem of the tabulated income statement. Reg. Sec. 1.472-2(e)(3)(i) clearly 
provides that "[i]nformation reported on the face of a taxpayer's financial income statement for a taxable year is not 
considered a supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation of the taxpayer's income, profit, or loss." 
The IFRS information was reported on the face of the income statement and not as part of a note to the income statement. 

Moreover, even if the tabulated financial statements conformed to the requirements of Section 472(e) and the 
Regulations thereunder, the Taxpayer also provided the lending bank with the same balance sheet and income statement it 
provided to the Foreign Parent. These documents were prepared based solely on IFRS. These documents were not 
identified as supplemental, explanatory, or appendixes. For instance, the balance sheet was not clearly identified as a 
supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary presentation. Similarly, the income statement was not marked as an 
appendix or otherwise clearly identified as a supplement to or explanation of the taxpayer's primary position. 

Therefore, these documents do not meet the exception for supplemental or explanatory information, and no other 
exception applies. Accordingly, the issuance of these financial statements to the lending bank violated the LIFO 
conformity requirements. 
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YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS 
FOR LIFO INVENTORIES 

NEED FOR PLANNING & PROJECTIONS 

In the first year of an election to use the Last-In, 
First-Out (LIFO) method to value inventories, it is 
important to properly elect the method by filing Form 
970, satisfy the requirements to be eligible to use the 
method and to select the appropriate sub-methods 
(Le., dollar-value, link-chain index, item identification, 
valuation of increment, etc.) for the calculations. 

After the first year on LIFO ... and before the end 
of each succeeding year ... , it is equally important to 
consider proper planning techniques in order to re
tain, to the greatest extent possible, the tax deferral 
benefits provided by the use of LIFO. 

Proper planning techniques include (1) projec
tions (well before the end of the year) of the antici
pated change in the LIFO reserve at year-end and (2) 
consideration of the impact of the change in the LIFO 
reserve on the overall tax planning strategy for the 
entity and its owners. 

One aspect of the second consideration relates 
to either the reduction of the current year's tax liability 
or the impact on the use of existing net operating loss 

carryovers or carrybacks for C Corporations or the 
flowthrough of either additional income or deductions 
to the S Corporation shareholders or partners. 

Another aspect is the consideration of what ac
tions, if any, can legitimately be taken before year
end to accomplish a different (Le., either a more 
desirable or a less painful) result. 

This article addresses these planning techniques 
and considerations more fully. 

PROJECTIONS FOR TAX PLANNING PURPOSES 

It is unrealistic to attempt any serious planning for 
a business that uses the LIFO method to value its 
inventories without first projecting the change in the 
LIFO reserves for year-end. 

The impact of a projected change in the LIFO 
reserve, which in turn impacts net taxable income or 
loss for the year, may be large enough to warrant 
revising either upward or downward the amounts of 
the fourth quarter estimated tax payments by the 
entity or by its shareholders or partners to whom the 
income or loss effect will flow through. 

Content .... 
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Year-End Planning & Projections 

Make projections early. These projections 
should be made early enough before year-end so that 
consideration by management can be given to (1) the 
financial impact of what is likely to happen as a result 
of the projected change in the LIFO reserve and (2) 
whether legitimate steps, motivated by sound busi
ness reasons, can be undertaken to produce a result 
different from that shown by the projections to be 
expected at year-end. 

One thing is certain: After year-end, it will be too 
late to change the results that might have been 
avoided by proper planning with adequate timing 
allowed for the execution of the required strategies. 

No one wants to be caught off-guard or without 
any idea of how large or small the LIFO reserve 
increase or decrease - and recapture - is going to be 
at year-end. 

In some instances, inventory levels may be ex
pected to be (considerably) lower at year-end, and it 
is concluded that nothing can be done to avoid the 
projected LI FO reserve payback consequences. Even 
in this unfortunate situation, it is far better to know - at 
an earlier date - the extent of the impending repay
ment or "hit" so that other buffering or mitigating 
actions can be taken. Or, so that adequate financing 

(Continued) 

can be arranged if the business expects that it will be 
unable to pay the additional tax out of its cash flows. 

PROJECTIONS TO COMPLY WITH FINANCIAL 
STATEMENT CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 

When a taxpayer using LIFO is under great 
pressure to issue the year-end financial statements 
before the detailed LIFO computations can be made, 
the taxpayer must be sure that any financial state
ments that are issued comply with all of the conformity 
reporting requirements. 

Under these circumstances, the taxpayer might 
(1) use a reasonable estimate of the inflation rate for 
the year or (2) employ a different - faster or easier to 
compute - LIFO computation methodology for the 
financial statements than the LIFO method that is 
being used for income tax return purposes. 

Projections forauto dealerships. As discussed 
in the accompanying article on conformity require
ments, the timing of the issuance of year-end financial 
statements is a particularly acute problem facing 
many automobile dealerships. Often, this results in 
the dealership using estimates of the change in the 
LI FO reserve for the year on the year-end statements 

see YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS, page 38 

1. Determine the cumulative index as of the end-of-the-year - this is the estimated current year inflation 
index times (Le., multiplied by) the beginning-of-the-year cumulative index, 

2 .. Dividethe end-of-the-year estimated (or, if known, actual) inventory dollars by the year-end cumulative 
index - to determine the end-of-the-year inventory stated or expressed in base dollars, 

3. Compare the end-of-the-year inventory expressed in base dollars with the beginning-of-the-year 
inventory stated in base dollars to determine whether there is an increment or a decrement projected 
for the year, 

4. Value the projected increment under the method already selected for valuing increments on Form 970. 

Alternatively, if a decrement is projected for the year, carry back the decrement (expressed in base 
dollars) against prior years' increments (also expressed in base dollars) on a LIFO or reverse
Chronological-order basis. This means that the most recenVlast layer built up is the first one eliminated, 
and then prior years'layers are eliminated in reverse-chronological order. In other words, a decrement 
in 2012 is carried back first against any 2011 increment, then against 2010, then against 2009, then 
against 2008, etc. until the entire amount of the 2012 decrement (expressed in base dollars) has been 
fully accounted for. In some instances, a decrement may end up being carried all the way back to the 
original first LIFO year base layer. 

5. Add all the resulting layers of inventory at their respective LI FO valuations to get the end-of-the-year 
inventory stated at its LIFO valuation, 

6. Subtract the ending inventory at its LIFO valuation from the ending inventory at its actual or estimated 
current non-LIFO cost to determine the projected LIFO reserve as of the end-of-the-year, 

7. Subtract the actua/L1FO reserve as of the beginning-of-the-year from the projected LIFO reserves as 
of the end-of-the-year. The result determined in this final step is the estimate of the change in the LIFO 
reserve for the year. 

8. Reconcile and prove out the projected changes to understand why the reserve is going up or down. 
See "Why LIFO Reserves Change the Way They Do" on page 39. 
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Year-End Planning & Projections 

which are sent to manufacturers and credit corpora
tions. 

Revenue Ruling 97-42 states explicitly that a 
reasonable estimate of the change in the LIFO re
serve may be used for this purpose. It also requires 
that after the final computation of the change in the 
LIFO reserve has been made for the year, the net 
amount to adjust from the projected amount of change 
to the actual amount of change for the year must be 
reported on the 13th statement as a charge against 
(or as a credit to) income for that year. 

PROJECTION MECHANICS, STEP-BY-STEP 

Projecting year-end changes in LIFO reserves 
need not be too difficult nor time-consuming. This 
should be true regardless of whether the projection is 
for income tax planning purposes or for compliance 
with the conformity requirements on year-end state
ments to be issued before the LIFO calculations can 
be completed. 

Making projections of year-end LIFO reserve 
change for a LIFO pool involves the need to estimate 
only two amounts: 

1. The ending inventory level (at actual cost), and 

2. The overall inflation (or deflation) percentage 
experienced by that inventory for the year. 

All other factors necessary to complete a projec
tion are based on four (already-known) facts re
lated to the beginning of the year: 

1. 8eginning-of-the-year inventory amounts ex
pressed in total, actual cost dollars and also ex
pressed in base dollars, 

2. 8eginning-of-the-year LIFO valuation of the in
ventory, 

3. Method used for valuing current-year increments, 
and 

4. Cumulative inflation index as of the beginning-of
the-year. 

The computation of the projected change in a 
LIFO reserve is made by plugging in the estimates of 
(1) the year-end inventory level and (2) the current 
year's rate of inflation or inflation index '" and then 
''working backwards." These eight steps are detailed 
in the table on page 37. 

UNDERSTANDING WHY (PROJECTED) 
LIFO RESERVES GO UP OR DOWN 

(Continued from page 37) 

The only guess-work involved in these projec
tions relates to the two estimates identified above. 
Everything else follows the precise laws of math
ematics. 

The Practice Guide on the page 39 explains why 
LIFO reserves change the way they do. A little more 
explanation follows. 

Precise quantification is possible ... and prov
able. Although many other aspects involved with 
using the LIFO method may be subjective, computing 
LIFO reserves and understanding why and how they 
change is absolutely mathematically preCise. Given 
the inflation rates and ending inventory levels, the 
corresponding LIFO reserve can be precisely com
puted and independently verified as being correct. 

The LIFO recapture, or payback, can be pre
cisely calculatedbecause it is based on the different 
rates of recapture potential that are associated with 
each annual layer of LIFO "increment" that has been 
built up over the years. 

Decrement carrybacks. The amount of LIFO 
inventory liquidation or decrement (expressed in base 
dollars) for a given year is carried back against layers 
built up in prior years in a Last-In, First-Out or reverse
chronological order sequence. 

This means that the most recent or latest annual 
LIFO layer that has been accumulated is the first layer 
to be eliminated, and then prior years' layers are 
eliminated in reverse-chronological order. 

In other words, a 2012 decrement will be first 
carried back against any 2011 increment, then against 
any 2010 increment, then against any 2009, then 
against 2008, etc. until the entire amount of 2012 
decrement (expressed in base dollars) has been fully 
accounted for. In some instances, a decrement may 
end up being carried all the way back to reduce the 
original first LIFO year base inventory. 

When there is a liquidation and the decrement 
carryback order described above is followed, any 
prior layer that is eliminated is gone forever. If the 
taxpayer restores or replaces its inventory and brings 
it back up to a higher level in a later year, the later 
year's increase in inventory cannot claim or reclaim 
the lower cost basis that was associated with the 
increments that were liquidated by a decrement 
carryback against a prior year. Instead, that later 
year's increment (expressed in base dollars) must be 
valued at that later year's higher current cost. 

Case studies on projections, LIFO reserve 
reconciliations and proofs. Overtheyears, numer
ous projection case studies have been included in the 
LIFO Lookoutto illustrate and expand the discussion 

Taxpayers using LIFO are often surprised when 
they are told that even though their year-end inven
tory levels are projected to be significantly lower than 
they were at the beginning of the year, their LIFO 
reserves are expected to increase or that their LIFO 
reserves will go down by only a small amount. 

see YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS, page 40 
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WHY LIFO RESERVES CHANGE THE WAY THEY DO 

• Taxpayers using LIFO are often surprised when they find out that even though their year-end 
inventory levels are (projected to be) lower than they were atthe beginning-of-the-year, their LIFO 
reserves (are expected to) increase. 

• Often these (projected) increases in LIFO reserves are very large. 

• The net amount of change in the LIFO reserve for any year is the result of two complementing 
and/or offsetting factors. 

• This variation analysis simply involves ... 
• Price changes, i.e., inflation or deflation ... prices either increased or decreased, and 
• Quantity changes, i.e., changes in the dollar amount of the inventory investment levels. 

L jJward illflllu/U'\ ... clIhing iIH:rea..,es (i.e., fadors callsin!,! thl' LIFO 1"l"'t'l"H to!,!o lip) ... 

Upward 
.•• Increases 

• Price increases .. .inflation. 
• Quantity increases, if a dual index LIFO methodology/approach is used for valuing increments. 
• Certain decreaSes in inventory investment levels - To the extent that a current-year quantity 

decrease (referred to as a "decrement") is carried back against an increment built up in a prior year 
or years, any pay-back of the previously built-up LIFO increment and its related contribution to the 
LIFO reserve will increase the current year's LIFO reserve if ... 
• There was deflation in the prior year(s)'s layers-that are now being invaded, and 
• The layers being invaded are/were contributing ''negatively'' or negative amounts to the LIFO 

reserve at the end of the preceding year. 
• Stated another lIIay ... The layers of inventory being invaded by the carryback of a decrement 

(expressed in base dollars) are contributing negative amounts toward the overall LIFO reserve 
balance; Accordingly, to the extent that any carryback of the current-year's decrement eliminates 
these negative effects, that leaves only inventory layers contnbuting positive amounts toward the 
overall LIFO reserve balance ... or fewer inventory layers still contributing negatively toward the 
overall UFO reserve balance. 

[)(})t'I/lt'({rd illflll{'lIcn ... call"ing de!."rea"'e" (i.t, .. farlor.., ClIhillg the LIFO I"l'Sl'l'H' to go do" II) ... 

Downward 
••• Decreases 

No Effect 

Articles 
Analyzing 
Changes in 

UFO Reserves 

• Price decreases ... deflation. 
• Decreases in inventory investment levels - i.e., pay-backs of previously built-up LIFO reserves to the 

extent resulting from the carryback of a current-year inventory quantity decrease (referred to as 
"decrements") against increases ("increments") built up in prior years. 

• Decreases in inventory investment levels ... But not allllays ... Sometimes no payback. 
• An inventory decrease/decrement may not necessarily cause, or result in, any pay-back of some 

or any of the LIFO reserve at the beginning of the year. Whether or not there is a ''pay-back'' 
depends the order in which the prior year layers were built up over time and how _ they were 
valued for LIFO purposes. 

• If the decrement in the current year is less than the amount of the increment in the immediately 
preceding year, there will be no dollar change in the LIFO reserve due to the carryback of that 
decrement against that prior year's increment. 

• This result will occur under any LIFO method that values a current-year increment by using the 
cumulative inflation index (factor) at the end of the year. 
• Alternative LIFO Methods for New and/or Used Vehicles 

• "Dealers Low on New Vehicle Inventory at Year-End May Face Stiff LIFO Reserve Recapture ... 
Planning May Lessen the Blow: Analysis of LIFO Reserve_Recapture Rates & Computation of 
'Break Even' Point/or a LIFO Reserve" in the Year-End 2009 LIFO Lookout (pages 40-47). 

• "Strange ... But Explainable ... Resultsfrom the Wacky World o/Negative LIFO Reserves," in the 
December 1998 LIFO Lookout. This article, with supporting schedules; analyzes pay-back 
mechanics where negative LIFO reserves are involved. 

• ''Another Rebasing Example - With Proofs: Why LIFO Reserves Go Up Even Though Inventory 
Levels Go Down and Despite Rebasing Indexes to 1.000 in Between" in the June 1993 LIFO Lookout. 

• "Why Do Some LIFO ReserVes Go Up Even Though Inventory Levels Go Down?" in the March 
1992 LIFO Lookout 

~A~pe~ri~OO~iC~U~Pd~a~te~m~L~IF~O~'~Ne~w~s.~V~ie~ws~a~n~d~ld~ea~S~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~P~ho~tO~CO~p~Yin~g~O~rR~e~pr~m~tin~g~W~ith~o~ut~p~er~m~iss~io~n~ls~p~roo~i~bn~ed 
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on LIFO reserve projection computations. Most re
cently, see "Dealers Low on New Vehicle Inventory at 
Year-End May Face Stiff LIFO Reserve Recapture ... 
Planning May Lessen the Blow: Analysis of LIFO 
Reserve Recapture Rates & Computation of 'Break 
Even' Point fora LIFO Reserve"in the Year-End 2009 
LIFO Lookout (pages 40-47). 

WORKING OUT OF ANTICIPATED YEAR-END 
LIQUIDATION OR DECREMENT SITUATIONS 

When a liquidation or decrement situation is 
anticipated, the starting point is to calculate the pay-
back potential from a series of reduced inventory 
levels. 

In other words, as the year-end inventory drops, 
how much more (or less) is the UFO reserve going to 
change? These calculations determine what the real 
LIFO recapture vulnerability - referred to as the "rela
tive points of pain" - will be as the anticipated current
year's decrement is carried-back on a LIFO basis 
against the prior LIFO layers that have been built up 
over the years. 

This recapture potential will be different for every 
LIFO pool, since each pool has its own unique history, 
characteristics and inflation/deflation experience. The 
LIFO reserve repayment potential impact should be 
computed for each UFO pool and expressed as a 
readily understandable dollar amount. 

Armed with this diagnostic information, taxpay
ers anticipating liquidations of prior inventory layers 
at year-end may be able to lessen the impact of the 
anticipated LIFO recapture in at least four ways. 

(Continued from page 38) 

If a business using LIFO is trying to avoid a 
Significant year-end reserve reduction, steps to in
crease the inventory level should be completed and 
documented before year-end. These actions should 
be considered only if they make sense from a busi
ness standpoint, after conSidering carrying costs, 
insurance, expected ability to sell the additional in
ventory and the possibility of challenge by the IRS. 

Despite cautions that inventory purchasing deci
sions should be based on sound business judgment 
and not solely on the desire to reduce projected LIFO 
pay-backs, some taxpayers may still wish to pursue 
more aggressive strategies and to take their chances 
in this regard. 

As discussed in the next section, the IRS has 
been successful in challenging transactions that ap
peared to be motivated by the desire to avoid LIFO 
recapture impact. In these cases, the IRS has ig
nored the last-ditch efforts that resulted in inventory 
on hand at year-end which was not "intended to be 
sold or placed in the normal inventory channels." 

YEAR-END PLANNING STRATEGIES 
THAT FAILED 

Sometimes taxpayers have gone "too far" in 
trying to minimize the recapture impact of liquidations 
of their LIFO inventories. As might be expected, in 
some cases (where they were caught by the IRS), the 
IRS has successfully nullified their year-end inven
tory liquidation avoidance measures. 

In 1996, the Tax Court observed that taxpayers 
often "desire a higher base-year cost of ending inven
tory in a given year to avoid liquidating a LIFO layer, 

~ 

. \/tullutil'l , PLANNING STRATEGIES TO DELAY, DEFER OR DIFFUSE LIFO RECAPTURE 

Manage 
Inventory Levels 

Year-End Change 

Switch to the 
IPICIBLS 
Method 

Strategic 
Termination of 

the LIFO Election 

• Attempt to increase or "manage" the year-end inventory level through transactions that might not 
otherwise have been considered, but which still have some degree of business justification (other than 
solely attempting to minimize the impact of UFO layer liquidations). 

• If eligible, consider changing to a fiscal year-end that is prior to the year-end expected to be adversely 
affected by the significant inventory reduction. 

• Consider changing to the IPIC/BLS method in order to include other inventories in a broader UFO pool 
(under the automatic change provisions in Sec. 22.06 of the Appendix to Rev. Proc. 2011-14). 

• The IPIC Method UFO Regulations (Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(3» were finalized in January 2002, and 
may make use of the IPIC method more attractive in some situations. 

• Alternatives relating to terminating the LIFO election include (1) preemptively terminating the entire 
UFO election in the year before the year in which the inventory level drops significantly, or (2) 
terminating the entire UFO election effective for the year the inventory level drops significantly. 

• If the taxpayer is an auto dealership, consider the "pool-split and partial UFO termination" strategy for a 
portion of the new vehicles on UFO (as suggested by the discussion of Situation 3 in ILM 200935024). 

• Considerations include ... Does the dealer intend to remain in business just selling used vehicles 
and/or maintaining active service department operations? Might the dealer acquire another new 
vehicle franchise to replace the lost franchise? 

~Ph~m~~~p~Yi~ng~O~rR~e~pri~nt~ing~W~it~ho~ut~p~er~m~~.~io~n~I.~pr~Oh~ib~ije~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~p~er~iOd~iC~U~Pd~a~te~m~L~IFo~.N~ew~s~.v~ie~~~a~nd~l~de~as 
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causing a match of historical costs against current 
revenues." (See E. W. Richardson, Tax Court Memo 
Decision 1996-368). Taxpayers tried to achieve this 
result by stepping up their purchases of inventory at 
year-end, sometimes through some rather ingenious 
or convoluted means. 

The Court's observation was made in the context 
of three other cases and Revenue Ruling 79-188. All 
of these collectively stand for the proposition that the 
IRS may successfully overturn and even penalize 
year-end inventory transactions that are solely L1FO
benefit motivated. 

1. Ingredient Technology Corporation, 
(SuCrest Corporation, 83-1 USTC 9140, January 5, 
1983). Tax fraud convictions by means of LIFO 
inventory overstatements. 

2. II/inois Cereal Mills, (86-1 USTC 9371 af
firming T.C. Memo 1983-468, Dec. 40,342(M), 46 
TCM 1001, August, 1983). Legal ownership of the 
goods did not justify inclusion in the taxpayer's 
inventory because the taxpayer did not intend to use 
the corn in its milling business. 

3. Ballou and Company, Inc., (85-1 USTC 
9290, U.S. Claims Court, No. 247-82T; March 29, 
1985). The Court upheld the IRS' removal of year
end gold purchases from LIFO inventory calculations 
because the IRS adjustments removed only the 
amounts of gold that the taxpayer had purchased in 
order to temporarily inflate inventory levels solely for 
income tax/LIFO purposes at year-end. 

BLUEPRINT FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
YEAR-END STRATEGY 

These three cases and IRS Revenue Ruling 79-
188 are discussed briefly on pages 42-43. They are 
also discussed more fully in "Managing LIFO Inven
tory Levels ... What Not to Do & How Not to Do It, "in 
the March 1997 LIFO Lookout on pages 3-12. 

Revenue Ruling 79-188. As indicated by (1) the 
summary "Year-End Purchases Checklist"below and 
(2) the more detailed "Checklist for Identifying Issues 
& Documenting Year-End Purchases"on page 44, it 
is possible to give Revenue Ruling 79-188 a more 
positive spin and to interpret it to indirectly suggest 
some planning considerations that - if executed care
fully - may result in mitigating the impact of a projected 
LIFO inventory liquidation. 

TAM 9847003 also provides evidence of how 
closely the IRS scrutinizes year-end inventory levels 
and transactions. 

In this TAM, the IRS concluded that an affiliated 
group had engaged in inventory-level manipulation 
stating: "The Group simply used Y (one affiliated 

(Continued) 

1. Attempt to document that sales during the 
year are at levels that justify the purchase 
of year-end inventory levels in the ordinary 
course of business. 

2. It helps if the inventory acquired at year
end can be sold to regular customers in 
due course or to a third party, rather than 
back to the original supplier. This helps to 
avoid the "cast" as a resale. 

3. The inventory acquired at year-end should 
be paid for before its subsequent sale, 
again in an effort to demonstrate an intent 
to receive and use the goods in the ordi
nary course of the business. 

4. The specific mechanics of taking posses
sion and title prior to reselling the inventory 
should also be considered. But note, even 
doing all this legally did not prevent the IRS 
and the Court in Illinois Cereal Mills - and 
in other situations - from reversing the 
acquisition transactions for tax purposes. 

member) as a purchasing and holding company so 
that it could manipulate the quantity of goods in X's 
(another affiliated member) ending inventory, thereby 
artificially inflating X's cost of goods sold ... This 
purchasing arrangement was designed to artificially 
reduce the Group's taxable income and avoid taxes· 
it had no independent purpose ... Although paper~ 
were drawn up to place formal ownership with Y, the 
objective economic realities indicate that X had 
effective command over the Y purchases." 

Accordingly, in TAM 9847003, the IRS National 
Office (1) concluded that X was the owner of the Y 
purchases and should have included them in its 
inventory, and (2) pursued the adjustment to correct 
the year-end inventory levels through the Group's 
corporate restructuring by raising unauthorized 
change in accounting method issues and requiring 
Section 481 (a) adjustments. 

A WARNING ABOUT AGGRESSIVE 
YEAR-END INVENTORY PLANNING 

Any LIFO taxpayer aggressively planning to avoid 
year-end LIFO layer liquidations should realize that 
even satisfying the apparent "boundaries" set forth in 
Revenue Ruling 79-188 and these other cases may 
not be enough. Taxpayers' year-end transactions 
may not prevail if year-end purchases are structured 
to involve subsequent re-sales back to the same 
source shortly after year-end or just to otherwise look 
good on paper. 

see YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS, page 45 
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REv. RUL. 79-188 & THREE TAX CASES ••• 
WHAT NOT TO Do & How NOT TO Do IT 

Rev. Rul. 79-188 addressed the question of whether the cost of raw materials purchased by a jewelry 
manufacturer immediately before year-end and followed by resale of the same raw material soon after the start of the 
next taxable year was properly a part of the manufacturer's raw material ending inventory "if the taxpayer has no 
significant purpose to use the raw material in manufacture." 

The taxpayer was engaged in the manufacture and sale of jewelry, and it maintained an inventory of gold for use 
in its manufacturing operations. In 1969, it had elected the UFO inventory method for the gold content of raw 
materials, work-in-process, and finished goods. The taxpayer used gold only as a raw material incorporated into the 
jewelry it manufactured. 

During 1977, the taxpayer experienced a substantial decrease in sales of finished gold jewelry. In response to 
this sales decline, the taxpayer allowed its gold inventory to decline significantly. However, four days before the end 
of the year, the taxpayer made a substantial purchase of gold from its supplier at market value. In January 1978, all of 
the gold purchased on December 28 was sold back to the same supplier at market value. Payment for the gold 
purchased on December 28,1977 was not made until after the gold was repurchased by the supplier. 

The taxpayer's UFO layers were established at $35 per ounce. The gold purchase just before year-end was 
made at $200 per ounce. Had the purchase not been made, the taxpayer would have penetrated its UFO layers, 
thereby charging out its lower priced inventory against cost of sales. 

Citing the "clear reflection of income" requirement found in Section 471, the Ruling states that raw materials are 
inventoriable only if they have been acquired for the purpose of sale in the ordinary course of business or for the 
purpose of being physically incorporated into merchandise intended for sale. Therefore, the purpose for which raw 
material is purchased is a major factor in determining whether such "material" is "inventoriable" by the taxpayer. 

In this case, the taxpayer - in the ordinary course of its business - only used gold only as a raw material from 
which it fashioned jewelry. The IRS concluded that the gold purchased and sold by the taxpayer right before and 
after year-end was acquired with no significant purpose for being manufactured into jewelry ... but rather it had been 
purchased to avoid a penetration of the taxpayer's UFO layers by artificially increasing its end-of-year inventory. 

Holding. Since that gold purchased by the taxpayer was never used in its manufacturing process, it was not 
properly includable in the taxpayer's raw material ending inventory for purposes of Sections 471 and 472. 

Bill/Oil IIlld Co 11//111 11)'. Illc . ... 11)85 

This case irivolved a fact pattern closely resembling that discussed in Revenue Ruling 79-188. 

The taxpayer, B.A. Ballou, manufactured jewelry, jewelry findings and electronic components. One of the raw 
materials used in its jewelry manufacturing operations was fine gold (karat gold). Anticipating a drop in its year-end 
inventory level, the taxpayer engaged in year-end purchases involving its gold UFO inventory. 

The U.S. Claims Court refused to recognize these transactions because it concluded that these purchases were 
outside the scope of the ordinary course of the taxpayer's business. The Court held that year-end purchases were 
made to provide an artificial increase in its inventory of fine gold to prevent penetration into lower-cost UFO layers 
and the resulting increase in taxable income and Federal tax. It noted that although the taxpayer's use of an inventory 
treatment for its financial accounting was reasonable for planning purposes, it was not adequate to clearly reflect 
income for tax accounting purposes. 

In distinguishing what might be permissible for financial accounting in contrast with tax accounting, the Court 
indicated that for financial accounting purposes, the primary goal is to provide useful information to management, 
shareholders, creditors, and others properly interested in order to protect parties properly interested from being 
misled. Financial accounting is hospitable to estimates, probabilities and reasonable certainties. 

In contrast, in determining what is acceptable accounting for income tax purposes, the primary goal of the income tax 
system is the equitable collection of revenue and the IRS' major responsibility is to protect the public fisc. Therefore, the 
computation of taxable income for a particular tax year requires precision as to the transactions applicable to that year. 

~~~~~i~~or~R~ep~ri~nli~ng~W~~~hO~U~IP~e~m~~~Si~OO~I~S~Pr~Oh~ib~~e~d~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~p~e~nO~d~iC~UP~d~al~e~m~L~IF~o~'N~e~w~s.~v~iew~s~a~nd~I~~~as 
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REv. RUL. 79-188 & THREE TAX CASES ••• 
WHAT NOT TO Do & How NOT TO Do IT 

This 1983 case involved (1) sham transactions without business purpose, (2) secret negotiations and (3) 
intentional destruction of documents. It resulted in two tax fraud convictions. A U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed a 
pistrict Court's (1) tax fraud conviction of Ingredient Technology Corp. (lTC/formerly SuCrest) and (2) the tax fraud 
conviction of its former president because the year-end LIFO inventories had been overstated. * 

This case involved agreements by a sugar refiner (ITC/SuCrest) which had arranged to purchase sugar so that it 
would be in its inventory at year-end. Almost immediately after the purchase, the taxpayer resold the sugar to the 
supplier under terms that guaranteed no risk of loss or chance for gain. The Court concluded that these transactions 
were without economic substance, and they had been made solely for the purpose of tax avoidance. 

Although ITC/SuCrest had legal title to the sugar on the year-end date, the inventory was never intended to be 
used nor sold in the course of its business, but only to inflate inventory for a short time solely for tax purposes. After 
all, the taxpayer was a refiner - not a seller or broker - of raw sugar. 

The taxpayer argued that its inventory was not overstated because it in fact had legal title to the raw sugar in 
question on the year-end date even though it had previously agreed to resell it to its seller. The taxpayer further 
argued that, in any event, the element of willfulness was negated because "the tax laws were too unclear." 

The Court stated that while title may be necessary for inclusion in inventory, title in itself is not alone sufficient 
for that purpose ... at least where the parties' purpose is solely tax avoidance. From the beginning, it was never 
intended that the sugar which was on board ship would be for ITC/SuCrest "an income-producing factor." On the 
contrary, it was never intended to be refined, and ITC/SuCrest was not in the business of selling or brokering raw 
sugar. The transaction was designed not to earn money for ITC/SuCrest. 

"There was absolutely no beneficial interest on the part of ITC/SuCrest except to inflate inventory for a few days 
solely for tax purposes, and there was no prospect of gain from the transaction. This "beneficial interest factor" alone 
should be sufficient to disqualify ITC/SuCrest's purchase from its LIFO base. "Taxation is not so much concerned 
with the refinements of title as it is with actual command over the property taxed." 

* For the 'Juicy stuff" tlult led to the two tax fraud convictions resulting from secret negotiations and intentional destruction 
of documents, you'll have to read this case on your own. 

lIfil10i, Ccrcal,\Iill, ... 11)83 

Illinois Cereal Mills, Inc. (ICM) operated a large com mill which purchased and processed "vast amounts" of 
shelled com. Near the end of its fiscal years in 1973, 1974 and 1975, ICM purchased warehouse receipts under 
contracts requiring a reconveyance of those warehouse receipts shortly after the end of each year. The issue in this 
case was whether the com represented by certain warehouse receipts was properly includable in the year-end LIFO 
inventories. 

The Tax Court quoted the decision in Ingredient Technology ... ''that the concept of inventory from an accounting 
and/or from a tax standpoint ... would be meaningless if it were to include property bought, agreed to be resold, never 
intended to be utilized in the trade or business of the taxpayer (except for tax purposes), and in fact under the corporate 
taxpayer's dominion, control, and at its risk about as long as the pea in the proverbial shell game is under the shell." 

Even if ICM had a valid business reason for its low physical inventories at times, the Tax Court said that the 
crucial fact was that ICM did not intend to use the warehouse-receipt com in its milling business. The mere legal 
ownership of the com at the end of the year, while necessary, was not sufficient to make it an inventory item ... 
Actual command over the property and not mere refinements of title is determinative for tax purposes. 

The Court did not attach any significance to the testimony ofICM's president that ICM had engaged in similar 
warehouse-receipt transactions in the past. Although consistency in inventory practices is important, such practices 
are still required to clearly reflect the taxpayer's income. 

Accordingly, ICM could not increase its year-end LIFO inventory of raw com to include the goods purchased 
under these warehouse receipts because it did not intend to use the warehouse-receipt com in its milling business. 
Therefore, the com represented by the warehouse receipts was not properly includable in the year-end inventory. 
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CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFYING ISSUES 

& DOCUMENTING YEAR-END PuRCHASES 

• Use these item numbers to reference any comments in the space provided below or on an aI/ached sheet. 

1. Were the year-end inventory purchases legitimate business transactions? _._-_._------_._------_. __ ... __ ._._--_._._--. __ .... _ .. _ ... -_. __ ._----_. __ .. _ ....... __ ._--_ .. _-
2. Were the purchases made in the open market? --_._-------_._---_._---_._ ...... _--_._._---_ ... _--_._ .. - ..... -----
3. Were the year-end purchases customary for the type of business the taxpayer is in? --_ .... _. __ .. _ ... _._ ..... _---------
4. Were any of the purchases made from a related party? If so, describe in detail below. -------... _ ..... _----_._._ .. _-_ .... _----_ .. __ ... _----_ .. _ .. -.. __ .-._-----.. _-_. __ .-
5. Did the taxpayer have dominion and control over the goods purchased? _._._- _. __ ._._. .._._._ .. _----_ .. _. __ ._----_. __ ....... __ ...... _-._-_._--_ .... _-_.---
6. Was title to the goods purchased vested in the taxpayer? 

--- ---_ .. _-_ .... - -_ .. _ .. _-_ ..... __ ._-_ ........ _ .. _-_ .. _ .. __ ... _ .... __ .. _--_._._-_._--
7. Did the taxpayer bear the risk of loss on the goods purchased before year-end? 

1-. ----.. -. --------.---.... --------.-.---.. -.--.-..... --.--.. ----.----
8. Were the goods acquired with the intention of ... 

• Physically becoming a part of the merchandise intended for sale to customers in the 
ordinary course of business ... (or) 

• Incorporating them into the manufacturing process? . _._-------_._ .. -.. __ ._--_ ... __ ._------_._ .. _--_ .... _ .. _ ... -._-----_._---_ .... 
9. Was/is the accounting treatment employed appropriate for reporting income for financial 

purposes and was/is it in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles? _ .. --_._--- -_ .... __ .... _ .. __ ._----_ .. __ ._-
lD. Was any attempt made to conceal the transaction or to deal at less than arm's-length in 

negotiating the transaction? 
1---. .-- --_._------_. __ ..... __ .. __ ._--_._--_._-_ .. _._-

11. Were any of the year-end purchase transactions reversed in the following year?* ----- . -_ .... __ ...... _._-_._-_._--------_ ... __ ._._----_.-
12. Were any of the purchased goods in question sold back to the original seller or to a related 

party? If yes, explain. t 
t Have you specifically looked for this and/or conducted an independent effort to verify these matters? 

1--. -. --.------.---.. - .. -------... ----------. 
13. Were any of the goods not disposed of by sales to regular customers in the ordinary course of 

business? Explain. ._.,------_ .. - -----_. __ . __ . __ . __ . __ ._._.-

14. Did the purchase of goods at the end of the year result in achieving average or normal 
inventory levels consistent with month-end inventory levels earlier in the year and/or year-
end inventory levels in prior years? ---_ .. _-----_._---_._-_ .. _. __ ._. ---_._---._-_ ....... _ .. __ ._----

15. Have you inquired into the possible existence of any unusual or irregular year-end purchases 
with all appropriate individuals? 

• With whom? 

• When? 
-- .-. .- -----.-----.--.. --.... -----.. ~ .. -~~------

16. If you have a representation letter from the client, have you included appropriate 
representations relativ~ to year-end ~,r.tvent~ry purchase trans~~tio_~~~~~.: __ let~er? ______ .. _._._ ... 

17. Are any of the year-end purchasing activities similar to those activities of the taxpayers in the 
three cases (i.e. Ingredient Technology Corporation, Illinois Cereal Mills, Ballou and 
Company, Inc.) in which the IRS successfully disallowed taxpayers' efforts to "manage" their 
year-end inventory levels to try to avoid recapture of their LIFO reserves? If so, provide 
details below. 

. --.----.- . -.. ~.~--~ .. ~-.---.. ---.~--.-......... ~---------.-. 

18. Do any of the year-end purchasing activities resemble the fact pattern in Revenue Ruling 79-
188 in which the IRS addresses taxpayers' efforts to "manage" their year-end inventory levels 
to try to avoid recapture of their LIFO reserves? If so, provide details below. 

* Comments: 

}n \() 

--'---'- -.-.--
____ .M. 

. __ ... _-_. 

r---'- ----
r-----.-----

._--_ .. - f---.... ----. 

f---.-.- -----

1--'-----

-_.-

--_.-

1---,,---

t---.-1---._--

._._--~--

1--

r---'-'-------

- -----

_._--- -----
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Other practical considerations to be weighed in 
the balance (if aggressive year-end planning tech
niques are being contemplated) should include the 
possibilities that the Internal Revenue Service may 
seek to impose penalties, or higher statutory interest 
rates, if it considers the actions taken to avoid LIFO 
layer invasions and recapture to be without any 
support or merit. 

Schedule UTP (Uncertain Tax Positions). If 
taxpayers take "extremely" aggressive actions in 
trying to raise their year-end inventory levels to avoid 
repayment of their LIFO reserves, filing Schedule 
UTP in corporate income tax returns may be another 
important consideration. 

Schedule UTP is only required by businesses 
filing Form 1120 if certain threshold requirements are 
met and if the corporation or a related party issue 
audited financial statements reporting all or a portion 
of the corporation's operations for all or a portion of 
the corporation's tax year. Therefore, some taxpay
ers will not have to consider filing Schedule UTP if 
audited financial statements have not been issued. 

DEALERSHIPS' LOSS OR TERMINATION 
OF FRANCHISES 

This section addresses a question that has been 
raised by many auto dealerships as a result of the fall
out from the bankruptcies of Chrysler and General 
Motors in 2009 and from continuing pressure from 
most other manufacturers to reduce the number of 
dealers in their distribution systems. 

This questions is, "How does (might) a dealer's 
loss or termination of a franchise by the manufac
turer affect the dealership's LIFO calculations?" 

Because some manufacturers are still (aggres
sively) seeking to terminate dealer franchises, af
fected dealers may have to decide whether or not 
they should voluntarily or "preemptively" terminate 
their LIFO elections. And, if so, when? These are 
strategic decisions. 

The uncertainty over what to do is not so much 
due to a lack of guidance from the IRS as it is due to 
the lack of having a crystal ball. 

If the dealership does not proactively terminate 
its LIFO election, then the LIFO reserve to some 
extentmay be recaptured at the end of the year. This 
recaptured LIFO reserve amount will be taken into 
income 100% in the current year. 

It is important to accurately project whether a 
significant portion of the LIFO reserve will be recap
tured when the year-end inventory level is expected 
to be significantly lower. 

(Continued from page 41) 

Off-the-wall estimates that are based on percent
age of inventory level change correlations are usually 
inaccurate. In other words, it is worse than inaccurate 
to assume that the reduction of a given percentage 
(for example, 45%) in ending inventory level would 
cause or result in a recapture ofthe same percentage 
(45%) of the LIFO reserve for that pool. There are no 
such direct percentage correlations. 

The amount of LIFO reserve that will be recap
tured will depend upon (1) how large the reduction in 
the year-end inventory level is, when that reduced 
level is compared with the beginning-of-the-year in
ventory level, and (2) the LIFO valuations of the 
annual layers which will have to be invaded in order 
to fully absorb the carryback of the decrement -
expressed in base dollars - incurred in the current 
year. 

Different dealership fact patterns (scenarios) will 
suggest different courses of action. 

Possibility #1 ... Dealership with multiple fran
chises, only one (or two or three) of which are being 
terminated. 

Dealerships that lose franchises sometimes are 
able to offset the effect of the elimination of new 
vehicles related to the lost franchise{s) in inventory by 
replacing them with new vehicles for other franchises 
which they still retained. 

In these instances, the repayment of the 
dealership's LIFO reserve that is "attributable to the 
(vehicles in the) lost franchise" may be negligible or 
very small ... if there is any repayment at all. 

Possibility #2 ... Dealership with a single fran
chise which is being (or was) terminated, either di
rectly or indirectly, by the manufacturer; however, the 
dealer intends to stay in business just selling used 
vehicles and/or maintaining active service depart
ment operations. 

The LIFO reserve recapture may be reduced by 
the (possible) acquisition in the same year of another 
new vehicle franchise to, in effect, replace the lost 
franchise. 

Another important factor hinges on the concept of 
"separate trades or businesses." This relates to the 
dealership's continuation of relatively limited activi
ties such as staying in business just selling used 
vehicles and/or maintaining active service depart
ment operations. 

If the dealership proactively decides to terminate 
its LIFO election and the dealership stays in busi
ness, it is allowed to recapture its LIFO reserve (Le., 
the amount of the LI FO reserve as of the beginning of 
the year) over a four (4) year spread period. 

~A~pe~rio~di~c u~p~da~te~of~L~IFo~'~N~ew~s~. V~ie~ws~a~nd~ld~ea~s~~~~~~=*see YEAR-END :~:~;~:o~R:ri~~~~~O~:~~:=~ I~:=b:: 
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ILM 200935024 JrH 
(jllntiol/\ 

& \1/\\1'('1'\ 

Chief Counsel Advice on the Acceleration of a Section 481 (a) Adjustment 
Section 481 (a) - Accelerated Adjustment Not Required after Accounting Method Change 

Situation 

Situation 1 
If an automobile dealer that loses one of its five dealer 
franchises ("franchises") properly obtains automatic 
consent to terminate its election to use the UFO method 
for the dollar-value pool that includes only the new 
vehicles sold under that lost franchise, must the taxpayer 
accelerate the corresponding Section 481(a) adjustment 
because its ending inventories for the year of change do 
not include any of those new vehicles? 

Situation 3 
If the automobile dealer maintains one pool for all new 
vehicles, may the automobile dealer change from the UFO 
method for only the vehicles sold under the lost franchise? 

Facts in Situation 3 

The facts in Situation 3 are the same as in Situation 1, 
except that effective for the taxable year ending 
December 31,2007, the dealership had elected to use the 
Vehicle-Pool Method for all new vehicles. (Rev. Proc. 
2008-23) Accordingly, in this situation, the dealer is 
using the Alternative LIFO Method under Rev. Proc. 97-
36. 

On January 1, 2009, the UFO reserve attributable to the 
single pool was $40x. 

If Taxpayer used its UFO method for the taxable year 
ending December 31, 2009, the UFO reserve would be 
reduced by $8x as a result of having no Pontiac vehicles 
in ending inventory. 

Note: See text of ILM for full discussion of facts, law and 
analysis of Situations 1,2 and 3. 

Answers & Comments 

No •.. The automobile dealer must include only one-fourth 
of the Section 481(a) adjustment in the taxable income of 
each year of the four taxable years that begin with the 
year of change ("four-year adjustment period"). 

Comment: The dealer in Situations 1 & 2 is not using the 
Alternative LIFO Method. Instead, the dealer has multiple 
pools, one for each franchise or one for each manufacturer. 

No... The automobile dealer may not change its UFO 
method of accounting for some (but not all) of the 
vehicles that are within the scope of a single dollar
value pool. 

However, the automobile dealer may either ... 
• Change from the UFO method for its single dollar

value pool that includes all new vehicles (Le., 
terminate its entire UFO election), or 

• Change its dollar-value pooling method to a method 
of pooling based on vehicles sold under each 
franchise and change from the UFO method for the 
dollar-value pool that includes only the vehicles sold 
under the lost franchise. 

Comments: 
• The two changes in method (CAMs) suggested in the 

second IRS answer above (i.e., a ''pool-split and partial 
LIFO termination" strategy) cannot both be made as 
automatic changes (i.e., not requiring advance consent 
from the IRS). 

• The ''pool-split'' CAM requires advance permission from 
the IRS. The termination of the UFO election CAM for 
the vehicles related to the terminated franchise can be 
made as an automatic change. 

• The computation of the amount of the LIFO reserve 
attributable to the new vehicles related to the lost 
(Pontiac) franchise could be problematic. The amount 
is simply given as $8x, with no further explanation. 
(See Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(g» 

• Query: Could the dealership change its pooling method 
to include "all new vehicles manufactured by the same 
manufacturer," rather than by franchise? In many cases, 
pooling by manufacturer would be broader than pooling 
by franchise, although there might be some tradeoffs. 

\(!II/I{ 11\12001J3~02-l .dtltd \ II!..: II ,t 1-.200<) .. lllll'ldltlol \1I:.!II,t2s.200I), 

I"" ( Illd (Ollll,d \d\lll "'I)(II}(I, 10 " 1('1"('1 10, 1((IIIIIl,1I "",,1.,"(( 1'0111 11i( I"" \101111 \ dudl IlIdll'll\ (ollll,d II 
lOlltllll,tllllollll\\III!..:ll\l,ll: '11I1',llhlll 1111\ Itlillllll'ldilt lltld,I'IHlllilllll' 
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Year-End Planning & Projections 

There will be no acceleration of a Section 481 (a) 
adjustment (which takes the LIFO reserve into in
come) if the dealership continues to operate the 
remaining portions of its trade or business. 

IRS guidance in ILM 200935024. This IRS 
Legal Memorandum (ILM) explains how a dealer's 
loss of a franchise affects (or does not affect) the 
acceleration of the Section 481 (a) adjustment 4-year 
spread period in three specific fact situations. See 
page 46 for a brief discussion of this ILM. 

The Situation 3 scenario in the ILM discusses a 
single LIFO pool being split, with the splitting of that 
pool followed by the termination of the LI FO election 
for one (or more) of the components of that pool. In 
that situation, permission from the IRS must be ob
tained in advance in order to split the pool. 

Then, after the single pool has been split, the 
dealership may terminate the LIFO election for one 
(or more) of the components without advance con
sent/permission from the IRS. 

The discussion of Situation 3 in ILM 200935023 
suggests what might be a beneficial strategy for a 
dealer to minimize LIFO recapture when the manu
facturer terminates a franchise. Essentially, this 
strategy is referred to as the "pool-split and partial 
LIFO termination "strategy. It requires a dealership 
to file two separate Forms 3115, and it is discussed in 
the exhibit below. 

However, pursuing this "pool-split and partial 
LIFO termination" strategy involves consideration of 
several implementation issues. These include (1) 

(Continued from page 45) 

timing, (2) computational, (3) cost and (4) alternative 
pooling issues. 

Timing problem. If the dealership finds out 
about this strategy afterthe end of the year and wants 
to pursue it ... it is too late to file the Form 3115 to split 
the pool because that Form 3115 is required to be 
filed before the end of the year of change. Perhaps 
the dealership might request the IRS to grant it an 
extension of time to file the Form 3115 to splitthe pool. 
Unfortunately, requesting such an extension of time 
may involve considerable additional time and expense. 

Computational problem. Computational issues 
can arise in determining the amount of the LIFO 
reserve (as the beginning of the year of change) that 
is attributable to each of the sub-pools by franchise 
that are to be created as a result of splitting the pool. 

This is a special problem if the Alternative LIFO 
Method has been used because all new vehicles, 
regardless of manufacturerorfranchise, are required 
to be included in the same pool. And, the problem is 
exacerbated if multiple franchises acquired in differ
ent years are involved. 

Cost problem. User fees are expensive. 

Multiple sub-pools problem. In the ILM guid
ance, the IRS required the dealership to break up its 
large single LIFO pool into multiple/separate/smaller 
pools by franchise. In some dealership situations, 
breaking a large single pool into multiple pools by 
franchise may not be beneficial. This is best illus
trated by examining the ILM guidance on this subject 
in more detail. 

see YEAR-END PLANNING & PROJECTIONS, page 48 

Hillillli;ill!.; 
U( calJ/lln "POOL SPLIT & PARTIAL LIFO TERMINATION" STRATEGY 

Essentially, this ''pool-split and partial LIFO termination" strategy requires a dealership to me two separate Forms 
3115. The current revision of Form 3115 is dated Dec. 2009 and the current revision of the Instructions is dated March 2012. 

The first required Form 3115 requests advance permission from the IRS to break up or split the dollar-value UFO 
pool that contains the new vehicles for all of the dealership's franchises into separate UFO pools (i.e., one UFO pool for ~ 

each franchise). This Form 3115 ... 
(1) Must be flIed with the IRS before the end of the year, 
(2) Requires the payment of a user fee, and 
(3) Is flIed under Revenue Procedure 97-27 because advance consent is required from the IRS to make the change. 

The second required Form 3115 to be flIed in order to complete this strategy requests permission to terminate the 
UFO election for the pool (or pools) related to the new vehicles for the franchise(s) that is(are) being terminated. This 
Form 3115 ... 

(1) May be flIed after the end of the year as part of the tax return for the year of change, 
(2) Does not require the payment of a user fee, and 
(3) Is flIed under Revenue Procedure 2011-14 because it is an automatic change in accounting method and Form 

3115 is required to be flIed with the IRS for all UFO election terminations. 

However, pursuing this "pool-split and partial LIFO termination" strategy involves consideration of several 
implementation issues (timing, computational, cost and alternative pooling issues) which are discussed above. 

~A~pe~r~~d~iC~UP~da~te~o~fl~IF~O~.~Ne~W~S.~Vi~ew~s~an~d~ld~ea~S~~~~~~~*~~~~~~P~ho~t~~pY~in~gO~r~Re~p~rin~tin~9~W~ijh~OU~I~~~~~~~S~~ls~p~rOO~ib~ije~d 
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Year-End Planning & Projections 

In the ILM Situation 3, the dealer had 5 fran
chises: one franchise was lost and four remained. If 
the dealership took the action described by the IRS 
and terminated its LIFO election for Pontiacs, it would 
end up with 4 separate LIFO pools ... Fords, 
Chevrolets, T oyotas and Hondas ... one pool for the 
vehicles sold under each remaining franchise. 

In future years, dollar increases in the vehicle 
inventory of one franchise would not be able to offset 
dollar decreases in the pool for another franchise. 
This could pose a greater risk to overall LIFO reserve 
recapture in later years as inventory levels fluctuated. 
But, that disadvantage might be worth the "price to 
pay" in a future year in order to be able to remain on 
LIFO for the new vehicles sold under the remaining/ 
retained franchises. 

Is there a better possible solution for dealers who 
have a multiple franchise fact pattern? Are there 
other possible variations, in addition to the one dis
cussed in Situation 3 in the ILM, for dealing with 
multiple franchise fact patterns? 

If a dealer were to follow the two-step strategy 
approach, could it request - and receive - permission 
from the IRS to split its pool into multiple pools based 
on "all new vehicles manufactured by the same manu
facturer," instead of "all new vehicles manufactured 
under the same franchise?" 

In many cases, the resulting pooling by "manu
facturer" would be far broader than a more narrow 
pooling by ''franchise.'' 

If General Motors is trying to develop a dealer 
network which baSically consists of three stand-alone 
facilities ... Cadillac, Chevrolet and Buick-GMC ... 
then pooling new vehicles by manufacturer (GM) 
might be more beneficial than pooling new vehicles 
by specific franchises. The same could be said for 
Ford and Lincoln or for Chrysler and Jeep. 

Note: if allowed by the IRS, this suggested 
pooling arrangement by manufacturer might not help 
the dealer in Situation 3 because it would have to 
include both Pontiacs and Chevrolets in the same 
pool because they are both produced by the same 
manufacturer - General Motors. 

Uncertainty ... It is uncertain whether the IRS 
would allow a dealership to split a single vehicle pool 
under any arrangement other than by franchise. 

OTHER IDEAS AUTO DEALERS MIGHT 
CONSIDER IF FACED WITH SIGNIFICANT 
PROJECTED DECREMENTS 

If the dealership is going to remain in business, 
and it has not yet changed to combine its two pools for 
new vehicles under the Alternative LI FO Method into 

(Continued from page 47) 

a single, combined pool, then by all means, making 
that change to the Vehicle-Pool Method should be 
considered. 

Depending on the facts, sometimes a Significant 
portion of the LIFO reserve recapture projected for a 
dealership that is still using two LIFO pools for new 
vehicles can be avoided by combining the pools. In 
essence, if the change in method were made to use 
a single LI FO pool for all new vehicles, a portion of the 
overall decrement that would have been experienced 
(in what would have been a separate pool) for one of 
the two pools could be offset against an increment 
that might be experienced (in what would have been 
the other separate pool). This has been discussed in 
numerous articles and case studies in previous is
sues/Editions of the LIFO Lookout. (See Section V -
"Combining Pools" of the LIFO Lookout Index of 
Articles at www.defilipps.com.) 

Alternatively, if the dealership prefers to continue 
using separate LIFO pools for new automobiles and 
for new light-duty trucks, after determining which pool 
(new automobiles or new light-duty trucks) has the 
greater LIFO repayment potential, a dealer may sim
ply try before year-end to have more inventory (dol
lars) in the pool that has the greater LIFO reserve 
repayment potential. 

In other words, if the LIFO repayment payback 
potential is 20% on the base dollar in one pool and 
70% on the base dollar in the other pool, the dealer 
should try to have more inventory dollars at year-end 
in the latter (70% repayment potential) pool. 

A dealer might actively seek out another dealer 
who has "excess" inventory or perhaps less of a LI FO 
recapture impact potential and attempt to purchase 
inventory from that dealer, perhaps paying a "pre
mium" or offering that dealer some other consider
ations for that inventory that makes the transaction 
economically attractive to both parties. 

Dealers with multiple franchises in different enti
ties might make similar LIFO recapture impact calcu
lations for all their LIFO pools in all entities ... to 
determine whether a shifting of inventory from one 
entity to another, if feasible, might create an overall 
more favorable recapture-avoidance result. 

NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING GAINED? 

Some of these strategies may be rationalized 
under a "Nothing ventured, nothing gained" attitude. 
They are only generalized here, and they should be 
carefully and more fully evaluated before further 
action is taken. However, if the IRS digs deeply and 
considers them to have been motivated solely by 
LIFO liquidation-avoidance, the Service may be ex
pected to vigorously challenge them. * 

~Ph~m~~~OP~Yin~g~Or~R~ep~rin~lin~g~W~ilh~OU~IP~e~rm~iSS~ioo~ls~pr~oh~ib~~e~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~A~p~e~r~~di~cu~p~da~le~m~L~IFo~'~N~_~s~.v~iew~s~an~d~ld~eas 
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YEAR-END PROJECTIONS OF LIFO RESERVE CHANGES 
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS 

BASED ON A "ONE-OF-EACH" MIX ASSUMPTION 
Most auto dealers are under great pressure to 

release their year-end financial statements before 
their actual LIFO calculations can be completed. To 
assist in making year-end projections, each year we 
provide a listing for new vehicle LIFO inventories 
showing weighted average inflation (deflation) infor
mation for each model. 

The summary table and charts are on pages 50-
53. In general, based on our one-of-each new vehicle 
item category compilations for this year-end, we are 
expecting that inflation rates will be closer to 4% for 
Lexus and Mazda ... closer to 3% for Buick, Nissan 
and Volvo ... and closer to 2% for Chevrolet, Ford, 
GMC trucks, Hyundai, Infiniti and Suzuki. 

Our "one-of-each item category" report informa
tion includes intro-2013 model prices, unless the 
2013 intro price was subsequently updated, and that 
information is also in our database for the end of the 
year. December 1,2011 is the reference date for the 
equivalent of the calendar year 2012 beginning of the 
year date; i.e., December 31, 2011/January 1, 2012. 

There is some subjective language built into the 
tests under the Alternative LIFO Method for determin
ing whether or not a vehicle is a "new" item or a 
"continuing" item. Our one-of-each inflation indexes 
for each manufacturer reflect all of these factors as 
well as our interpretations. 

The weighted averages are determined by taking 
all of the underlying item categories (for which infor
mation is currently available) and simplistically as
suming that a dealer at year-end would have an 
inventory mix of one-of-each item category. 

These simplified, one-of-each inflation indexes 
may be used in year-end projections as a substitute 
for some other arbitrary or assumed inflation rate (like 
1 %, 2% or 3%) or by some other guesswork. 

We hope you will find our one-of-each inflation 
indexes to be useful in estimating LIFO reserve 
changes or in comparing your results with ours. The 
detailed analyses for each make and model appear 
on pages 54-60. 

Two Pools or Single Pool for New Vehicles? 
We've included information on pages 50-51 for those 
dealerships that have already changed, or may be 
considering changing, to the single, combined LIFO 
pool (i.e., the "Vehicle-Pool") method permitted by 
Revenue Procedure 2008-23. 

Reasonable Estimates. If you're going to reflect 
an estimate of the LIFO change for the year in a year
end Income Statement, that estimate should be a 
reasonable estimate in order to satisfy the IRS guid
ance found in Revenue Ruling 97-42. 

Unfortunately, no one really has any idea of what 
the IRS will accept as reasonable ... or reject as 
unreasonable. So be careful, and save your projec
tion calculations in case the IRS ever wants to see 
them. 

When the year-end LIFO computations are made 
using all of the actual year-end invoices, the results 
based on detailed item categories may be signifi
cantly different from the projections based on one-of
each weighted averages. Also, a dealer's beginning
of-the-year average cost for an item category may be 
considerably lower than the intro dealer cost used in 
compiling the intro-to-intro averages, and this could 
result in a slightly higher inflation index. 

The Best Way.A more accurate way to project 
LI FO changes is to input all of the dealer's invoices on 
hand as of a date close to the end of the year. By 
doing this, a more accurate weighted model mix is 
factored into the year-end LIFO reserve change pro
jection. In addition, this process also factors in the 
actual average beginning-of-the-year item category 
costs for all of the continuing models. 

We will use the information on pages 50-60 in 
connection with many of our year-end LIFO reserve 
projection activities. In the December 2004 LIFO 
Lookout, we included Practice Guides and sample 
formats showing howwe do ouryear-end projections. 

Conformity reminder.Many dealerships make 
a projection of the change in the LIFO reserve for the 
year, and that change is reflected on the 12th state
ment. Remember that after the final computation of 
the change in the LIFO reserve for the year has been 
made, the net amount to adjust from the projected 
amount of change to the actual amount of change for 
the year must be reported on the 13th statement as a 
charge against (or as a credit to) income for that 
same year. 

In otherwords, both the projected change and the 
adjustment to agree that amount to the actual change 
in the LI FO reserve for the year must be reflected as 
a charge against (or as a credit to) income in the 
income statement for that same year. * 

~A~pe~riO~di~cu~p~da~te~m~Lt~Fo~.~N~~~S~.V~ie~~~a~nd~ld~ea~s~~~~~~~*~~~~~~Ph~m~OC~OP~Yi~ng~O~rR~e~pri~nt~ing~W~it~ho~ut~pe~rm~m~sio~n~ls~p~rOh~ib~ij~ 
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ACURA 
AUDI 

BMW 
BUICK 

CADILlAC 
CHEVROLET 

CHRYSLER 
DODGE 

FIAT 
FORD 

GMCTRUCKS 
HONDA 

HYUNDAI 
INFINITI 

JEEP 
KIA 

LEXUS 
LINCOLN 

MAZDA 
MERCEDES 

MINI 
MITSUBISHI 

NISSAN 
PORSCHE 

SCION 
SMART 

SUBARU 
SUZUKI 

TOYOTA 
VOLKSWAGEN 

VOLVO 

MODEUITEM CATEGORY INFLATION SURVEY 
FOR QUICK, ONE-OF·EACH, LIFO ESTIMATES 

DEALER COST FOR THE YEAR ENDED 12131/12 

INFLATION ESTIMATE REPORT BY MAKE 
BASED ON INFORMATION AVAILABLE 

0.66% 0.30% 
0.44% 0.69% 

1.39% 0.87% 
3.76% 2.021'10 

0.07% 0.70% 
0.89% 2.45% 

(0.66)% 0.96% 
(0.02)% 1.80% 

0.24% 0.00% 
2.55% 2.21% 

0.00% 2.621'10 
1.40% 2.05% 

2.44% 0.91% 
2.59% 1.21% 

0.00% 1.41% 
1.13% 0.75% 

5.07% 2.78% 
1.71% 0.50% 

4.46% 3.17% 
1.06% 1.33% 

0.73% 0.00% 
0.66% 1.69% 

3.73% 2.39% 
0.30% 0.98% 

1.51% 0.00% 
0.89% 0.00% 

0.81% 0.99% 
2.51% 1.61% 

1.39% 1.80% 
1.36% 1.48% 

2.2Z'1o 3.49% 

Source: De Rlipps' SupetUFO'" 

0.52% 
0.47% 

1.33% 
2.97% 

0.38% 
2.121'10 

(0.45)% 
1.50% 

0.24% 
2.24% 

2.621'10 
1.68% 

2.08% 
2.09% 

1.41% 
0.91% 

4.421'/0 
0.95% 

4.03% 
1.121'/0 

0.73% 
1.20% 

2.74% 
0.40% 

1.51% 
0.89% 

0.88% 
2.26% 

1.70% 
1.38% 

2.67% 

JANUARY 10, 2013 

Photocopying or Reprinting Without Permission Is Prohibited 

* 
A Periodic Update of LIFO· News. Views and Ideas 
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INFLATION ESTIMlEREPORr BY IIAKBIIODEIJIOO 

DEALER COST FORTI£YEAR ENlED 12/31112 
NEW ITEMS AT ClNENTCOST·1.E., NONUTION 

JANIJMY 10. 3)13 

caNt. Nat TOTAL 12m1l! NEw ENDItlG DOLl.AR PERCERt 
BODY S)'YlE ITEMS - rre,ts PRIcE rre,tsPRICE CHAI«3E Cf!ANljE 

ACURA 

tEW AUTOS· POOL #1 
LX 
RL 
1L 
TSX 

TOTAL NEW AUTOS 

NEW UGHT-ourY TRUCKS· POOlIl 
MDX 
RDX 
zox 
TOTAL NEWL-D TRUCKS 

TOTALACUIA 

AUIlI 

NEW AUTOS • POOL #1 
~ 
M 
Nil 
11. 
A7 
11. 
AI.lAOAD 
AS 
RS5 
54 
55 
56 
57 
sa 
TT 
TTS 

TOTAL NEW AUTOS 

tEW UGHT-DUTYlRUCKS· POOlIl 
as 
Ci1 

TOTAL tEW L-D lRUCKS 

TOTALAUIlI 

o 
o 
7 
7 

14 

5 
o 
o 

19 -
4 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
3 
2 

23 

4 

27 

6 166,557 168,557 o . 
o 2119,348 270,460 
o 216,388 219,627 

o 
4 
1 

11 

o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
4 
1 
o 
1 
o 
2 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 

12 

2 
o 

14 

3) 485,737 166,557 158,844 

.5 227,137 22S,382 
4 138,43> 138,43) 
1 47.em 47,a!:! 

10 227,137 185,503 413,885 

30 712,874 3M,OIIO 1,G72,529 

4 
3 
4 
3 
1 
5 
1 
o 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 

-
100.922 
93,375 

151,314 
85,11K! 
55,103 

124,157 

89,312 
55,150 

1~1 
90,210 

41,292 

296,487 
38,8X) 

64,078 

96,al8 
65,868 
73,284 

102,300 

lC!,922 
93,467 

154,102 
127,410 
55,894 

421,574 
39,8X) 

64,078 
89,&11 

151,178 
66,868 

.73,284 
102,300 
127,878 
!K),86O 

35 S19,604 TI11'S1 1,787,251 

33,1C! 68,168 121,564 
146,615 148,195. 

179,723 88,186 2tl8,7G 

41 1.159,327 ,,103 2/flI,ftK) ----

o Il.OO% 
o WAllo 

1,111 0.41% 
3,239 1.50% 

4,350 0.86% 

1,245 
o 
o 

().55% 

0.00% 
0.00% 

1,245 Q.3O% 

5,595 D.52% -
o 

92 
2,788 

928 
791 
930 
o 
o 
o 

556 
o 
o 
o 
o 

975 
850 

7,710 

2aJ 
1,510 

1,8110 

9,570 

0.00% 
0.10% 
1.84% 
0.73% 
1.44% 
Q.22% . 
0.00% 
~A% 

0.00% 
0.62% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.77% 
0.72% 

0.44% 

Q.23% 
1.08% 

Q.89% 

OAN 

PAGE: 2 
N'LATION ESTIMlE REPORr BY IIAKEIMOIJEIAIO 

DEALER COST FORTI£ YEAR ENDED 12131112 
tEW ITEMS AT CURRENT COST • I.E., NO INFlATION 

JNoIJIoR'( 10. 3)13 

t081> tI;w TOtAL.1$i!jl NE\9 .. IfIDING.1lclI4R . PERCEtIt 
eopv STYLE . "!fEMS '. !TEI:\S.tt¥ '. PRIcE·' .... ITEMS' .•. PRICE CHAt«! CHANGE 

BMW 

NEW AUTOS· POOL #1 
lSERES . 
3 SERES 
5 SERES 
6 SERES 
7 SERES 
M3 
M5 
MIl 
lI& 
Z4 

TOTAL NEW AUTOS 

NEW LIGIIT-ourYTRUCKS· POOlIl 
X1 
X3 
)(5 

TOTAL tEW L-DTRUCKS 

TOTALBMW 

BUICK 

tEW AUTOS· POOl #1 
LACROSSE 
REGAL 
VERANO 

TOTAL NEW AUTOS 

NEW UGHT-ourYTRUCKS· POOLIl 
ENClA\IE 
ENCCH: 

TOTAL NEWL-DTRUCKS 

TOTALBUlCK 

CAaU.AC 

NEW AUTOS· POOL #1 
ATS 
crs 
XTS 

TOTAL NEW AUTOS 

6 
13 
10 
6 

11 
2 
o 
o 
3 
3 

54 

o 
2 
6 

8 

82 

10 
7 
3 

20 

21 

o 
23 
o 

23 

2 
10 
1 
3 
2 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 

3) 

3 
O. 
o 

23 -

4 
8 

12 

15 -
16 
o 
7 

23 

8 3)1,070 
23 539,(8) 
11 531,755 
9 487,(!Q 

1:1 1,Q47,875 
2 118,175 
1 
1 
3 3)1,685 
3154,565 

83,!K)5 
36B,365 

56,210 
231,840 
151,155 

82,710 
97,610 

285,940 
912,355 
597,930 
709,8X) 

1,230.810 
118,540 
82,710 
97,610 

3l5,255 
153,365 

74 3,282,045 1,(171,795 4,393,885 

93,335 93,335 
72,910 75,530 

338,750 340,540 

11 411,680 93,335 509,405 

85 3,873,705 1,185,130 4,803,270 --
12 323,394 67,895 405,792 
7 3>3,938 213,687 
4 89,442 27,941 99,183 

23 5118,774 95,837 718,642 

10 234,298 143,679 389,787 
8 3l5,652 205,652 

'18 234,298 348,331 585,CI 

41 831~ 445,186 1,314,081 ----

16 
23 1,019,692 
7 

831,474 831,474 
1,021,100 

351,181 351,181 

48 1,D19,52 882,855 2,003,835 

955 
4,130 
9,685 

10.680 
31,830 

365 
o 
o 

3,510 
(1.zxJ) 

0.34% 
0.45% 
1.64% 
1.53% 
2.65lto 
Q.31% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
1.78% 

(0,78)% 

60,025 1.39% 

o 0.00% 
2,63) 3.59% 
1,7!K) D.53% 

4,410 

84,435 

14,502 
9,729 
1,8X) 

Z6,031 

11,810 
o 

11,810 

37,841 

1,486 
o 

1.-

Q.87% 

1.33% 

3.71% 
4.77% 
1.85% 

3.78% 

3.12'11 
0.00% 

2.02% 

2.97\10 

0.00% 
0.15% 
0.00% 

D.07% 
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PAGE: 3 
N'LATICf<IESrIIATE REPORr BY MAJaIClIlIUIOOL 

DEALER COST FOR Tl£YEARENlED 12/31/12 
NEW ITEMSAT CIIRNT COST • LE., NO IfiATION 

pa?y~, .... , .' "=i 'rr: uT:S,i= <;:' "~' 
NEW IJGIII'.QUTY TRUCKS • POOL II 
ESCAI.AOE 
SAX 

TOTAl. NEW L-DTRUCKS 

TOTAl. CADLLAC 

CI£'JRClEr 

NEW AUTOS· POOL #1 
CAMMO 
CAPRICE 
caMTTE 
CRUZE 
NPALA 
t.W.IIU 
SCNC 
SPARK 
IJa.T 

TarAi. NEW AUTOS 

NEW IJGIII'.QUTYTRUCKS· POOL II 
IlACKDIAMOND AVALANCI-E 
r»lIVASPOU 
CCLCJWX) 
CCLCJWX)~CAB 

ECIJtIOX 
EXPRESS CARGOVAN 
El(PI&SCUTAWAYVAN 
EXPRESS PASSENGER VAN 
SLVCRAOO15OO ' 
SLVCRAOO 25OIH) 
SLVCRAOO:mHl 
SIlVCRAOO 35IXHl CH,6,SSJS CAB 
SIJ!lRWI 
TIKlE 
lRAlIERSE 

TarAl.NEWL-DTRUCKS 

TarAi. CHVROLET 

CIRYSI.St 

NEW AUTOS· I'00I.#1 
200 
3X) 

TOTAl. NEW AUTOS 

23 
7 

30 

53 23 --
11 
1 
6 
6 
6 
o 

12 
o 
1 

a 

6 
3 

16 
2 
8 

14 
6 
7 

35 
28 
38 
12 
13 
8 
8 

204 

247 

7 
12 

19 

Z4 

o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

25 

23 1,560,599 
7 285,144 

30 1,8115,7a 

1,560,599 
298,270 

1,878,889 

71 2,1185,435 1182,655 , 3,882,7114 -
12 350,635 
1 29,750 
7 372,750 

11 111,756 
6 154,818 
9 

14 184~ 
6 
1 37P9 

67 1,2C2,193 

6 238,931 
4 70,024 

16 374..." 
2 40,929 
8 204,917 

14 429,335 
6 185,726 
7 231,462 

35 1,11!1l,215 
28 958,181 
38 1,359,866 
12 377,415 
13 568,167 
8 38),181 
8 266.838 

205 8,.,.,. 

272 7,9118,2D1 

7 175,255 
13 W,731 

20 612,888 

-
57,163 412,885 

3OP7 
69,m2 442,252 
98,128 211,867 

156,059 
220,484 220.484 
38,573 231,103 
81,744 81,744 

37P9 

566,182 1~ 

230,430 
28,134 98,875 

377,102 
41,D83 

212,877 
~ 
169,622 
235,661 

1,1~484 
, 978,161 
1.386.498 

385,333 
594,219 
369,491 
275,710 

28,134 6,95O.SI2 

e84,318 8,774,932 --
176,840 

30,670 462,741 

30,870 838,58t 

JANUARY 10. 3)13 

DOllAR PERCEkr 
CHANGE cHANGE 

o 0.00% 
13,128 4.60% 

13,128 0.70% 

14,814 D.38% 

5,067 
727 
410 

1,9116 
1,241 

o 
6,624 

o 
o 

16,055 

(8,501) 
717 

2,301 
154 

7/I!IJ 
9,571 
3,896 
4,199 

47:;J!S 
19,911) 
26,632 
7,918 

26,032 
9,310 
8,922 

188,360 

182,415 

1,585 
(5.8Ill) 

(4,275) 

1.24% 
2.44% 
0.09'11. 
0.95% 
o.m 
0.00% 
2.95% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

OM 

(3.56)'4 
0.73% 
0.81% 
0.38% 
3.88% 
2.23% 
2.10% 
1.81% 
4.34% 
2.09% 
1.96% 
2.10% 
4.58% 
2.58% 
3.34% 

2A5% 

2.12% 

D.9O% 
(1.25)% 

(0.88)% 

PAGE:4 
NLATICf<I ESrIIATE REPORr BY MAKaIODEI.f'OOI 

DEALER COST FOR Tl£YEAREtIlED 12/31112 
NEW Il'EMSAT CURRENT COST • LE., NONLATICf<I 

J/IHJI>R( 10, 3)13 

cokt. Nat TotAl.. i2A1111f NEw ENDING bou..AR PERcENT 
BO!?Y SIY\.E ' IT!! !TEIfS (Te,IS PRICE ITEMS PRICE CHAf!jE CHANGE 

NEW IJGIII' .QUTYTRUCKS· POOL II 
TaIitl & CXlINIRY 

TOTAl. NEW L-DTRUCKS 

TarAi. CHRYSLER 

DOOClE 

NEW AUTOS. POOL #1 
AVENGER 
CIW.lENGER 
CHARGER 
DART 
VFER 

TarAi. NEW AUTOS 

NEW IJGIII'.QUTY TRUCKS· POOL II 
0\JW0lG0 
GRAND CARAVAN 
.JCllREf 
RAM CARGO VAN 
RAM CHASSIS CAB 
RAMPICI<UP 

TOTAl. NEWL-D TRUCKS 

TOTAl. DoeGe 

FIAT 

NEW AUTOS· POOL#1 
500 
500C 

TarAi. NEW AUTOS 

TarAl.FlAT 

FORD 

NEW AUTOS • POOL #1 
FESTA 
FOCUS 
FlJSI()l 

t.tJSTANG 
POJCE MERCEPTOR 
TALRUS 

TarAi. NEW AUTOS 

22 

14 

8 
4 
8 
1 
o 

79 

100 

114 --
4 
2 

-
4 
6 
o 

11 
o 
6 

27 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 

2 
1 
8 
o 
2 
o 

13 

97/1f1 98,441 

97,., 98,441 

23 710,493 30,870 738,022 

64.200 
95,505 

253,566 28,144 
53,198 

2ai,298 

63,710 
95,278 

282,286 
53,198 

2ai,298 

20 413,271 288,840 699,770 

6 
4 
8 
1 
o 

271,740 
102.220 
204,668 
21,770 

81 2J1!1 ,378 

102 3.537,776 

122 3,851,047 

272,572 
100.790 
3)1,600 
21,773 

52,853 3,058,562 

52,853 3,855,287 

338,493 4,355,057 ........ _-
71,585 18,820 90,311) 
4Il,34O 4O,6IKJ 

111,925 18,820 131,060 

111,925 18,820 131,060 

6 56,702 
7 127,019 
8 

11 356,195 
2 
6 172,618 

-
34,073 
22.100 

227;.e 

51,284 

90,669 
153,QI) 
227;.e 
371,998 
51,284 

178,691 

40 711,534 ~702 1,D72,887 

. 934 0.96'11 

934 D.96% 

(3,341) (O.45J% -
(490) 
(227) 
576 
o 
o 

(141) 

632 
(1,440) 
(3.068) 

3 
o 

68,331 

84,858 

64,517 

(25) 
340 

315 

315 

894 
3,881 

o 
15,1113 

o 
6,073 

28,851 

(O.76}'4 
(0.24)% 
0.20% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

(0.02)% 

0.31% 
(1.41)% 
(1.50)% 

D.01% 
NlA% 
2.29% 

1.80% 

1.50% 

(0.03)'4 
0.84% 

0.2411 

0.2411 

1.00% 
2.60% 
D.OO% 
4.44% 
0.00% 
3.52% 

2.55% 
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7 co PAGE: 5 JANUARY 10, ~13 PAGE: 6 JANUARY 10, ~13 m Q INFLATION ESTIoIATE REPORI' BY MAKEJMODEUPOOL INFlATION ESTIMATE REPORr BYMAKEI\!OOEUPOOI ::J JJ 
0- Il> DEAlER COST FOR THE YEAR ENIlED 12/31112 DEAlERCOSTFORTHEYEARENCED12131112 . 

'0 
I\) ::>. NEW ITEMS AT CURRSNTCOST· LE,NO INFlATION NEW ITEMS AT CURRENT COST • LE, NO INFlATlON 
0 a .... :J 

coAt. I\) co cbtir. rI:w TotAl. lwtHi NEfi ~ bou..AR I'tRcENt ~ TotAl lW1111 NEw eNolilG ool.LAJt PeRceNT 
~ BODysmE rre,lS ~ IT!!S PRICE ITEMS PRICE CHANGE CjiANGE ~~ ITEMS ~ [!!!S PRICE ITEMS PRICE CHAtlGE CHANGE so 
0 NEW UGHT-IlUTY TRUCKS • POOl. I! 
~ 

NEW UGHT·DUTYTRUCKS· POOL 112 t:JI.·V 0 0 0 WA% "tJ 
II> CMAX 0 3 3 &),676 00,016 0 0.00% t:JI.OSSTOOR 8 8 236,750 240,766 4.016 1.70% 
3 CUTAWAY 5 3 8 125,331 01,642 195,056 2,083 1.08% ODYSSEY 7 7 228,946 233,413 4,40/ 1.95% in' .. E-SERlES 17 0 17 483,864 498,607 14,743 3,05% PILOT 12 12 382,450 392,045 9,595 2.51% o· 
:J EDGE 8 0 8 251,911 251,~ 29 0.01% RIlGELtJE 5 5 147,858 150,151 2,293 1.55% 
;;; ESCAPE 0 7 7 182,010 182,010 0 0.00% 
"tJ ElIl'EDITION 8 0 8 323,804 334,290 10,486 124% TOTAl NEW Loll TRUCKS 32 32 996,004 1,016,375 20,371 2.05% a 
~ ElIl'EDITION EL 8 0 8 344,002 355,799 10,997 3,19% 
6' ElG'Lt:JI.ER 6 1 7 189,744 36,027 230,500 2,729 1.20'14 TOTALHONDA 72 21 93 1,785,862 528,130 2,352,627 38,635 1.68% ~ 
Q. Fl50 PICKUP 51 2 53 1,664,561 93,032 1,fJJ8,097 50,464 2.87% 

F250 W'ER DlJlY PICKUP 32 2 34 1,144,w.! 97,686 1,a!8,468 26,490 2.13% HYUNDAI 
F350 SUPER DlJlY CHASSIS CAB 36 0 36 1,213,026 1,236,198 23,172 1.91% 
F350 SUPER DUlY PICKlP 50 4 54 1,643061 198,550 2,078,045 36,434 1.78% NEW AUTOS· POOL t1 
F450 SUPER DUlY PICKLI' 4 1 5 '1!J1/1J!J 61,697 275,270 5,653 2.10% ACCENT 6 0 6 86,125 91,420 3,295 3.74% 
FLEX 6 0 6 195,804 206,665 13,061 6.0/% RHlA 0 1 1 1l,096 1l,096 0 0.00% 
POLICE INTERCEPTOR 0 2 2 54,932 54,932 0 . 0.00% ELAN1RA 6 6 12 102,452 110,024 217,262 4,786 2.25% 
TRANSIT CONNECT 8 0 8 171,567 174,540 2,973 1.73% EQJlJS 2 0 2 116,316 117,246 m 0.80% 

GElIESIS 11 0 11 117,477 325,269 17,792 5.79% 

~ 
TOTAL NEW Loll TRUCKS 239 25 264 8,159,187 874,452 9,232,973 199,334 2.21% SOOATA 7 0 7 166,756 165,657 (1,009) (0.66)% 

\a0SfER 4 4 6 89,172 65,472 155,214 570 0.37% 
TOTAL FORD 268 38 304 8,870,721 1,209,154 10,305,6&l 225,985 2.24% -- TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 36 11 47 650,298 225,9l2 1,102,184 26,274 2.44% 

GMCTRUCKS NEW UGHT .ouTYTRUCKS· POOL I! 
SANTAFE 6 157,146 157,146 0 0.00% 

NEW UGHT.ouTY TRUCKS· POOL 12 TUCSON 0 179,415 182,477 3,062 1.71% 
fCNAA 10 0 10 370,748 363,640 12,892 3.48% VERACRUZ 0 0 WA% 
SAVANACAAOOVAN 14 0 14 429,335 438,906 9,571 2.23% 
SAVANA CUTAWAY VAN 6 0 6 165,726 189,622 3,898 2.10% TOTAL NEW Loll TRUCKS 14 179,415 157,146 3,062 D.91% 
SAVANA PASSENGER VAN 7 0 7 231,462 235,661 4,199 1.81% 
SERRA 1500 SERIES PICKUP 37 0 37 1,185,828 1,235,546 49,716 4.19% TOTAL HYUNDAI 44 17 61 1,029,713 382,738 1,441,787 29,338 2.08% 
SIERRA 25OOHO SERES PICKUP II 0 II 1,053,164 1,074,899 21,715 2.06% -=-

0 SERRA 3SXHl CHASSIS CAB 12 0 12 379,893 :m7,774 8,061 2.13% INF1NTI CD 
." SERRA 35O(Hl SERES PIOOJP 42 0 42 1,547,016 1,578,978 29,982 1.94% 

> TERRAIN 8 2 10 219,395 68,020 294,662 7,247 2.52% NEW ALJTOS· POOL #1 '0' "tJ 
II> YUK~ ~ 0 ~ 949,743 975,991 :is,216 2.76% G 2 2 93,129 98,362 3,233 3.47% 'tl 6" (1)- Q. G25 3 3 94,154 95,630 1.476 1.57% 

c: ('j' TOTAL NEW Loll TRUCKS 186 188 8,552,130 68,020 6,793,647 173,487 2.82% G37 12 12 464,966 477,490 12,522 2.69% 
." c M 5 5 251,808 257,948 6,140 2.44% '0 
0 Q. TOTAL tiMe TRUCKS 186 188 6,552,130 68,020 6,793,847 173,487 2.82% " r co TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 22 22 904,059 927,430 23,371 2.59% 
0 So 
0 r-

HONDA NEW UGHT.ouTYTRUCKS· POOl 112 ;:0;; :;; 
0 0 EX35 4 136,779 139,517 738 0.53% 
C z NEW ALlTOS· POOL #1 FX35 .3 129,534 130,411 877 0.68'4 
-I II> ACCt:JI.D 0 21 21 526,111 526.130 0 0.00% FX50 1 54,924 56,819 1.695 3,45% 

:IE 

< !" CIVIC 25 0 25 006,657 517,977 11,320 2.23% JX 0 77,518 77,518 0 0.00% 

f'1.. < CRol 6 0 6 121,m 125,246 3,473 2.65% QX56 2 112,437 115,115 2,678 2.36% 
iii' 

FIT 5 0 5 82,324 64,1l6 1,982 2.41% 
I\) ! 

NSIGHT 4 0 4 79,104 00,793 1,689 2.14% TOTAL NEW Loll TRUCKS 10 12 435,674 77,518 519,380 6,188 1.21% -I\) " :J 

Z Q. 

1,44a,810 ? a: TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 40 21 61 789,858 528,130 1,336,452 18,464 1.40% TOTAL INFINTI 32 34 1,338,733 77,518 29,559 2.09% 
II> -- -.. 

I\) .. 
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CII. '8. INFlATION ESTIMATE REPORr BY MAKEIMODEI.JPOO NLATlOJ'l ESI'IIATE REPORI' BY MAKBMODEUPOOL. 
r .. DEALERC08rFORTllEYEARENlED1131112 DEALER cosr FORTIIE YEARENCED 12131112 :;; CD 

NEW ITEMS AT CURRENT cosr • I.E., NO N'lATION lEW ITEMSAT CURRENT cosr . I.E., NO N'lATION 
0 So 

5 
c: coo: NE* tbtAL i2Aii111 IEYI ENDIIIG ooll.AR PERCENt coflT, IH TOtAL 12Aii111 kEYf ENoi«i DolLAR PERCEkr 'T1 
0 aopy ST'f\.E • l!p.!S IrEf1S PRICE IT¥ PRICE CHANG!' CttA/IGE J3OI?Y S[YLE ~MS ITEIIS npIS fR!C~. ITEt'IS PRICE CjlAMGE CIjANGE 0 

" z 
0 j .EEl' L.N:OI.N C 
-I < I' NEW UJII'.ooTYlRUCKS· POOLG NEW AUTOS· POOL" 
< CCM'ASS 6 0 6 131,1193 132,315 612 0.46% M<S 3 0 125,271 129,170 3,899 3.11% 
~ .. GfW() CtERa<EE 7 0 7 2S6,528 283,295 6,761 264% MKZ 0 3 103,1116 103.(B1 0 0.D0'4 ::J 

I\) 
Q. PAlRIOT 6 0 6 121,351 121,871 520 0.43'4 

,!') i 'WRNG.ER 7 0 7 189,967 191,973 1,986 1.18 TOTAl.NEW AUTOS 125,271 103,088 232;256 3,888 1.71% .. 
Z .. 
~ TOTAl. NEW L-O TRUCKS 28 0 28 BI8,558 7W,444 8,885 1.41% NEW UGHr.ooTYTIiUcKS·POOL G 
I\) t.t(I' 2 2 85,203 67,012 1,8(11 212'4 

TOTAI..EEP 28 28 1189,558 7W,444 9,885 1.41% MIO( 2 2 76,rA18 76,083 (5) (0.01)% - - - NAVIGATCR 4 4 226,624 226,756 132 0.18 
KIA 

TOTAl.NEW L-D TRUCKS 367,915 388,S51 1,936 o.m 
NEW AUTOS· POOL 11 
FCRlE 10 10 171,730 173,SSl 1,93) 1.12'4 TOTAl. Ltm.N 11 3 14 513,188 103,086 622,107 5,835 0.95'4 
!PTNA 3 3 116,!D) 67:;sJ 750 1.13'4 
RIO 8 9 119,520 17,D70 136.140 1,59) 1.13'4 

MAZDA 

* 
TOTAl. NEW AUTOS 21 22 357.750 17,D70 31V,04O ~ 1.13'4 

NEW AUTOS· POOL" 
NEW UJII'.ooTYTRUCKS· POOLIl IMZDA2 4 0 4 61,310 62.699 1,389 2.27'4 
SORENTO 10 1 11 265,960 22,370 288,960 630 D.22'4 MAZDA3 14 3 17 271,451 61,141 355,024 22,432 6.74% 
sru.. 5 0 5 79,650 81,675 ' 2,025 2.54% MAZllA8 6 0 6 134,487 140,452 5,965 4,44% 
SPCRTAGE 7 0 7 157,855 158,930 1,275 D.81% MlATAMJG.5 8 4 12 207,756 105,432 320,944 7,756 246% 

TOTAl. NEW L-D TRUCKS 22 23 503,285 22,370 528,585 3,9ll 0.75% TOTAl. NEW AUTOS 32 7 39 675,004 166,573 679.119 37,542 4.46'4 

TOTAl. KIA 43 45 861,1)15 38,440 IlO8,605 8,150 D.91% NEW UJII'.ooTYTRUCKS· POOLIl 
-==- 00 7 7 167,660 167,660 0 0.00'4 

LElWS CX-9 0 6 178,135 167,681 9,546 5.36% 
MAZDA5 ' 0 4 79,650 63.810 3,860 4.97'4 

" NEW AUTOS· FOOL 11 :r 
S? CT 2 0 2 56,084 57,861 I,m 3.17% TOTAl. NEW L-OTRUCKS 10 17 257.785 167,660 438,951 13,506 3.17% 0 

f ES 0 2 2 70,206 70,206 0 0.00'4 
GS 0 3 3 144,434 144,434 0 0.1lO'II. TOTAl.MAZIIA 42 14 5& 932,789 334,233 1,318,070 51,046 4.03% 

'" IS 7 0 7 24S,378 259.272 9,894 3.97% 
g ISF 1 0 1 55,170 57,288 2,118 3.84% 
:xl LFA 0 0 0 0 NIA% IoERCEDES 
ID 

LS 5 0 5 352,650 386,186 33,305 9.44% 

i NEW AUTOS • POOL 11 

'" TOTAl. NEW AUTOS 15 20 713,482 214,642 975,229 47,1115 5.07% CClASS 9 1 10 365,407 42,536 413,420 5,477 1.34% 

~ 
CLClASS 4 0 4 590,829 598,874 8,045 1.35% 

-< NEW UJII' .ooTYTRlicKs· POOLIl CLSClASS 3 0 3 224,600 226,932 2,332 1.04% 
CD 0 GX 2 99,D42 102,7~ 3,705 3.74% EClASS 12 1 13 6IK),991 52,384 750.736 7,451 1.00'4 S 1\1 

" LX 1 74,731 74.731 0 0.D0'4 SClASS 7 0 7 828,234 831,805 3,571 0.43'4 7 .. RX 5 155,768 43,945 206,388 6,675 3.34% SLClASS 0 2 2 233,709 233,709 0 0.D0'4 m 3 ::J ;;' . Sl.KClASS 3 0 3 153,264 154,680 1,416 D.92'4 
0. ~. TOT AI. NEW L-DTRUCKS 2 254,810 118,876 383,887 lD,381 2.78% SLSClASS 1 1 2 176,328 191,580 377,115 9;!11 2.50% 
I\) 
0 iii' .. TOTAl.LElWS 21 28 868,302 333,318 1,358,0116 57,476 4.42'4 TOTAl. NEW AUTOS 39 44 3,029,553 520,219 3,5B7,271 37.- 1.1J8% 
I\) " § - --
~1I1 
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m Q INFlATIlN ESTNATE REPORT BY MAK9ttODB.JPOOL INFLATIlN ESIlMATE REPORT BY MAKE/M0il9.J'00I. 
:::J JJ DEALeR COST FOR TIE YEAR ENDED 12131112 DEALeR COST FOR TIE YEAR ENDED 12131112 
C. CD NEW ITEMS AT CURRENT COST • I.E., NO INFlA110N NEW ITEMS AT CURRENT COST ·LE., NO INFlATIlN '0 
I\) :>. 
0 " .... g: tllNt. NE\\I TotAl.. iWll11 flEW ENDiNG DOLlAR PERcENt cokr. NEfI TotAl.. 121oi111 ~ ENDI~ OOi.lAkPERCENt 

'" I\) 
~ eopySTYLE [!EMS !TftlS [TEI,lS f'RlCE 11¥ PRICE CHAtlGE Cf1AtIGE ~y~ ~ IT¥ [fEHS PJijCE ITEMS PRICE C!!A!lI(ij: CfiAtjGE 
g 
0 

NEW UGHT -DUTY TRUCKS· POOL «! NEW UGHT-DUTYTRUCKS· POOL «! !'. 
." GCLASS 1 2 99.11)3 125,399 aJ,989 5,987 2.66% /IiWIoDA 6 6 255,007 265,118 10,111 3.96% co 

GlCLASS 3 3 196,879 199,m 2,8'1! 1.47% ClllE 3 3 49.565 51,297 1,732 3.49% 3 
.r GLKCLASS 2 2 69,996 71,848 1,852 2.85% FRONTIER P1CKUP 26 26 630,135 642,804 12,869 2.01% 
II> 

MCLASS 2 5 93,917 169,518 283,985 550 0.19% JJKE 8 8 170,780 175,362 4,582 2.68'4 0 
:> SPRIN1ER 10 10 383,008 387,236 4,148 1.00% "fJRANO 8 8 257,981 264,755 6,774 2.63% 0;-
." NY 14 14 376,680 384,344 7,664 2.03% 
a TOTAL NEW LoO TRUCKS 18 22 843,483 314,917 1,173,834 15,434 1.33% PAnf'lNllER a 8 249,140 249,140 a 0.00% 
". Cl£ST 4 4 124,008 121,535 (2.563) (2.07)% C' .. TOTAL MERCEDES Sf 66 3,873,038 835,136 4,781,105 52,933 1.12% ROGUE • 6 6 134,216 138,484 4,248 3.17% CD c. TITAN 14 14 425,155 444,4S7 19,292 4.54% 

XTERRA 7 7 183,995 187,817 3,822 2.08% 
MN 

TOTAL NEWLoO TRUCKS 96 104 2I/Il Pll 248,140 2,925,093 68,331 2.39% 
NEW ALlTOS· POOl tI 
COO'ER 12 15 283,500 80,820 387,065 2,655 0.73% TOTALNISSAN 120 21 141 3,346,138 505,118 3,956,713 105,457 2.74% 

TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 12 15 283,590 80,820 387,1)65 2,655 o.m 
PORSCt£ 

* 
TOTALMN 12 15 283,590 80,820 387,1)65 2,655 0,'/3% 

NEW ALITOS· POOLtI 
911 14 1,012,m 555,862 1,568,638 0 0.00% 

ItITSUBISIf BOXSTER 2 99,000 99,000 0 0.00% 
CAYI.Wl 0 0 NfA% 

NEW ALlTOS· POOl tI PANAMERA 10 669,600 247,950 925,386 7,836 0.65% 
~EV 0 0 0 NlA% 
LANCER 11 11 240,781 242,372 1,591 0.56% TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 15 11 26 1,682,376 902,812 2,593,024 7,836 0.30% 

TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 11 11 240,781 242,372 1,591 0.68% NEW UGHT -DUTYTRUCKS· POOL tI2 

NEW UGHT -DUTY TRUCKS· POOL «! CAYENNE 5 305,400 123,562 433,252 4,100 0.98% 
ClU1lANDER 119,077 121,996 2,921 2.45% 

0 ClU1lANDER SPCRT 80,337 67,200 149,120 1,583 1.07% TOTAL NEW LoO TRUCKS 3D5,4OO 123,682 433,252 4,190 0.98% 
(I) 

~ > TOTAL NEW LoOTRUCKS 12 199,414 67;l1XJ 271,118 4,504 1.89% TOTAL PORSCHE 20 13 33 1,987,776 1,026,474 3,026,276 12,026 0.40% 
-0' ." 

CD 20 440,195 87;l1XJ 513,490 6,095 "C 5' TOTAL MlTSUBISHI 23 1.20% 
C/l_ c. SCION 
c:: n' 

c 
" '0 NISSAN NEW ALlTOS· POOL iI1 0 c. 

~ FR·S 47,595 47,595 0 0.00% r NEW ALlTOS· POOL iI1 IQ 14,503 14,720 217 1.50% 0 g, 
0 r 370Z 8 282,386 296,110 13,722 4.86% TC 76,916 76,976 2,(6) 2.68% 
A ;; ALTIMA 11 140,279 123,747 266,131 2,105 0.80% XB 31,873 31,872 (1) (O.OO)% 
0 0 GT-R 2 174,140 191,153 17,013 9.77% XD 29,914 30,674 780 2.54% 
C z lEN' 0 0 NfA% -I co :e MAXIMA 2 60,814 62,149 1,335 2.20% TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 11 153,206 47,595 203,837 3,038 1.51% 
< !" SENJRA 7 119,019 119,019 0 0.00% 
~ < VERSA 7 80,895 13,212 97,1XiS 2,951 3.14% TOTALSClON 11 153,206 47,595 203,837 3,038 1.51% iij' 

I\) ~ 
I\) .. TOTAL NEW ALlTOS 24 13 37 738,516 255,978 1,D31,820 37,126 3.'/3% - :> 
Z c. 

? 0: co 
I\) 

.. 
II> 
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'" - -c INFLATION ESTIMATE REPORT BY MAIaIODElJPOOL INFLATION ESTIMATE REPORT BY ItIAKEIM()OEIAI 0-
C .. 

IlEALER COST FOR THE YEAR ENDED 12131112 IlEALER COST FOR TI£ YEAR ENDED 12131112 

" 
n; 

0 g, NEW ITEMSAT CURRENT COST • I.E., NO INFlATION NEW ITEMS AT CURRENT COST -LE.. NO INFlATION 

r r 
:;; cbNT. IlE'N tbrAi. 12Jdil1i NEW eNotNd 

=~= 
toNt, NEW rotAL 12101111 NE'Ji ENDING DOI.tAR PERtENt 0 0 

0 BODYS)'YLE "!'Is "!'IS !'[EttS IfICE ITEMS PRIC~ BODY STYLE !!¥ rrEt1S ITEMS __ PfllCE ITEMS PRICE CfiAt\GE CHANGE 
A z 
0 II> 

:Ii TOYOTA C !" SMART 
-l < iii· 

NEW AUTOS· POOL 11 NEW AUTOS· POOL 11 < :Ii .. FaUWO 41,711 42,102 372 0.89% AV/IWI ' 7 62,668 164,611 226189 910 0.40% 0 D> :- ::J CfWR( 8 184,545 187,045 2,500 1.35% 0-
f\) a: TOTAL NEW AUTOS 41,711 42,102 372 D.89% CORCUA 5 81,953 62,840 887 1.08% 
of\) II> MA1RIX 5 93,793 '11,002 3.209 3,42'1\ D> 
Z .. TOTAL-SMART 41,711 42,102 372 0.89% PRIUS 15 195,961 . 172,884 374,602 5,757 1.56% 
0 -= YAAIS 7 105,038 106,564 1,526 1.45% 
f\) 

SUBARU TOTAL NEW AUTOS 35 12 Q 723,958 337,495 1,076,242 14,789 1.39% 

NEW AUTOS· POOL 11 NEW LIGHT .ouTYTRUCKS· POOL #2 
BRZ 0 4 102.896 102,896 0 0,00% 4RUNNER 5 0 5 165,510 187,476 1,966 1.19% 
IMPREZA 22 22 506,050 512,394 4,344 0,86% FJCRUISER 3 0 3 75,089 77,969 2,900 3,86% 
LEGACY 9 9 200,169 202,373 W1 1.10% HIGH.ANDER 10 3 13 314,840 86,894 413,576 11,942 2.'11% 

LAW CRUISER 0 1 1 70llTl 7O;!IJI 0 0.00% 
TOTAL NEW AUTOS 31 35 ~9 102.896 817,863 6,548 0.81% RAV4 0 0 0 0 NlA'I4 

SEaJOIA 9 0 9 430,318 438,684 8,386 1.94% 

* 
NEW LIGHT -DUTY TRUCKS· POOL 12 SIEtfolA 10 2 12 319,478 60,274 384,088 4,336 1.14% 
FORESTER 8 8 190,223 193,221 2,998 1.58% TPWMPIOOJP 20 0 20 432,586 443,437 10,869 2.51% 
OOTBACK 12 12 296,400 299,161 2,753 0;93% TUNDRA 28 3 31 842,321 130,549 98),866 7,816 0,80% 
lRIBECA 1 1 30,657 30,657 0 0,00% VENZA 10 0 10 288,102 297!152 9,850 3,42% 
YN CROSSlREK 0 3 65,847 65,847 0 0,00% 

TOTAL NEWL-oTRUCKS 95 104 2,868,228 348,024 3,274,295 58,045 1.80% 
TOTAL NEW L-o TRUCKS 21 24 517,288 65,847 588,888 5,751 D.99% 

TOTAL TDYOT A 130 21 151 3,592,184 685,519 4,350,537 72,834 1.70% 
TOTAL SUBARU 52 511 1,225,507 168,7(1 1,406,549 12,299 OJ18'4 

====-
VOLKSWAGEN 

SUZUKI 
"tl NEW AUTOS- POOLI1 
;;r NEW AUTOS· POOLI1 BEElLE 24 6 30 565,512 145,966' 715,338 3,840 0.54% a 
0 KlZASHI 136,170 141,114 4,944 3,63% CC 2 9 11 77,486 286,531 365,'113 1,'114 0,54% 
" 0 SX4 100,789 38,206 140.942 1,987 1.42% EOS 3 1 4 106,047 35,040 144,956 3,869 2.74% -c 
'< GOLF 25 0 25 613,281 618,98) 5,699 0,93% :r 
ec TOTAL NEW AUTOS 12 14 238,939 38,206 282,056 6,911 2.51% GTI 32 0 32 848,402 657,946 9,544 1.12% 
Q JETTA 42 4 46 896,346 90,028 1,003,810 17,436 1.77% 
JJ NEW LIGHT -DUTY TRUCKS- POOL #2 JETTAGU 12 0 12 296,196 307,160 10,964 3.70% .. 
'!l EClIJO.TOR 0 NiAll PASSAT 23 0 23 586,922 595,386 8,464 1.44% 
5' 

GRAND VlTARA 65,757 44,302 111.835 1,778 1.61% S-
ec TOTAL NEW AUTOS 163 20 183 3,990,174 557,585 4,608,548 61,790 1.36% 
:E TOTAL NEW L-o TRUCKS 65,757 44,302 111,835 1,778 1.61% 

-< s: NEW LIGHT.ouTYTRUCKS· POOL #2 
CD 0 

TOTAL SUZUKI 15 19 302,896 82,508 393,891 8,687 2.26% ROUTAN 0 0 0 NiAll III S 
";' "tl TIGUAN 11 11 306,668 312,393 5,725 1.87% .. m 3 TOUAREG 9 9 435,723 440,9'11 5,274 1.21% 
:J In' 
C. 

~' N TOTALNEWL-oTRUCKS 20 20 742.381 753,390 10,989 1.48'4 
0 ;;; -' 
N 4' TOTAL VOLKSWAGEN 183 20 203 4,732,565 557,585 5,362,939 72,789 1.36% 

g. 

$11 f 
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